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HOUSE CHRONICLE - DECEMBER 1934 - AUGUST 1935. 
Christmas, of course, was the most notable thing 
about Decemrer, apart, that is, from an epidemic of 
German Measles which we ywere afraid was going to 
deplete the Cast of "Pride and Prejudice." But luckily, 
nobody was ill for Christmas itself. We started 
off in the usual fashion with Carols on Christmas Eve: 
ambitio~ ones this year, with descants, canons, and 
three parts. The Grasmere Carol was our Piece de 
Resistance, and Virginia's Carol our surprise, Mise 
Street accompanied all the carols at rehearsal on her 
pipe, but when the time ea me, we found that the dravt ng-
room piano was tuned a whole semi-tone below this, 
and she could not re-tune her pipe in t1 me! After 
this, a lot of people went to Midnight Mass at All 
Saints. 
The next day we had breakfast early so that the 
dining room decorations could be done. Dinner itself 
at 1 p.m. was a very gay affair, followed by The King's 
Speech, which we listened to in the Drawl. ng-room, and 
the presentation of gifts fro m the big Christmas Tree 
in the Hall. The Hall, half finished, was decorated 
out of all knowledge, and boasted a marvellous fireplace, 
which Father Christmas had obviously visited. Then 
came a rush back to tea, in pouring rain, and a rush 
down again to see the Play. The Play was most successful, 
far more eo than any of the people in it had dared to 
hope. Owen and Paddy turned up during thl interval, 
and Heulwyn and Alouette Owen were already with us. 
Finally we had a sandwich supper in the diningtroom, as 
a wind-up to the day. On Boxing Day trere was the Party. 
(Also a visit from Dr. Bunbury, whom we were very glad 1 
to see again, and wish she could have stayed longer.) 1 
The floor of tre Hall hadbeen prepared; for dancing 
and games, there was a Buffet, and other exciting t hing& 
Owen and Tom gave us a most amusing sketch, we liked it 
all the more bcause it was tof.ical, and moat of us feel 
flattered at being "taken off'. After tre Party, certain 
of the Staff went on to the flat and there celebrated 
in mysterious ways which most of us were denied: the 
usual order having prevailed at the end of the day! 
Nothing very exciting hashappened since Christmas, 
except that the Hall has been finished, and looks beautiful 
with its pale walls, oak ' floor, and uneven ceiling. 
The inhro 1tants of the Flat came back to tre Garage last 
March, and installedthemselves in the new rooms. Trere 
is no longer a Ja dder to the Garage Kitchen, but a door 
through the hall. The waste land by the Garage has been 
turned into a rockery, with steps down to the Hall door. 
The old Playroom is now a bedroom with five beds. It 
seems odd to imagine that it was ever a place of recreation 
and dancing. They are putting new floors down in the 
House - polished oak floors in the writing, drawing and 
dining-rooms, and they are demolishing the corner by the 
Slype. So much for the structural alterations. Most of 
the other changes have happened in the o.T. dep artment. 
Old Studentshave got jobs: at The Maudsley, Barnwood 
and Haywards Heath, among others. Miss Dahl is going 
back to America in September, and we shall be very sorry 
to lose her; others are going too: Miss Hick, Miss 
Macdonald. 
The EVent of tt;te Year has been the removal of Miss 
Morgan to 4 Prince a Buildings. Her house has provided 
us all with work and interea~ We were dreadfully sorry 
to lose her fro m the House - but then, we fee 1 she is 
invaluable "down the road" too, and we see almost as 
much of her as before, and hear of all her doings when 
she brings Janet up to see us in the evening~ Some of 
us go to play with ffoan, moat of us go to tea on various 
occasions, all of us, I think, had a hand in decorating 
that house! We used to go in parties, an d take our 
lunch or t ea . There was one Monday when three of us 
ate a coloeaal ' meal in the top Bathroom. Miss Morgan 
has added yet another child to her "family" - for 
besides her own Folly and Joan'a Chriatopher, there is 
now a small spaniel puppy, son 6f Ben, Miss Pease's dog. 
We must not forget the various marriages and engageJ, 
menta in the House: Miss Tebbit, with her husband, Mr. 
Glyn Owens, has been to see us tw~ce this year, and 
we are still having Paddy and Owen, which we enjoy very 
much. Elizabeth Brown has announced her engagement. 
Jonah is going to be married in October, and 1B dese rting 
us for New Zealand. We think she will make as admirable 
a Colonial housekeeper as the Bear she portrayed in the 
Pantomime! 
Just now many people are away for their holiday -
or are ahcrtly departing. Bar and Peggy are in Sweden, 
busy with a course of weaving in a Swedish village. 
Blew and Kate have been to Germany - with adventures 
many and various! Others are going to France and 
Italy. Dr. Casson goes to Wales at the end of this 
week. There will be few activities until the autumn) 
when the Cottage closes down, term be g ins, and all the 
"excitements" of concerts, theatre s, lectures and films 
that we go to are announced. And so here we take our 
leave - until the next time! 
LINES UPON A BIRTHDAY PRESENT. 
This little dish we ' ve got -
This silver sort-of-pot 
(Whether you like it or not} 
To keep your dinner hot . 
(We like it quite a lot.} 
we-might have bought a yacht -
A gown with fancy spot -
The works of Walter Scott -
Some books for you to swot -
Perhaps endowed a cot -
Or yet financed a plot 
To make you Queen - but what 
Is nicer than this pot 
(Whether ~ like it or not} 
To keep your dinner hot? 
April 1935 
Dr. Casson ' s birthday. 

A radiant smile - to greet the dawn -
Miss Higgins: just off night duty 
'·-. ..  
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In aid of 
RISTOL & CLIFTON DISTRICT NURSES SOCIETY 
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A 
on 
Saturday, 19th June 
1937 
at 3 p.m. 
WJ! i t 
Jf DORSET HOUSE, THE PROMENADE 
by kind Invitation of Dr. Elizabeth Casson 
( UNDER COVER, IF WET ) 
ADMISSION SIXPENCE 
TEAS 9d. and I f-
from 3.45 p. m . to 5.30 p. m . 
FOR SALE 
HOME MADE SWEETS, CAKES, JAM, MARMALADE 
and CHUTNEY 
ICES AND LEMONADE 
COMPETIT I ONS W I TH PRIZES 
NANCY'S PUPPETS 
3.30 p.m. . 5 p.m. . 6 p.m. 
Demonstrations of Dancing, Spinning, Weaving and 
!he Potter's Wheel by Students of the Dorset House 
School of Occupational Therapy 
The Garden Party - contd. 


D 0 R S E T H 0 U S E D R A M A T I C S. 
PRUNELLA. 1931. 
One of the finest and jolliest shows ever produced at Dorset 
House (to my way of thinking) wa s "Prunella", played by the Range r 
Company at Christmas 1931. 
It was admirably produced, and we derived a considerable 
amount of pleasure rehe arsing for it. Most of the cast had , 
done some amateur acting before, which meant that they were able 
to "get down to things" marvellously. Several of itS members 
were responsible for the scenery, by no me ans an easy job, yet 
the result was all that could b e desired, except perhaps for the 
bedroom window! 
I ehall never forget the window incident! It was during 
the last act, and Prunella had to nego tiate an elopement with 
Pierrot through the said window. During our final rehe arsal 
we had discussed the improbability of Prunella's ever be ing able 
to cope with it, as it didn't exactly fit her! Acts 1 and 11 
had gone off without a hitch, and now - would she, or wouldn't 
she come safely through that window? 
"Ghosts might see u s, and hang out their heads, 
In long white nightcaps wagg ing their skulls," 
sang we, approaching nearer to the dreaded scene •••••• There he 
was, Pierrot, and, praise be to Allah, Prunella t aking the Window 
as gracefully and indifferently as became one whose business 
it was to make her exit in such a manner! 
Altogether this was a fin e show! 
B. V. A. 
YELLOW SANDS. 1932. 
This year the Ranger Company gave a performance of "Yellow 
Sands" by Eden Philpotts, 
It was all supposed to be a secfet, but in some mysterious 
way the House had got wind of the matter some days before, and 
knew quite a lot about it. But this did not lessen anticipation. 
And when the curtain went up on the First Act, we saw before us 
a piece of most marvellous scenery, which some of the ca st had i 
painted themselves. Yellow sands, and blue sea, with a low 1 
wall overlooking the tide, and the Head of bhe 0. T. Staff look-
ing as disreputable as she possibly could as Richard Varwell. 
Among other excitements in the course of the play were 
the appearance of Dr. Casson dressed and made up as an old woman 
of eighty, and thereby (we were assure~O looking exactly like 
her grandmother, and the debut (in per son) of Polly Parrot, 
who behaved like the accomplished acto~· he is i ~ .we must not 
forget to mention Richard's song, which came as a surprise to 
both cast and audience! And th e acting of Miss Jenkins a s 
Mary Vnewell, quite one of the best things in the Play, 
V. R, T. A. 
p R I D E A N D P R ~ J U D I C E. 
A PLAY IN FOUR ACTS, BASED ON THE NOVEL BY 
J A N E A US T E N. 
-- ooOoo--
qharao~~rs in orde r of appearance 
Mre . Benne t .• • • • .• • • , • • • •• • • Vs ra Barber 
ll:r. Be nnet •. •, .•••• , •••• •. • ·Dor othy Jones 
Lydia, • . , •••••• • ••••. ••• •• , , lf.ary Denne tt 
Jane . . , ...• . ••.. , . , . ... , . , .Barbara As hman 
Elizabet}a, ••...• • ....•....•. Joy Blew-Jonea 
Wiolmam ., •••. , ••••••..• , •••. Mar y Plate r 
Mr. Collins •••.• , •..••.. • •.. Elizabeth Caseon 
Charlotte Luoas ..•. , ••.•••• Sally Mc Laughlin 
Harria ....................•• ver•onioa Burr 
E1ngley .... ,, .•.... ,, .•.• , .. Ruth Bevan 
Daroy ••••••..••••..••.•••••• sandra Cassia 
Hill,., •• , •..•.•• , .•.•...•.. Helen Dixon 
Colonel Forster, ..•.••.....• Rosemary Adame 
Miss Bingley, .• ,, ••... , .. ,. ,Eileen Cave 
Martin, •• ,,.,,., .. ,., ....• , . if!argar et Peve relle 
Denny, .. ,,,., ....... , •.. , ... Katherine Street 
Lady Luoas,, ., ,,, •..•.....•. Margaret Davy Brown 
Colone l Fitzwi ll iam .•...••. Elizabeth Brown 
Martha , . , , •• , • , .•... , ...... Helan Dixon 
Lady Cathe rine de Bourg, , .• . Virgin ia nu· Flat Taylor. 
ACT 1. 
ACT 11. 
ACT 111. 
ACT lV. 
The Drawing room at Longbourn 
The Orangery at Netherf ield. 
Mr . Colline' Parsonage at Hunaford. 
(Thr e e months later) 
The Shrubbery at Longbourn. 
(On e we ek later) 
T ll1E .. .• .. 1796 . 
The Play produced by ELIZABETH CASSON . 
Costumes by JOYCE HI CK and I. V.HOOPER. 
--ooOoo--
f l<ot:ri(AMM!i' - ""/'k Plc..y. IGJ4- -
I q ~ .~ 
THE PLAY 
AND PREJUDICE 
Back Row 
Dr.Casson(Mr.Collins) 
Eileen Cave(MissBingley) 
M.Plater(Wickham) 
V. Barber(Mrs . Bennett) 
R.Bevan(Bingley) 
V.Burr(Butler) 
D. Jones(Mr.Bennett) 
Second Row 
S.Maclaughlin(Charlotte) 
R.Adams(Col . Foster) 
B.Ashman(Jane) 
S . Cassie(Davey) 
f>! . Dennett(Lydia) 
H.D.Brown(Lady Lucas) 
J.Blew Jones(Elizabeth) 
The Set - Act I 
PRIDE and PREJUDICE 
The Dining Room 
by 

YELLOW SANDS 
A Comedy in Three Acta 
by 
EDEN & ADELAIDE PHILLPOTTS 
Presented by 
OORSET HOUSE RANGER COMPANY 
Act 1. Before the cottage of the Majors 
InterTal of 15 minutes 
Tea will &e eerTed in the Theatre) 
Act 2. Mise Varwell 1 e parlour, th~pext day 
Act ~. The same, a month later . 
CAST. 
The Characters as they appear. 
Richard Varwell •••••••••• Constance Tebbit 
Emma Major ••••••••••••••• Joyce MacLeod 
Arthur Varwell ••••••••••• Dorothy Joneo 
Joe Varwell •••••••••••••• Joan Vezey 
Mr. Baslow ••••••••••••••• Hilary Bates 
Thoaaa Major ••••••••••••• Joyce Oldnall 
Lydia Blake •••••••••••••• Daphne Roy Daviee 
Mary Varwell ••••••••••••• Muriel Jenkins 
Jennifer Varwell •••••.••• ilizabeth Oaoaon 
Minnie Mastera ••••••••••• Oonatance Selby 
Nelly Maatere •••••••••••. Barbara Aohman 
T H E S L E E P I N G B E A U T Y 
A PANTOMIME Presented by 
THE RESIDENTS OF DORSET HOUSE. 
Characters in order of appearance -
Queen Tintinabula of Fantagoria 
Court Jester 
Angelica - Maid-of-Honour 
King Bombasticus of Fantagoria 
Yehudi - (Court Fiddler 
Fairies -
Lord-High-Everything) 
Make-You-Merry 
Grant-You-Good 
Wish-You-Well 
Margaret Brown 
Joy Blew-Jones 
Veronica Burr 
E. Rushton Gill 
Joan Mackworth 
N. Meek 
Grace Batchelor 
I.V . Hooper 
The Fairy Pandemonia 
Princess Lucinda of Fantagoria 
Prince Pedigree of Pantaloon 
Virginia Du Plat Taylor 
Lucy Trye 
(Medical Student of the 
University of Mangle-Wurzle) 
Pages at the Court of Fantagoria -
Orlando 
Rosemary Adams 
Ann Roberts 
Nancy Walker 
Queenie Fox 
Orsino 
Strolling Singer 
PROLOGUE -
Act I 
Act II 
Scene 
Scene 
1 
2 
The Lily Pond in the Royal Gardens 
The Court of Fantagoria 
The same (Fifteen years later) 
A Room in the Tower 
The Court falls asleep 
ACT III (A hundred years later) 
Scene 1 
Scene 2 
Scene 3 
By the wayside in Pantaloon 
A Room in the Tower 
The Court of Fantagoria 
'B§G KX IN §NGLAND'
8 
A MUSICAL COMEDY I N FIVE ACTS 
C ast in order of appearance:-
Rebecca ........... Peggy Reed 
Miss Tebbit .. Rosemary Adams 
M iss G oscombe ..................................................... Audrey Newsom 
Miss Barber ....................... .. ................................ Margaret Brown 
Dr Elizabeth Casson . .. .......... Joy Blew- Jones 
Lady Cleopatra Popacatapetl .. .. .... Inez Violet Hooper 
Mrs Fitznoodle Virginia Du Plat Taylor 
Sally May, An A.;;;~~ic;~ Joy Blew- Jones 
Chorus of S ailors, O ccupational Therapy Students, 
F rivolity Girls and Americans ... Dorothy Jones 
Daphne Roy Davis 
Virginia Du Plat Taylor 
Nesta Ciark 
Paddy Goscombe 
Joyce MacLeod 
Orchestra .............................................. . . ..... Ro')ema ry A dams 
Jean Mackwo rth 
Act I 
Act II 
Act I I r 
Act IV 
Act v 
Quayside Southampton 
The Garage Sitting Room 
Occupation Room 
Consulting Room 
The Lummis Mansion, Philadelphia, Pa. 
-
THE SLEEPING BEAUTY 
A C T I SCENE I 
The Hall of the Castle at Fantagoria . The baby is in 
a crib at the back , watched by Angelica, the maid of honour. 
The Queen is at a mirror , putting her crown on straight. Enter 
Jester, leaps behind her, gives her crown a tilt, and leaps awav 
again. 
QUEEN. (stamping her foot) How tiresome of you, just when 
I wanted to look my best for the christening . 
- a most becoming angle -
'BECKY IN ENGLAND' 
THE PLAYS THE THING 
This envclop contain5 copl!s Qf 
1rThe Sk~tng ~~~ 
2) ·B~ltY in fnBtand~ 
• 
'BECKY IN ENGLAND' 
A MUSICAL COMEDY 
IN FIVE ACTS . 
'BECKY IN ENGLAND' 
A MUSICAL COMEDY IN FIVE ACTS 
Cast in order of appearance:· 
Rebecca 
Miss Tebbit 
Miss Goscomhe. 
Mi~~ Barber 
Dr. Elizabeth Casson 
Lad} Cleopatra Popaca•apetl. 
Mrs F:t:;;nocdle _ ·-· 
Salloe M~y, An American 
Chorus of Sailors, Occupational 
Frivolity Girls and Americans 
Orchestra 
......... Peggy Reed 
... .Rosemary Adams 
Audrey Newsom A 
. Marg:uet Brown ~ 
Joy Blew· Jones 
.Inet Violet Hooper 
Virginia Du Plar T aylo1 
.. Joy Blew· Jones 
Therapy Students 
Dorothy Jones 
Daphne Roy Davis 
Virginia Du Pbt T aylor 
Nesta Clark 
Paddy Goscombe 
Joyce MacLeod 
.Rosemary Adams ~~ 
Joao Mackworth .~ 
Act I 
Act rr 
Act III 
Act Iv 
Act v 
Quayside Southampton 
The Garage Sitting Room 
Occupation Room 
Consulting Room 
The Lumrui. M•nsion, Phrbdelpln.1, Pa. 
1':. 1 
ACT r. 
The Quayside. Enter chorus of sailors, <inging-
(Tune :· Chancellor's song from ' Iolan the'.) 
Chorus. 
Solo. 
Chorus . 
Oh we've brought Becky over the se ;~, 
F rom Liule New York in Ameriky, 
At Dorset House in Clifton, she 
Will reach Occupational T herapy. 
Oh she can carve, 
And she c:tn sew, 
And she can weave, 
And she can blow, 
And she to Clifron joy is bringing, 
Par she 's just swell at community singing. 
Oh, she will knock them fairly fiar-
A highly susceptible household rhar! 
Oh, she will knock them fai rly flat· 
A HIG HLY susceptible household rhar! 
(Enter Rebecca. T he sailors salute and sing- ) 
Chorus. Rule Rebecca, Rebbecca rules the waves, 
All Cliftonians shall be Rebecca's sbves! 
Becky 
(Exit) 
Well, fer goodness' sake, I do declare 
T here's nobody to meet me. Wh:tt's to do? 
They ~ aid that they 'd he here at five o'clock 
And now it's just lulf after. Tut tut tut; 
T hese English girls are surely mighty slow. 
(D istant sounds of chugging.) 
I wonder 1f they'll hke .:dl my new tracks? 
The frilly ones '11 send 'cm a ll 'lUite mad. 
(Sound of a horn, car comes nearer.) 
Well! Sakes ahve! Wh:u kmd of ca r ts this ' 
( Enter M iss Tebbit and Paddy in Toby; they 
leap ou t and approach Becky.) 
I 
Miss Tebbit. M:ss Lummis, I believe' Now let me say 
Becky. 
PJddy. 
B~cky. 
Paddy. 
I am Miss Tebbit; This Miss Goscombe here, 
My colleague and yours too, who daily drives 
This ancient and most honourable car 
Htght Toby. 
What a grand name for a car! 
A grand car too. Do you drive, by the way ' 
Why yes, a fJivver, and a coupe too . 
Then you can help me drive the damned thing 
down 
At ten o'clock at night 
Miss T ebbit. Ahem- I think we should be getting back. 
Now what about your trunks. Miss Lummis? 
Becky. Would you have me go get 'em > T hey're right ht:re. 
(She summons porters in the wings. Large trunks 
are bruught forth , one after the other. Expressions 
of dismay registered by Miss T ebbit and Paddy 
increase as they wonder how Toby will bear his 
new burden. ) 
Becky. (Dubiously.) D'you think he'll stand the strain' If 
not, C guess 
We'd better send a trunk or two by rail. 
Miss Tebbit. That 's a good plan. Please book the<e three 
to Bristol. 
(Becky tips all the porters with half-crowns 
and sends th~m off with the extra trunks. ) 
Paddy. Can you arrange yourself in front? With luck 
Toby will start. You musn't mind a lurch. 
(Paddy starts Toby, which leaps fonvard violen tly, 
thereby makmg Rebecca apprehensive. ) 
·-
M iss T ebbit Now do look at our English countryside, 
Belky. 
Where the road winds between these woodc;; ond trees. 
And look! a fox leaps, brush in ai r, alert; 
Stealing t·he secret-s of rhe night to tell his mate. 
My my, oh what a darling thing. 
Oh stop, pleao;e s top. I w:mt to see that fox, 
I think he 's just real grand! A rea l live fox, 
I never saw a rea l live fox before. 
Miss T ebbit. And more is yet to come, look over there -
Salisbury Cathedral, that's the ancient spire 
Which stabs the far horizon . 
Paddy. Gorgeous thing, 
think it 's simply gorgeous, must look too. 
(T oby leaps forward again. Suddenly there is a 
bang; he lurches slightly.) 
Paddy. 
Becky. 
Paddy. 
r ~ . Becky. 
Oh, damn! A punctured tyre. Out you all get! 
Is there a garage ne<lr at hand, d 'you think? 
Garage, no fear! We must put on the spare. 
I don't know what you folk will think, but I 
Believe thl t walk!ng on would be the thing to do, 
And hi re an automobile from the nearest stand. 
Miss T ebbit. And leave poor Toby far away, forlorn ' 
Paddy. Come, help me wirh the spare, it won't take long. 
I hope your coat will keep quite clean. 
Becky. I've got 
Another one that's just as good, inside 
T hat cabin trunk. 
Miss Tebb1t. Oh fortunate young woman, would I had 
As many clothes as you ! 
(Havmg put on the spare, Paddy and M is3 
Tebbll are •omewh~t un!ldv; Beckv remains 
Immacula te, nevertheless sh-e produces a lipstick 2nd 
uses it vigo•·ously and artistically.) 
Miss Tebbit . I really think we must be quick, the Boss 
wil l think 
Becky. 
Paddy. 
We're lo$t, or else that we have failed to meet 
Mis!.i Lummis. 
Oh, p<'rdon me, Miss Tebbit, if you had failed to 
meet me. 
Sure I never could have mis taken this 
fine old car, 
And two English girls inside it. 
Well said, Miss Lummis. Will you mount again ' 
(They climb in, start the car; and T oby leaps 
out of sight. The chorus enter and sing, to 
the tune of 'Litt le Buttercup.') 
Choru~. Hooray for Rebecca, our pretty Rebecc:l, 
Who's coming to sta y for a year, 
She really is great on 
Her pet occupation, 
She\ meaning to have a caree r. 
She'~ brought all h~r w;~rdrobe, complete 
anti·microbe, 
To leave it behind would be crime, 
For sport and for dancing, 
For chmbing, for fencing· 
She''i meaning ro have a gcod time. 
(Exit. Curtain.) 
ACT II. 
The Garage Sitting-Room. Without, " steady volume 
of sound, something between a moan and a croon. 
Enter Bar, in dressing-gown, plus a cup of te<>. 
Bar. Thrice hath this noise d ~sturbed me from my s leep, 
And thrice mine eyes have opened on the morn 
When weariness would close them. What's ado " 
(.Enter Miss Tebbit.) 
Miss Tebbit This can I no longer stand! 
"" . Bar. 
Take heart, 
Maybe the Boss will hear i[ from her room, 
And castigate the culprit. 
Miss Tebbit. Meanwhile you, 
Bar. 
As suitably befits an 0. T. Staff. 
Must dress, and ro the g:trden voyage forth 
On exploration bent. 
I am in need of stimulants . Where are my 
kruschen salts ? 
Miss T ebbit. Make haste, then. 
(Enter Paddy, somewhat wild about the eyes and hair.} 
Paddy. Now am I swiftly being driven mad! 
(Rapid exit.} 
Oh that this too, too :1wful row would cease, 
And leave me ~lumbering iu blessed peace! 
Mt~s Tebbir. (calling after her) I think that probably 'twlil 
do you good, 
You lie abed too long of late, methinks . 
Bar. (having finished her tea.) 
Where has she gone. To see whot's happening ? 
(Leisurely) Gosh! Wb:n a wild unholy row this is, 
It cloth remind me of unshriven spirit s 
Keeping a midnigl11 1 ryst in midnight trees. 
Miss Tebbit. Or of some feline orgy on the tile.< 
With the wid accompaniment of the \', 
H.uping with skeleton fingers on the \ ·ir 
(Re-enter 
Paddy. 
Bar. 
Paddy. 
That st retch from post to post ocross the sky. 
Paddy.) 
Behold the noise! 
My dear, where did you find it ? 
Behind the bathroom door. 
(Enter Becky, in bath-r;:;be.) 
Miss Tebbit. 'Tis you! 
Paddy. 'Tis she! 
Miss Tebbit. I never should h•ve thought it! 
Becky. 
Bar. 
Bccky . 
That such a noise so near the ghostly wail 
Of unconfined animals, should have issued 
From that mouth! 
Oh my! I just love that! 
Am't that just <;ump'n, th.lt you folk should hear, 
Rebecca singing in her morning bath. 
And then go search the gatden-path for ghost s! 
If tllJt ain'r too marvellous for words! 
It just remains to offer vou some tea . 
No, no! I'm not in need of that. You see, 
I haven't cleaned my teeth, and so of course 
mayn'r drink tea. 
Miss Tebbir. My true American! 
Paddy. Tea must I have, clean teeth or no cleom teeth. 
Miss Tebbit. I thmk I'll come and get some with you, too. 
(Exeunt Miss T ebbit and Paddy.) 
Becky. I gu.,.s I've 'hocked 'em both. 
Bar. Oh, they' ll recover. 
And now I think we'd berte r dress. I heJr 
The hreakiast gong ring out at Dorset Ho Jse. 
(Exeunt, Becky still singing.) 
Act rrr 
The front Occupation Room. Becky is dressed in fencing 
costume. The chorus, now Occupation Students, are 
working at various c;·afts. T he weaver at her loom sings. 
Solo. 
Chorus. 
Solo. 
Chorus. 
Becky. 
Chorus. 
I have a song to sing - 0! 
Sing us your song - 0. 
An Occupation Student r 
Who~e shuule through the warp cloth fl y. 
With eager fing ers do I beat, 
The th read runs straight, the edge is neat; 
All my limbs co-ordinat ing 
While thi c; sca rf I am creating. 
My emotions sublimating, 
All with the help of th is lady. 
Aye-dee, Aye-dee, 
l ack -a· l•dy, lack·e· lady, 
Her emotions sublimat ing 
All with the help of this lady. 
Folks, you' re working very hard, 
Your labour I will not retard , 
But look what I 've got here for you, 
Some peanut candy you can chew. 
Her poppa makes it by the pound, 
'Tis crisply cooked and nicely brow ned, 
R:gh t gladly will she hand round 
Because she's such a lady. 
Aye-dee, Aye-dee 
lack-a- lady, lack-a-lady, 
Gladly will she hand it round 
Because she's such a lady. 
(Genera l scramble for peanuts. Sudden and dr3mat ic 
entry of Dr. Casson accompanied by L ady Cleopatra 
Popa.:arapetl and Mrs F itznoodle.) 
Mrs F itz. Oh , whar a charming game they're having here! 
May I see whar they're doing, Dr. Casson? 
Mrs Fitz. 
Dr Casson. 
Becky. 
(Cvnt .)Now this is very intere"ting - weaving: 
I see with g rea te~ t joy that you believe in 
The expans1ou of the ego at the loom. 
Perhaps Miss Lummis k:ndly, will provide us 
W uh samp:es of the students ' work to see. 
Why, cert'n'ly, Dr. Casc:on, I'll be g lad to. 
(Enter B~r with a rush.) 
B ar. O h, Becky! Have you got the keys? I 'm sorry, 
Dr. Casson, I didn't see you there. 
Becky. 
Bar. 
I thi nk Miss Go..;combe has the keys, Mise; Barber, 
She's sitt'n' in the office right out ~ide. 
Oh, thank you very much. (Exit.) 
(Enter Paddy, also with a rush.) 
Paddy. My kingdom fo r the keys! -the keys, the keys! 
Bccky. 
Becky, where are the keys? I'm sorry, Doctor, 
I didn't see you there . Miss Lummis, pleast:,-
Why, I've just told Miss Barber you've the keys; 
I gave 'em to you half an hour ago. 
(Terrible interest on part of visitors) 
Paddy. I beg your pardon, you did not, M iss Lum m is, 
.... 
j 
~ 
(Enter Bar.) 
Bar. Becky · excuse me. Dr.Casson, Paddy -
Oh dear! Miss Goscombe - have you got 
Inde~d I have nor. 
.I 
the keys ) t] ~ I 
Paddy. 
(The buzzer sounds, exit M rs. Clarke; the Doctor 
immediately c!raws her visito;s toward s the loom 
and tactfully away from the discussion.) 
Becky. I' m cen'n sure I left them on her de- k 
I should be mighty glad to see them now! 
Bar. T hey must be there. Becky, who's tJken them ? 
(Enter Mrs . Clarke.) 
M rs Clarke. D1. Cas!'on, p~ease, the telephone. 
Dr. Ca<son. (to L ady Cleopatra.) Excme me, ple1•e. 
(Exit, chin well vut .) 
Look! While I wa o:: at rhe 'phone I saw 
Patsy with the~e, playing on Litf1eld stairs! 
(holds up the keys. Sympton ; of delight 
from worried O.T. Staff.) 
Paddy. I will nor h:we that gawky beast in here! 
Patsy must go, and plav in Dorset garden. 
Here M cs. Fit2:nood le comes forward and tackles 
Becky brightly and firmly. 
Mrs Fitz. Now may we see some more ? 
Lad y Cleop. I'm very glad 
Becky. 
Paddy. 
Bar. 
To find you're using wool so much these days. 
I suppose your patients do a lot of kniuing. 
Why no- I 1hink not - P;tddy, do we knit ' 
(very firmly.) No, we do not. (Exit.) 
(to help Becky out.) 
D'you know the doctor thinks 
That knitting is a boring occupation. 
Now sewing is quite different, and, d'you know. 
She likes to smock the overalls herself. 
(Paddv appears in doorway.) 
PaddY. Bar, wtll you come in here a moment, please? 
(disappearance of Paddy; Exit Bar.) 
Mrs Fitz. My husband loves to see a woman sewmg, 
He says it is the sunshine of a home. 
(Re-enter D r. Casson; Becky picks up Jonah's 
basket and goes foward to exhibit tt.) 
Dr. Casson. (to Jonah) How well you're gett ing on 
Mrs Fit2:. 
w1th that today! 
Dear Dr. C:1o::son, D 'you know, I love 
The charming uniform this girl i<; weanng, 
So trim and neat and maidenly. You :tll 
Weu it, I =uppose, when you are Staff? 
D r. Casson. (frightfully grim.) Mi" Lummis fene<:s, 
That is all her fencing costume, evident ly 
She has not had time to change her dress. 
Becky. Pardon me, D r. Casson, that is so. 
(Chorus; First White Balance step towards the 
back of the room to Schubert' s music.) 
Chorus. You must be trim and neat 
(Which you'll admit is prudent',) 
If you'd aspire to be 
An Occupation Student. 
A dress that must be light 
To let the air and sun in, 
A dress quite short and free, 
That you ca n have some fun in . 
Tra la la la, tra la 
Tra la, tra la, tra la la; 
T ra la la la, tra la, 
Tra la, ua la, rra la la. 
(Tune changes to sailors' rst cho;·us in Act r, 
Chorus clanc~ in background; Becky walks up and 
down in front, hitching her skirt up in the 
approved Becky manner.) 
Bccky. Greek tunics are not meant for me, 
A fencing costume's best, you ~ee, 
That comes exact ly to the knee · 
Dee dee, dee fiddle dee dee, dee dee. 
(Exeunt, chorus and Becky, dancing, Principals 
followin g behind.) 
Act rv. 
(The Boss' consulting rocm. The Doctor is sitting on 
her fender, reading a large tome, looking vcrv ~evere , 
one shoe off. There is a tap at the door, she 
yells 'COME IN!' Enter Becky.) 
Becky. 
Boss . 
Becky. 
Doctor. 
Excuse me, Dr. Casson, if you pleitse. 
Why, certt:~inl:," M1ss Lummi~ .... WeJP sit down. 
Oh - er- I think I must go f1x the flowers, 
But I just want to tell you first of all, 
I have a little cold upon the chesr, 
And it won't go away. I f1gure out 
That if I come to you, you'll help a bit 
With garlic - pills -or sump'n of th.:lt sort. 
Why, I shall be delighted. Let · 
(a knock at the door.) COME IN! 
(Enter Bar.) 
Bar. Dr. Casson, do excuse me plea~e, 
I must have your waist measurement at once, 
Because the frock you're going to wear tonight 
Is just a scrap too large. Now here's the tape, 
I really won't be long, you know how 'tis 
If one's kept waiting for a thing one wants 
And simply can't get on. I shal l be vexed 
If I can't finish of that frock todayi 
I t looks so sweet, with frills at! down the sleeves 
And godets in the skirt. Oh, and the colour too 
\V'ill suit you beautifully. Thanks awfully, 
I won't barge in again. 
(Exit. During th is rime the Boss 
overcome to speak, now she turns 
has been too 
with a grin to 
Becky.) 
Boss. Now let me see your throat. H'm, it's r~laxed. 
I wish your chesl wa,!:', roo. Tongue not too good. 
Breat he in, plea.se. Do not sriffen Go quite slack, 
Quite slack · 
Becky. Excuse me, Dr. Casson, please! 
(She dashes outside the room, where she proceeds 
to blow her nose vigorously, after which she returns 
hastily to stand beside the Boss.) 
Boss . 
Becky. 
Boss. 
(espying a solitary shoulder strap.) 
Good gracious me! No wonde r you've a cold 
With just this flimsy si lk thing underneath, 
Enough to give you bad pneumoni.a. 
And is this all you wear, one slip of silk 
Beneath your jumper top :~ 
You've said it, Doctor. 
Now follow my prescription carefully. 
Garlic three times a day, and after meals; 
And woollen underclothes, the sort that come 
Well up over your chest to keep you warm. 
(Enter chorus, clad in scanty silk underwear, 
e~ch armed with a pure woolly vest. They 
sing to the tune of 'The Flowers that Gr;:;w in 
the Spring.' - Mikado.) 
Chorus. The colds that come w:rh the snow tra · la 
Will give you a pain in the chest, 
Unless you your flimsies forego, tra la, 
Although it 's a terrible blow, tra- la, 
And put on a warm woollen vest. 
And put 011 a warm woollen ves t. 
And that's what we mean when we say and we sing 
You must wear your woollles right up to the spring -
T ra la la la la la, 
T ra la la la la la, 
Your woollies right up to the spring. 
T he woollies you buy must be pure, tra la, 
To meet your necessitous case, 
Or you \ .. ill regret, I am su re, tra la, 
Your feeble atrempt at a cure, tra In, 
And then you will be in disgrace! 
And theu vou will be in disgrace! 
. 
Chorus. (Cont.) 
Chorus. 
ftnd she who duough <> now- bl!tz.ud, brace~ 
and buck<: 
ls the lady who washes her woolhes in Lux -
Tra la la la la la, 
T ra la la la la la, 
Who washes her woo!hes in Lux. 
(They then stand in a ;·ow and sing) 
Sister Rebecca has a cold upon her chest, 
Sister Rebecca has a cold upon her chest, 
Sis ter Rebecca has a cold upon her chest, 
And she must wear woollies underneath. 
Wear, oh wear your win ter woollies 
Wear, oh wear your winter woollies! 
Wear, oh wear your winter woollies! 
And you won't get a cold upon your chest. 
(Exeunt, dancing.) 
Boss. 
(ro Rebecca.) 
Behold this heavy s ight, a happy girl 
All full of great discomfon with a cold! 
T .:1 ke their advice, wear woollies undt-rneath, 
Wash them in Lux, (though I won't guarantee 
Th <1 t they won't shrink a litde), then you may 
Face the seve rest storms with ail impunity. 
(Exeunt, Becky clasping the consulting-room flowers) 
I ~ 
Act v. 
(Rebecca's room in The Lummis Mansion. She is on 
her knees beside a large crate, just come from 
Engbnd. 5allie May is with her, vurry Amerrican 
and vu rry cute.) 
Becky. 
Sallie May. 
Becky . 
Sallie May. 
Becky. 
Look what the mail man's brought me, Sallie May. 
Well ::un't that rea l exci ting. Open, quick. 
The knots are tied so tight. Let's cut the s tr ing. 
The postmark's Clifton . Gee! Oh, S:dlie May, 
I guess they haven't quite forgotte n me. 
I bet you gave 'em sump'n of a shock . 
Oh yes, I guess that's so. 
(Telephone bell rings. Becky answers it.) 
Hullo, hullo ! Yes, this is Olga speaking 
I've ju~.t got back from Yurrap. It was grand. 
0 goodie, goodie! You'll be here right now? 
(To Sallie May.) The crowd·ll be right here. 
Sallie May. 
Becky. 
Sallie May. 
Becky. 
Now just look he re! 
Here is a real Old English china mug. 
Ain' t that sump'n ? 
Becky, what's it for ? 
Now use that great big brain of you rs, my gi rl. 
They had one just like this at Providence 
T he D octor 's co ttage in the hills . We drank 
Our cider from ir. Tas t~:d grand, ahhough 
I guess that on the whole the drinks weren't too 
Exciting -
No T omayto-juice? 
No, none. 
('Phone again) 
Is that you, M ary Lee ? I mun come round 
And see the baby - - - Fan cy that 
And after we'll go shop. I want ter buy 
Some frocks . I haven't one that isn 't mu..,sed . 
.,_ :· 
(To Sallie M ay.) 
Sallie May. 
Beckv. 
Sallie M ay. 
Becky. 
Sallie M ay. 
Lard's. sakes - 0 SJllie May, what's rhis I see? 
A picture of the Cottage! Ain't that good? 
Do look here - it's the Cottage. 
Gosh! It's swell. 
I wanra spend a honeymoon in thar. 
You seem to have gotten real peculya a taste" 
Since going to Yurrup. I should want a yacht. 
What's this? A pair of English brogues. My, my! 
Imagine sending me a pair right hert . 
Gee! Ain't that cute. They make me feel quite low 
I wanta be on English golf links now. 
(Highly disgusted.) 
Say, Beck! You can 't wear those to golf. Look here 
Your boy friends wouldn't own you - Put 'em back! 
Becky. They're kind o' sensible, I feel, for games 
But oh, those English clothes are mighty dull. 
Sallie May. I guess from those they have no style at all. 
Becky. tried to teach 'em style at Dorset House, 
I think that sometimes they were real impressed. 
Oh my! Look here! A pJrcel all wrapped up 
I n tissue paper with a little note 
Pinned to the top. (reads aloud) u Wuh love from 1 ~· 
all your class. 
A scarf for you to wear on holid:1y, 
To which each member has contributed 
Some inches of handweaving. " Think of that! 
Oh, Sallie, 'magine that! Oh, ain't it sweet, -
I 'spose they wove it on that liule loom 
With all the patterns, one I liked so much. 
Oh gee! I wish that I could see it now. 
Sallie May. I think those colours are too awful, Beck. 
There 's an example of your English taste. 
Becky. You shan't ~ay anything about it, Sal. .. 
(Here she gets a little sentimental.) 
Becky. (Cont.) 
I think it's just too darling! Gee, my year 
At- Dorset House was really marvellous, 
I'll say I loved it. 
(Tries on scarf, knotting it round her neck.) 
Sallie May. Becky! T ake it off! 
What d'you think the crowd'll say to that? 
(scandalized.) 
D'you want to wear it at the Country Club? 
Becky. Oh I dunno, it's Dorset House, that's all. 
(Enter Chorus dressed as " the crowd". They dance · -
while one of them sings.) 
Tune: Twentieth· Century Blues. 
Solo. Blues! She's got those Dorset House Blues! 
Get rid of those Blues. 
If she'd but choose, 
We could assist her to lose 
Those Dorset House Blues. 
Stews! All these emotional stews! 
Get rid of these stews . 
We shall refuse 
All her attempts to excuse. 
Those Dorset House Blues. 
(Exeunt, dancing.) ·--
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THE SLEEPING BEAUTY 
A C T I SCENE I 
The Hall of the Castle at Fantagoria . The baby is in 
a crib at the back , watched by Angelica , the maid of honour. 
The Queen is at a mirror, putting her crown on straight. Enter 
Jester , leaps behind her , gives her crown a tilt, and leaps away 
again . 
QUEEN. (stamping her foot) How tiresome of you, just when 
I ~1anted to look my best for the christening. 
JESTER. But it is magnifique - a most becoming angle -
a chapeau of the moment. 
QUEEN. Angelica, come and put my crown on straight for me. 
(Angelica does so) 
ANGELICA. I very much regret, your Majesty, that the Princess 
Lucinda, according to the report of Nurse 11acartina, 
dribbled on her pink ribbons which have had to be changed 
for pale blue . 
JESTER. So you have turned her into a Tory already! 
ANGELICA . We are all good Royalists here. 
QUEEN. 
JESTER . 
ORSINO . 
QUEEN . 
(baby cries , Angelica rushes to soothe it) 
There, there, my sweet- oh , diddums, diddums, (etc.) 
(she rushes to it) Where ' s its ' dummy? 
Allow me . 
(exit. returns in a second with a dummy) 
(Shouts of ' Make Way' without. Angelica and the Queen 
still fussing over baby.) 
(Enter the King, preceded by pages , bearing crown) 
(With flourish of trumpet) Make Way , Make way for his 
Majesty , King Bombasticus of Fantagoria. 
(Pages come to front of stage , bow, turn left, and 
present King with crown, who solemnly puts it on his 
head. Pages stand aside.) 
Hoi, Bombasticus, come and hold your offspring; 
KING. (piteously) Mustli? 
ANGELICA . (shocked) Sire : 
QUEEN . 
JESTER. 
JESTER. 
(King goes and picks up baby gingerly. Baby cries. 
The Queen rushes to rescue.) 
Don 't you know you should turn it over on its 
stomach? 
What ~ need is a lesson in Fathercraft . 
(Mimics. Telephone bell rings off) 
You see how delightful a pastime it is, your Majesty ! 
ORSINO. 
QUEEN . 
2 . 
(to the Queen) Your Majesty, the telephone. 
Answer it, Orsino, I bid you answer it, and bring 
me word . 
(exit Page) 
KING. Well, and how many presents are there? I overslept 
this morning, and didn't see them . And the water was cold, 
so I ' ve only just had my bath. 
QUEEN. I'm so sorry, dear, but the court Factotum is off 
duty, and the Court Fiddler doesn ' t make a very good stoker . 
ANGELICA. Dear little mite, it ' s going to sleep now. 
QUEEN . Bless its tiny heart. 
KING. 
KING. 
ORSINO . 
KING. 
(King and Jester exchange grimace of disgust) 
What a long time that boy is over the telephone ! 
(Enter Orsino) 
Ah, here you are . What is it? 
Your Majesties, a message from the Fairy Wish-You-Well. 
The Fairy Wish- You-Well regrets that, having missed the 
two - thirty omnibus, she will unfortunately be a little late 
for the Christening Ceremony. 
Oh , la di - di, da di-di , we must send a carriage . 
(claps his hands, enter Court Fiddler) 
You will go to - urn - you will go to - urn -
lfuat the devil ' s the woman's address? 
ANGELICA. Five, Brick Buildings , Bath. 
KING. 
YEHUDI . 
JESTER . 
KING. 
JESTER. 
QUEEN . 
KING . 
QUEEN. 
KING . 
Well - there, anyway, with the second- best Royal 
carriage to fetch the Fairy Wish- You- Well . And mind 
you ' re back again before four o ' clock. 
Very good , Sire. (exit. Two pages follow) 
(to the King) 
(stupidly) 
What you need is a course in Pelmanism. 
What for? 
(brightly) Helps you to remember people's addresses. 
I have here, ladies, and gentlemen, an excellent brochure 
on Pelmanism. It is guaranteed to cure: 
(here followed a gag on Pelmanism) 
who'll pay ten guineas for the little grey books? 
(aghast) Oh , dear me ! Whatever shall we do? 
I forgot the Fairy Pandemonia ! 
What do you mean? Forgotten to invite her? 
What a calamity! 
Well, I'm glad she isn ' t coming. The woman's 
got a nasty disposition, and is best out of the way in 
social gatherings of this importance . 
3. 
ORLANDO . (enters, and announces) 
Yo u-Merry . 
Your Majes ties , the Fairy Make-
ANGELICA. 
(enter the Fairy Make- You-Merry, kisses the Queen , 
shakes hands with the King , saying How d' you do , 
how d ' you do, and then proceeds to cradle. Exit Orlando) 
Isn 't it a little pet? 
FAIRY M. M. A perfect darling. What ' s its ' name? 
QUEEN. (proudly ) Lucinda . 
FAIRY M.M . Well, I've bro ught Lucinda a presen t . (unwraps 
and holds up a large cake of soap) . 
QUEEN. (delighted) How perfect . 
FAIRY M. M. I 'm g l ad you like it. Keeps that schoolgirl 
KING . 
ORSINO . 
complexion . 
(mutters) Disgusting f uss they're making over 
this child . Bad for its morals. Give it all sorts of 
inhibitions. 
(enter Or sin o , a nnounces) 
The Fairy Grant- You- Good . (retires) 
(The Fairy Grant-You-Good curtsies to King and Queen , 
who nod graci o usly back). 
QUEEN. This i s nice. 
FAIRY G. G. I'm afraid I ' m rather early. Oh , there's the Fairy 
Make- You- Merry . How do you do? - I've brought the baby 
a present. 
QUEEN. Another one ! \~hat is it this time? 
FAIRY G. G. (unwrapping and holding up rattle) A little toy for a 
little princess . 
(she rattles it, and baby shrieks) 
ANGELICA . Yo ur Gr ace , I'll put it with the other presents until 
later. 
JESTER. 
QUEEN . 
Give it to me ! (cuts a caper , and dances off) 
(looking at clock) Well, it's still too early , and the 
Fairy Wish - You-Well hasn 't arrived yet . What shall we do? 
A little Occupational Therapy? Let's knit some Mufflers 
for the Miners . In that drawer , Angelica , you will find wool 
and needles, will you pass them round? 
(Angelica does so , and they settle down .) 
. FAIRY M. M." This is very pleasant. What ' s that strange noise 
I hear in the distance? 
(noises off , r a ttle , bump , bump) 
KING . (carelessly) I think that's the second-best Royal 
Carriage returning with the Fairy Wish;You- Well . 
(Jester comes in to left) 
QUEEN. 
ORLANDO. 
YEHUDI. 
(anxiously) I do hope she isn ' t being hurt . 
(page enters , announces) 
The Fairy Wish-You-Well. (retires) 
(enter Yehudi, trundling Fairy w.w. in a wheel-
barrow. Fairy descends) 
What ho she bumps! 
(exit Yehudi with second-best Royal Coach.) 
Jester cadges a ride) 
4. 
FAIRY W.W. (turning to Queen) Thank you, dear, for your kind 
thought. 
QUEEN . (graciously) Don ' t mention it. 
KING . Only too pleased to help . 
FAIRY W.W. And look what I've brought your dear little baby. 
(here she unstraps a Willways' box, and holds up a 
minute pair of socks. Bill and laundry book fall out. 
She hands a pile of circulars to the Jester , who throws 
them round to the Audience.) 
QUEEN. Won't you kiss the baby? 
(Angelica retrieves box and wrappings. 
Fairy W.W. embraces baby, and turns to others) 
FAIRY W.W. But what are you doing? 
FAIRY M.M. Occupational Therapy - quite the latest thing, 
you know . 
KING. Can't '"e begin the party ? 
QUEEN. Time to stop, everybodv. 
(Angelica puts tools in dra>~er) 
(Jester comes in, bearing a tray of coloured drinks, 
and paper caps. King claps his hands, enter Court Fiddler. 
He plays "We won't go home till morninCI" and Jester 
dances . Jester then fools about with Angelica, who is 
affronted. Then Fairy M. M. rises and says) 
FAIRY M.M. Now, I'm sure vou will all agree that we're all 
happy to be godmothers to the baby Princess Lucinda. 
I always believe in a little demonstration in these cases, 
so we will all grant her a fairy wish. You , Fairy 
Grant- You-Good, shall begin. 
FAIRY G. G. (rises) I wish her a handsome husband . 
FAIRY W. W. 
FAIRY M. M. 
ORSINO. 
KING. 
And I ten thousand a year . 
And I -
(enter Orsino) 
Your Majesties, there is without a strolling singer, 
who has come to the Court to crave an audience of the King. 
Bid him enter, we will be amused . 
"FAIRY. P. 
5 . 
(clatter, bang and thunderbolts. Lights out. 
Terrific noise . Lights go up to reveal tableau of 
terror, with Fairy Pandemonia in centre.) 
So you thought you 
Fairy Pandemonia ! 
the Princess. Out 
cradle. 
could have your party without the 
Well , I have a nice little wish for 
of the way there, let me get to the 
Hocus , pocus , 
Abracadeebra! 
When she is fifteen years old , she will prick her 
finger on a spinning wheel, and die of it . 
(cackling) You'd better not forget to ask the 
Fairy Pandemonia to another Christening feast ! 
(exit . everyone wrings hands.) 
FAIRY M.M . (stepping forward) My poor friends, my dear friends 
- the least I can do to avert the dreadful evil is to 
change her fate from death to that of a hundred years ' 
sleep. At the end of a hundred years, a Prince shall 
come to rouse her from her slumber , and she shall live 
happily ever after. 
(As she bends to kiss the baby , ) 
C U R TA I N. 
6 . 
A C T 11 , Scene 1. 
A room in the Tower . The curtain goes up to 
reveal Pandemonia spinning, and signing softly 
to herself. The room is grey with the light of 
evening . 
PANDEMONIA . The day has come ! Lucinda ' s doom is upon her ! 
(Gets up and goes to couch.) 
LUCINDA. 
See - her grave lies waiting - her winding sheet 
prepared - and she will sleep until the crack of doom! 
(footsteps without , very faint.) 
Ah - is this she? 
(Faint call without, growing louder.) 
Her voice ! How it echoes up the turret stairs ! 
Nearer, nearer - and nearer! 
(Goes back to her spinning . Begins to sing her 
song very sweetly, so that Lucinda, and then comes 
in very slowly . ) 
(after short silence . ) Please -
PANDEMONIA . Uh - huh? 
LUCINDA. Excuse me - I don ' t think I've seen you before. 
PANDEMONIA . Oh , yes, you have, my dear - when you >~ere a tiny baby . 
LUCINDA. Oh , were you one of my fairy godmothers? 
PANDEMONIA. Exactly - one of your fairy godmothers . 
·LUCINDA . Then I must give you a kiss, for I have often longed 
to meet my fairy godmothers. (kisses her) But what 
are you doing? 
PANDEMONIA . I ' m spinning a shroud for a princess . 
LUCINDA. 
(Lucinda shrinks back , half afraid) 
(coming timidly forward again) Ho>~ does it >~ork? May I 
watch a little? 
PANDEMONIA . (setting the wheel to work) Uh - huh. 
7 . 
(Pandemonia begins to charm Lucinda nearer and 
nearer until they are touching. Soft spell music 
is heard in the distance. Slowly, and in time to 
the ghostly music , Lucinda changes places with the 
witch , and sits down to spin . Then she pricks her 
finger , and starts back. Rising to her feet, and with 
the long , stumbling movements of one who is half-
asleep, she sways towards the couch , while 
Pandemonia intensifies the feeling of the spell 
with a sweeping motion of her hands . As soon as 
Lucinda sinks on to the couch, falling naturally 
into position for her long sleep , the witch suddenly 
breaks into shrill bursts of laughter, the music 
ceases , and the curtain falls while her laughter 
is still echoing round the walls of the little room . ) 
A C T 11 , Scene 11. 
The Fiddler and the Jester come to the front , before 
footlights , and let down a piece of white sheeting , which 
bears the label "Safety Curtain" . Then they remove 
label, and go off. Meanwhile preparations have been 
made for a shadow play. Behind the Curtain the Court 
is seen in long procession, passing to and fro, gradually 
falling asleep . Outside the curtain, in front of the 
foot-lights, are the wicked fairy and the Jester, who 
has escaped her spell. He makes long noses at her, 
and jeers. But she is busy triumphing over her magic. 
8. 
A C T lll. Scene 1. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
'JESTER . 
PRINCE . 
JESTER. 
. PRINCE . 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
By the roadside, one mile from the capital city of 
Pantaloon, Mangle- Wurzle. Enter Prince Pedigree, 
with book in one hand, and Yo-Yo in the other. He is 
intent on both, so does neither very well . On the other 
side, the Jester ' s arm is seen for a second, bearing 
a magnifying glass in its hand . Then enter the Jester, 
with a hop, skip and jump . 
Greetings a hundred years old ~ 
(Prince drops his Yo-Yo , and frowns.) 
(crossly) What the dickens d'you mean by bouncing in 
on me like that? 
What are you doing with that silly little thing? 
(eagerly) You see, this is a Yo-Yo . 
Oh, is it a new invention? How does it ~1ork? 
Don ' t interrupt . It ' s going to be the salvation of 
the lower classes . I intend to inaugurate Yo-Yo 
classes of Physical Culture throughout the land . And look 
what work it gives the unemployed too . I think it's ideal -
the people make Yo-Yos, and the people find scope for 
self-expression in Yo- Yos. Marvellous. Try it. 
Oh, I ' m not the poor of Pantaloon. You ' re wasting your 
time, young man , on a stupid invention like that . You 
ought to be doing heroic deeds elsewhere. 
Don ' t talk rot . I~ve no time to be a hero . 
(starts off his Yo - Yo again. This time the Jester 
snatches it from him , and the Prince in a rage jumps after 
him . ) 
Now listen to me ~ 
I want my Yo- Yo, - please ~ 
Don ' t behave like a spoilt baby . It ' s time you grew 
out of the obsession that you can provide plenty for the 
poor of Pantaloon. Especial¥ when there ' s a beautiful 
Princess waiting to be rescued. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER . 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE . 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
I do. I'm seriously thinking of beginning a movement 
here in Pantaloon. Margaret Morris for the Masses. 
In Pantaloon the Protelariat takes its physical 
culture seriously. I am demonstrating the value 
of Yo-Yo for the People to - morrow night in Mangle-
lvurzle Town Hall. Won ' t you come and see it? 
By that time you will be well away on the road to 
Fantagoria. 
(sneering) Indeed! 
Yes, you will be preparing to wake the Princess and 
the Court of Fantagoria from its long sleep . Think 
what an achievement that will be . 
A hundred years' sleep- devil take it, it ' s too 
fantastic for words. 
Come and see for yourself . 
What kind of sleep? 
How do I know that? I'm not the prize Medical Student 
of Mangle-Wurzle . 
H' m. Sounds like an interesting case . Advanced 
Catalepsy. Any other symptoms - twitching toes? 
moving middles? 
All sorts of complicated things . 
The thing might be an experience. Shall I chuck 
the Yo- Yo meeting, and investigate - or would that 
be letting down the People of Pantaloon? 
Here, you. Take your Yo-Yo. (tosses it at him.) 
I was mistaken in thinking you are a hero - or even a 
man. Jellyfish is what you are ! 
(outraged .) I'll knock you down for that! How dare 
you insult a Prince of Pantaloon, a Representative of 
the Blood Royal in such a fashion? 
(springs at Jester, who holds him off .) 
I thought you were a Socialist. 
(The Prince ignores this with forced dignity.) 
PRINCE . 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE . 
JES TER . 
PRINCE . 
JES TER . 
PRINCE . 
JESTER . 
PRINCE. 
JESTER . 
PRINCE . 
JESTER. 
PRINCE . 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
10 . 
Not by me ! I'm no Royalist, in spite of my ridiculous name . 
A hundred years ago, a wicked fairy put a Princess and 
her whole Court to sleep . The Princess Lucinda of 
Fantagoria is waiting to be roused by a magic kiss from a 
Prince. 
Filthy habit , kissing . 
(retires in to his book.) 
Well , you can rouse her any way you think best. 
Anyway , how do ~know all this? 
(hopping round) Because I happen to have a bit of 
magic in me and because I escaped from the self- same 
court a hundred years ago , in order to find the right 
Man for the Princess . It seems rather ludicrous , but 
~ happen to be that man . 
(firmly) Not I . I refuse to give up my medical 
studies at the Uni versity of Mangle-Wurzle for any 
princess . When I do marry, I shall reinforce the 
Royal stock by taking to wife a sturdy girl from the 
middle- class . 
Oho ! We shall see ! 
(carelessly) Or perhaps a peasant girl. 
(slyly) Another King Cophetua ! 
Not at all. I shall marry in the interest of eugenics, 
not romance. 
What will happen when you fall in love? 
I shall never fall in love . 
You have yet to see the Princess Lucinda . 
Beauty does not blin d me to the all-importance of 
health . 
The Princess Lucinda is both healthy and beautiful . 
She does Margaret Morris exercises every day on her 
sun- balcony . 
Who teaches her those? 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
PRINCE. 
JESTER. 
What man would prefer to look at a case instead of a 
princess? 
(suddenly) One may do both . 
(he smiles in voluntarily for the first time.) 
(uproarious) It dawns - it daoms! There is hope 
for Fantagoria, hope, yea, for Pantaloon: 
11. 
All right. I ' ll come. But no kissing nonsense, mind. 
I won ' t bring back germs to the poor of Pantaloon. 
Perhaps you ' ll bring back a Princess instead. 
(exeunt together) . 
C U R T A I N. 
12. 
A C T 111 , Scene 11. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
·PRINCESS . 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
The tower room in the Castle of Fantagoria. The Princess 
is lying asleep, the Prince appears at the window , and 
peers inside . With some difficulty he climbs in, and de-
posits his bag on the floor. When he has looked round 
for a moment, he sees the Princess, and starts, for he has 
not know that she would be so beautiful , nor that he would 
be so susceptible to her beauty. He goes across to her , 
and after one moment of admiration, kneels down and feels 
her heart. He is satisfied, and collects his bag, out of 
which he produces a stethoscope, thermometer, blood-
pressure apparatus, and so forth . After a fairly 
lengthy examination , he shakes her , and stands back. 
She wakes up slowly, and gradually sees that there is a 
man beside her, watching her somewhat satirically . 
Oh - h - h . (yawns) 
Well - how about getting up now? 
Don ' t want to get up. Can ' t I stay in bed a bit longer? 
(sardonically) D'you want to spend the rest of your 
life in bed? 
(stretching herself . ) Oh , -m, m. 
You ' re quite fit to get up, now, you know. Nothing at 
all the matter with you . Thoroughly healthy specimen . 
Because you ' ve been asleep for a hundred years, you think -
What ! I ' ve been asleep for a hundred y ears! 
Yes. It ' s time, isn ' t it, that you did something after 
such a long rest. You ' re perfectly able to live a healthy 
normal life now ... . as soon as your muscles are in trim. 
But my father - my mother -
Don ' t you worry about them. They're alright downstairs . 
They've been having a rest too . We ' ve got to go and 
wake them up soon. 
(looking down) Oh . 
Get up , and let me test your reflex actions. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
. PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS. 
!PRINCE. 
PRINCESS. 
13. 
(He does this with a large hammer, and gets a violent kick 
in return, which nearly knocks him over . Then he surveys 
Lucinda benevolently) 
Well! As I thought. Nothing wrong with you at all. 
(demurely) Yes, Mother always said , "Bovril builds 
bonny babies" 
What ! Feed a baby on bovril! You ' ve got a lot to learn. 
(aside) And, by Jove ! Why shouldn ' t I be the man to 
teach you! 
But who are you? 
Oh - my name is Pedigree of Pantaloon . I bear 
a little title - that of Prince. You, too, perhaps. 
(artlessly) Yes , I ' m Princess Lucinda of Fantagoria, 
my daddy is King Bombasticus, and mummy is Queen 
Tintinnabula. 
(producing a note block, and being very professional) 
What is your ambition? 
To have "it". 
Who is your favourite author? 
Wilhelmina Stitch . 
What is your favourite book? 
De Brett. 
What is your favourite pastime? 
Playing "Beaver" in the palace courtyard . 
(after meditation) Fond of music? 
Yes. 
Who is your favourite composer? 
Albert Ketelby. 
And your favourite piece? 
The Lost Chord. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
. PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE . 
PRINCESS. 
PRINCE. 
PRINCESS . 
Your favourite flower? 
Self- raising . 
And what is your favourite colour? 
Dubarry Number One. 
Would you like to get married? 
I don't quite know . 
Are you fond of children? 
Oh - I love them. 
Then you're obviously made for marriage. Will y ou 
marry ~? 
(firmly) No . 
(taken aback) What! 
I couldn ' t marry a doctor - nor a newspaper reporter , either . 
Perhaps you could marry Prince Pedigree of Pantaloon . 
Perhaps . 
(the lights go down, Pedigree throws ttf his white 
medical coat, and stands revealed, when the lights 
go up, in royal robes . ) 
Behold - Pedigree of Pantaloon! (he kneels) 
Oh, boy ! 
What about it - shall us? 
Let ' s ! (they embrace) 
(dreamily) 
Pantaloon. 
Prince and Princess Pedigree of 
That sounds kind of nice , doesn ' t it? 
I adored you from the first moment I set eyes on you. 
I said to myself "she shall be mine ". 
Well - I think I liked you too - on the whole. 
Lucinda ! 
Pedigree ! (fervent embrace) 
C U R TA I N. 
A C T 111 , Scene 111. 
.PROLOGUE . Page , off , cries -
Oyez , Oyez , Oyez ! Give ear , all folk of Fantagoria ! 
Oyez , Oyez , Oyez ! 
(comes before curtain with trumpet.) 
Gi ve ear , all people, a great tourney is about to 
take place at the Court of King Bombasticus of 
Fantagoria , on the Wedding day of his daughter , 
Princess Lucinda , to Prin ce Pedigree of Pantaloon . 
(exit . ) 
15 . 
The curtain rises to reveal the hall of the Castle of Fantagoria. 
The two pages come in with card table and tiddleywinks , 
they put everything ready , and retire to back . Enter jester 
with wicked fairy , fiddler behind to act as referee with gong . 
.JESTER . Now we shall see who has the mastery ! 
PANDEMONIA . Nobody can beat the Fairy Pandemonia at Tiddlewinks. 
JESTER. 
FIDDLER . 
If I win , out you go . 
"Eena , rneei1'a"'; mina , rno, 
Catch a fairy by the toe , 
If she loses , she shall go -
Eena , meena , min a , mo ." 
I ' ll be refer ee. 
PANDEMONIA. And fair play fo r the Fairy Pandemonia ! 
FIDDLER . 
FIDDLER . 
JESTER . 
JESTER . 
JESTER . 
IP IDDLER . 
!JES TER . 
That goes without saying. 
(They all start , playing with dumb show, and presently 
the gong sounds n i ne times , and the Fiddler announces) 
The Jester has won . 
(to fairy ) There, see ! (she raves) 
Take your beastly broomstick and begone . Thou 
art ban ished for ever . Bunk ! 
(She vanishes wi th a fearful scream , and a flash of light. 
The pages clear away the tables . ) 
(pleased with himself . ) That was ME. 
(patting him) Say, that was some good work , boy. 
You can always trust the Jester. 
KING. 
. PRINCESS. 
KING. 
PRINCE . 
KING . 
FIDDLER . 
(Fanfare of trumpets without - enter King , preceded by 
pages , and followed by the Prince and Princess. When 
they are all seated, the Ki ng says peevishly) 
\'/here ' s the Queen, Lucinda? 
I think she had t o go out . 
Bother. I hope she won ' t be late for the bridal party . 
(cynically) Women a r e always unpunctual . 
(to Jester) Amuse me , fool , until t he guests arrive . 
(the Jester perfo rms antics. 
Enter the Fairies , arm-in - arm) . 
Here come the guests . 
(Lucinda g r eets them prettily) 
FAIRY M. M. But where ' s the Queen? 
FAIRY G.G. But where ' s the Queen? 
FAIRY W.W. Yes, where ' s the Queen? 
KI NG . Well , she ' s out, but nobody knows where. 
JESTER. On the razzle-dazzle, somewhere, I bet . 
PRINCESS. You mustn 't say things about my dear mamma , 
you naughty fellow. 
JESTER. (cutting a caper) I'm whetting my wit for the 
Party. We ' d better send a slice of cake to the 
Fairy Pandemonia. A dainty morsel with just a 
touch of weed- killer in it. 
·KING . 
FIDDLER. 
ALL. 
(in alarm) 
is she? 
She isn't coming here to blast our party , 
(steps forward) I am pleased to inform your Majesty, 
that the Tiddleywinks championship has passed into the 
hands of the Court of Fantagoria , whereby the Fairy 
Pandemoni a is banished for ever from our domain. 
(all shout suddenly, led by the Prince.) 
Hip-hip hoorah ! Hip-hip hoorah! hip- hip hoorah! 
(exit Orsino) 
(enter Queen , followed by Angelica, bearing crown) 
QUEEN. (removing hat at mirror, and putting on crown) 
What ' s all this about? 
KING . The Fairy Pandemonia , my dear , has decamped for ever, 
having been beaten at Tiddleywinks. 
QUEEN. What a pity I mi ssed the match . 
PRINCESS. Yes - where on earth have you been? We wondered why 
you were so late. 
QUEEN . I went to the Lord Mayor 's Reception this afternoon, 
unfortunately I got there too late to be introduced 
to him, so I s uppose I shan 't get an invitation to 
his garden- part y. Oh dear - and on the way back -
(producing large handkerchief) I lost my darling little 
Pat- a - cake. I've spent quite an hour looking for him . 
. PRINCE . You ' d better send someone to see if he ' s in chokey again . 
PRINCESS . Yes , he generally turns up at the Pol i ce Station , 
doesn 't he? 
(comma tion without) 
KING . What the dickens is that row? 
QUEEN. I thought I heard its tiny bark . 
KING. Go and see , Yehudi . (exit Fiddler) 
QUEEN. Do you think it really is my little sweetheart? 
(enter Yehudi , dragging Pat-a- cake) 
ALL. Ugh! (general sniffs) 
ANGELICA . It must have been rolling in the mud. 
QUEEN. A bath, a bath , quickly . 
(exit Jester and Orlando) 
FAIRY W. W. It reminds me of o ur local gasworks . 
(the Queen faints) 
KING . Whiskey, quickly! 
17. 
QUEEN . 
(Yehudi produces bottle from hip-pocket . The King revives 
the Queen, and finishes the rest himself) 
(The three Fairies apply smelling salts . Enter Jester and 
Orlando with bath , they stand Pat- a-Cake in it , and scrub) 
NOT TOO HARD! Not too hard . Oh , my darling! 
YEHUDI. Your Majesty, the animal is sufficiently carbolised. 
I think we are safe from foot - and- mouth disease . 
(Jester plays the fool) 
QUEEN. Take the little pet to the kitchen to dry . It 
catches liver chills so easily. 
YEHUDI. Very good, Your Majesty . 
(exit Yehudi with dog , etc. and Orsino) 
KING. Well, after that, how about a little refreshment? 
JESTER. You've had yours already. 
KING . Oh, I mean to eat. 
QUEEN . (claps hands, enter Orsino) Tell the Lord- High- Everything 
we require refreshment immediately . 
ORSINO . Yes, your Majesty. (emit) 
PRINCESS . (to Angelica) I shan't see you after today, 
Angelica dear - I ' m going to Pantaloon for ever and ever . 
(The Queen subsides into handkerchief) 
FAIRIES. (one after the other) The~ there . 
'ANGELICA . There , there . 
PRINCE. There, there. 
KING. There , there . 
18. 
JESTER. There, there. (puts his arm round Angelica, who comes over 
haughty ) 
(Enter Yehudi and Orlando with trolley, on which are jugs 
of very weak coffee and a dish of biscuits . The Jester helps 
them to hand round.) 
ORSINO 
JESTER 
(exit Orsino} 
(There is a moment ' s conversations until Orsino comes 
in with the Singer} 
Your Majesties, the strolling Musician. 
(They settle down, and the singer sings to them. 
At the end, amid great applause, the Jester leaps 
forward and cries merrily} 
We ' ll shew him we can do better than that. 
(The first chords of Marche Militaire are heard. 
The King , Queen, Princess and Prince all dance half of 
the sitting co- ordination in formation, ending up with 
19 . 
the Princess throwing herself into the arms of the Prince, 
and suitable attitudes being taken up by the rest of the 
Court.} 
C U R T A I N. 
THE END . 
• 
THE SLEEPING BEAUTY. January, 1933. 
This, our first home-made pantomime, was given by the Residents 
in return for "Yellow Sands ." We managed to keep this really secret! 
It was a burlesque on the life of Dorset House, and as much fun lay 
in the writing and rehearsing of it as in the actual performance. 
No member of the Staff was allowed to act in it, with the exception 
of Blew, who filled up a vacancy when we were really in despair about 
the Jester. 
Much of the success of the evening was owed to the dresses, 
created for us by Miss Hooper, who admirably filled the part of a 
fairy, arriving in the ' second-best Royal Coach." We must also 
mention the Queen, who returned from visiting the Lord Mayor -
but alas, she had gone too late to receive an invitation to the 
Mayoral Garden Party - clad in gorgeous yellow robes and a straw 
garden hat. Lucy made a really fairy-tale princess with her long 
fair hair done in two plaits , and was awoken by her medical-student 
prince, who was fresh from Mangle - Wurzle University, and was 
obviously "up " in the New Psychology. Virginia, as the Fairy 
Pandemonia , scored a great success. 
After the play, we received a huge box of chocolates as 
a reward for our labours, and some time after that, Dr. Casson 
was created an Hon. M.D. of the University of Manqle - Wurzle in 
the Principality of Pantaloon. -
Play-written and produced by Rosemary Adams and Virginia ou Plat Taylor 
BECKY IN ENGLAND. July, 1933. 
This was a light musical comedy, rapidly put together 
for a farewell party given for Miss Rebecca Lummis of the O.T . 
staff , who was going back to America in August. The chara·cters 
were actual people in the House, and they much enjoyed seeing 
themselves as others saw them. The part of Becky was taken by 
Peggy Reed , who was really fresh and girlish , and who made an 
admirable Becky. Especially worthy of comment is Miss Blew-Jones, 
who "took off" Or. Cas son, and hel!'l up the action of the Play 
for several minutes owing to the tremendous amount of applause she 
received when first striding on to the Stage. The Chorus was an 
entirely new idea, and Blew had made up most amusing dancing 
steps for them. Then there was Toby, an effigy of the old house 
car, now, alas , departed. This most luxurious model met Becky at 
Southampton . 
Paddy had had to use all her ingenuity in getting Becky out 
of the House during Rehearsal times, and she was fin a lly relieved 
of her responsibility by an obliging young man called David, who 
seemed always to be available. 
Another thing one remembers about the "Becky" rehearsals 
was the heat. Indeed, our main stand- by was Wall ' s ice-cream, 
and many a time we called a halt to dash over to the nearest stop-
me , and buy not one, but several . They were specially necessary 
after listening to "hot jazz" for the last act , and also during 
operations on Toby's innards! We feel we should have moved a 
special vote of thanks to Mr . Wall ! 
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uoHllalloc llu; anG '!!n e .Jl Jn.Jree neall"s 
A PANTOMIME 
WRITTEN AND PRESENTED BY DORSET HOUSE 
Characters in order of appearance: -
Archibald Bumpus .. 
(Managing d irecto r, 
The Wicked Stepmother 
. ....... Peggy Reed 
Bumpus, Bumpus & Burr.pus .) 
.. Virginia Du Plar T aylor 
firm .) (Manageress of the above 
Goldilocks (a typist) .. ..... .. .................... . .... . Joy Blew· ] one. 
Good Fairy .............................. . 
Father Bear (DORSUM) . 
Mother Bear (ALVA) .. 
Little Bear (BRAN) . 
The Chorus 
ACT I. Scene I 
........................ Mary T aylor-Morgan 
. ..................... Joyce Baily 
.. Elizabeth Casson 
. ... Mary Goscomb 
.................. J oyce Macleod 
Mary Dennett 
Rosemary Adams 
Paddy Goscombe 
D aphne Roy-Davis 
D orothy Jones 
The workroom in rhc Bear-Brand 
Factory of Bumpus, Bumpus & 
Bumpus , silk-stocking unravellers 
INTERVAL T ea will be served in the theatre 
1\CT I r. Scene I 
Scene rr 
ACT rr r. Scene I 
Scene rr 
A Cavern in the: Mendips 
T he Cottage t. - the Three Bears 
'Providence' R nvberrow Bot tom 
Blackdown at t\l igh r 
T he Palace at Llangollen. 
AT THE PIANO. . ... NEST A CLARKE 
THE THH~E BEARS . 
DANCES ARRANGED BY JOY BLEW-JONES 
THE PLAY PRODUCED BY PADDY GOSCOMBE 
CHRIS'£J.IAS 19?13 . 
Christmas 1933 w~s celebrated by the performance of another 
n):}ntomime , Al~o home- m6de , 11 The Three Bears ", This aeain \<Jas touical . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'!'here- wAre nctually ni.ne of us in bear costum~s - Rl l provirl.Pd by Miss 
Hooper - six in the Chorus and the l'hree J:Sears thP.I!lSP l ve~ i n most :=~uperior 
furry clothes with "'Onderful mqske made by Bl ew . l' e r haps the scene that every-
- body enjoyed most was t he one in the ~ottage , where Goldilocks and tlran fell 
in l ove at first si~ht , and s~t down with the two big~e r bears to e meal 
chock- fu ll o' vitRJD.in~ . The r e WAS some :=.p i rited danc i ng , and the \Jhorus 
enjoyed itsel f albeit their work was terribl y st r enuous ; in the Cavern 
scene they t ook each other off , and Jonah , the harrassed housekeeper , coul d 
not get voluntee r s fo r st r awber r y - no , i t was bl ackberry , and thereby hangs 
a tal e ! - jam . But 01e li ke J onah best aR the forewoman , clad in a little 
frock , with he r hai r sc r ewed on the top of he r head in a ridiculous bun ! 
l~e reg r et to say t hat t ha vi ll ll.in , Hr. Bumpus , be haved dis -
- graceful l y behinrt the scenes , ll.nd mAde l ove to all the Chrus in turn . We 
we r e very glad to have Uwen , fresh from the Hull Repertory Company , to 
coach us rluring the l ll.St f ew nights before the production . The pantomime 
wrts reTleR.tPd a.~A.i.n in J A.nuary for the benefit of' friends anrl rel ~tion~ . 
GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS. 
LYRICS FROM ACT 1. 
The Chorus with Goldilocke. 
Out into the world eo wide, 
With no-one by my aide, 
Because I'm lonesome 
Forlife and love. 
Every little wayside tree 
Will give a home to me-
Green grass beneath me, 
Blue skies above. 
I want my fairy prince 
To come to me singing, 
With laughter in hie eyes, 
And wedding belle ringing -
Out into the world eo wide, 
With no-one by my side 
Because I'm lonesome 
For life and love. 
The revolt of the Factory Girls. 
Solo: 
Chorus: 
Solo: 
Chorus: 
Solo: 
Chorus: 
Forewoman: 
Chorus; 
Forewoman: 
Chorus: 
Never mind the why and wherefore 
She has been kicked out, and therefore 
She is free to win devotion 
From (perhaps) a Royal Heart, 
So I vote we bag her notion, 
And let's emulate her part. 
Why should we be forced to stick it 
In a factory cloee and hot? 
For it really isn't cricket, 
It's a low and cunning plot. 
We'd be well advised to riot -
Yes, we'll r eally stage a riot! 
It would do no harm to try it. 
It would do us sood to try it. 
Speak your grievance, state your worry! 
Down with rules and regulation! 
Let's be quick- the time's short- hurry! 
Raise us from our lowly station! 
We refuse to work again, 
Bumpue bos s es us in vain. 
TThie shall be our glad refrain, 
For we refuse to work again! 
(Enter the wicked Stepmother.) 
W.S. If you don't stop all this rumpus, 
I'll report to Mr. Bumpue, 
You are neath my jurisdiction, 
Kindly cease this awful row! 
Chorus: Your position's but a ficti on -
We will not obey you now. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. ( Fore woman 1 
For I never get hot-water! 
I want four hours off a day! 
And I'm always changing bedrooms! 
And tbe meat's as cold as clay! 
And my mattress is so lumpy -
We don't think we'd better stay! 
Solo: 
Chorus: 
Solo: 
Chorus: 
Chorus: 
,. " 
Every one of us is in it! 
Every single girl is in it! 
We'll not stay another minute! 
Not another single minute! 
We will take decisive action. -
DOWN with rule and regulation! 
Give us all some satisfact~on, 
Ra ise us from our lowly station! 
We refuse to work again, 
Bumpus bosses us in vain, 
'lhis shall be our glad re j!rain 
For we REFUSE to work again! 
LYRIC from the Cavern Sc ene. 
FINAL CHOR'JS. 
Here a sorry sight you see, 
Toiling, t oiling patientlee, 
All the happy days have vanished, 
Now the six of us are banished -
All undone, 
Every one! 
In a Be ar Brand Factory 
Very very bad were we, 
Now behold our punishment, 
But the sorceress won't r elent -
Here we stay, 
Lackaday. 
Oh, that we were back again 
Working under winch and crane, 
Wish with all our might and main, 
But our wish i s all in vain. 
Yes, we know 
This is so -
We are trying to clothe and feed us, 
(It is rotten, simply rotten!) 
Would that some kind Fate would heed us, 
We're forgotten, quite forgotten. 
We are anything but clever, 
Suffering from misplaced endeavour -
If we oould, we would go back, 
But we can't, alaa, a lack -
Here we stay, 
Ever, aye. 
We've got our Happy Ending, 
Let us be gay, and let us be glad, and let us 
be good. 
Prince Bran his rights defending, 
Loving his people, loving his wife, as Royalty 
should. 
Mummy Bear and Daddy happy too, 
Mr. Bumpus swearing to be true -
Roll on, then, Happy Ending -
Pack away, thunder clouds, and welcome,sky 
so blue. 
I! 
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The entertainment at t(ll Christmas Party: 
A SKETCH by Tom and Owen Reed, 
Th1s is the ·r45th ueneral News Bulletin, <:opym ght. rteservea: 
fhe Feminist Movement in Bris to 1. Amazing stor1e s 
az·e gaining currency in bristol and tne ne:t'gnboruing t.owna 
of !lath, ::rwl. ndon, Flax tlourt:on and Little Sodbury, wnich, 
as listeners who nave heard t.ne Disgraces of t.ne uountryaide 
::;eriea will remember, have tne hignest. criminal r e cord o!' 
any town in any count.ry 8ll ywnere. 
Tre re le apparently in existence a colony or rema..e a 1 
in Ulifton who nave adopted as t.heir wat.cnword t.ne pnz•ase: 
Differentiaaimi Omnibus,wnicn may rougnly be trans2ated 
as "Let's a1.1. be dirrerent l'Dom everybody out ourae.Lvea, 
exc.Luslve of other people besides t.nose wno un.Llke ourselves 
are extreme.J.y ditrerent rrom each otner." It is report.ed 
oy re.Liao.Le observers, amon g mom le Mr. uonruc1ua 
nrlnd.Leoot.t.om, R.N.R., Da Dee uee, who naa nimee.Lf come 
t.o t.ne microphone t.o speak ~o you, t.na~ cne co.J.ony was 
origina.L.J.y !'ounded wi t.h a view t.o demo.Liahing al.L trace a 
of norma.L ci vil1zed development. Since aett..Ling ln ulifton, 
some years ago, t.ney nave 1n1c.1.at.ed t.neir campaign oy 
delloerat.e.~.y demo.Lisning and deat.roying t.nree magniricent 
]!;arly Victorian garages ac t.ne bottom of their garden. 
In thlB garden they are report.ed t.u grOR on.Ly cactil . whid'l, 
wit.h ooi.Led goat.a' mi.Lk and lemon juice 1ot·m t.nei1· scaple 
d1et. All who have heard the Rev. Heded:la h Bunn on 
the subject of Aboriginal Dietetics in Italian Somaliland 
will be struck by the remarkable parallel Yb ich is traceable 
between these astonishing modes of life. 
A further example of their attack on modern civilizatiqn 
is revealed in their treatment of cars, of which an \ 
increasingly large number is parked in thedrive of the 
Society, and driven in so abandoned a fashion in the 
neighbouring precincts as to demol1.sh them CIJ mpletel y. 
The wreckage is then taken indoors, and burnt amid scenes 
of frenzied excitement, while dances of exotic character 
are performed. These dances, by the way, are an important 
factor in their communal life. Further care are then 
commiss i oned, regardless of cost, to enable the ritual 
to be carried on. 
Further habits worth recording are: 1( 
1. Choral singing, of a discordant nature, the choi~ 
all being in hot bathe. The High Priestess presides, 
and conducts with a thermometer. 
2. The Making of clothes. This takes place on 
the premis~sr- and no two members may wear the same dothes 
at any time other than that which at any other time would 
be considered alike either in colour, or material, to 
anything worn at any place at any time by anybody under 
any compulsion or any conditions whatsoever. 
So far, no-one except Mr. Brindlebottom has been 
able to gain access to their premises owing to the 
fierceness of the dooriieepe"rs, and their Guardian hounds. 
Mr. Brindlebottom, however, has shewn the courage which 
made him famous in the Civil Service Golf Championship, 
in which he was eighth the year befl re last. He 
disguised himself with consummate daring and ingenuity 
as a Christmas Tree, and so not only has obtained entrance • 
into this astounding communtty, but has had a unique 
opportunity of observing their activities from the 
centre of the Dining Room. You may imagine for yourselves 
the discomforts that were hie when lighted candles were 
suapendQd ' frcm him. 
Well, I know you will be on edge to hear his story 
for yourselves, so here is Mr. Confucius Brindlebottom 
R.N.R. Da Dee Dee. 
<; 
Some Experiences in Occupational 
Therapy 
By ELI ZABETH CASSON, M.D., D.P.M., 
Medical Director, Dorset House School of 
Occupational The rapy, Bristol. 
THE treatment of patients by Occupation with 
its allied subject of rehabi litat ion of the unfit , 
has long occupied the minds of the medical 
profession, and a g rowing interest in its 
sc ient ific application is manifesting itself. 
Those usually in good health pass through 
an illness without concerning themselves much 
wit h the part that occupation plays in their 
lives. \ Vith returni ng health, the desire to be 
active usually returns automatically, but every 
doctor knows that there are many patients who 
need help and encouragement to begin us ing 
their minds and muscles agai n. A defini te 
stimulus has to be applied to the o rganism, 
and the best results ca n only be obtained if 
that !'t imulu s is the most sui table to the con-
dition requi ring treatment. "1\ Tassage and 
remedial l':\Crcises," though absolutely 
necessan. can be e:-.. traordinar ily dull 
to a patient with a stiff knee. while a bicycle 
saw and an int rica te jig-saw puzzle to cut wil l 
producl' a quicker result. Even the simple 
occupations o f a game of patience, some 
need lework o r a book have a better result to-
wards recovery if they arc begun with the doc-
tor 's interest and recommendation. 
It has to be remembered that Occupational 
Therapy can use a ny occupation that aids re-
covery-games, music, dancing, read ing and 
acting plays, picnics, a nd other expedi tions, 
even housework , cooking and social work have 
again and agai n been prescribed by the doctor 
a nd have ha d the desi red result, when chosen 
well for the patient. 
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Some twelve years ago I spent my month's 
leave in seeing hospitals in America, and Wti.S 
most impressed by the Occupational Therapy 
work at Bloomingda le Hospita l. The whole 
atmosphere of a mental hospital is completely 
changed wherever the boredom of its patients' 
lives is changed to wel l·ordered work and pJay. 
Never again could I sett le down to see that 
boredom exist. 
In 1929 Dorset House, Clifton, Bristol, was 
founded to enable treatment of cases of nerv-
ous disorder to be carried out on modern lines, 
especially with regard to the provision o f ade-
quate Occupational Therapy. Jts first Occu-
pational Therapist was Miss Tebbit, who had 
just completed her training at the Ph iladelphia 
School of Occupational Therapy. where she 
had gone after work at Severalls H ospital and 
Colney Hatch. Her training in America in-
cluded orthopcedic and general hospita l experi-
ence at the Junior League \¥orkshop at 
1\Iil waukec, <1nd with her in charge it was 
found possible to start the Dorset H ouse 
School of Occupational Therapy in 1930, at 
which twenty-three students have since ob-
tained their diplomas and have gone out to 
work in mental and general hospitals. One 
of the best known is ?lliss Baily at the 
~laudsley Hospital. 
For the nine years that Dorset House has 
been running there has been no difficulty in 
getting patients to fa ll in with a care fully ar-
ranged time table, which provides physical 
exercise in the form of daily Margaret :Morris 
?\[ovement, regular folk and ordinary dancing, 
walks, etc., with about two hours of craft work 
each day. Patients who are ready for it help 
with social work at nursery schools, etc., and 
have recreations arranged for them in the form 
i 
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of theat re and cinema e.xpedit ions, picnics anJ 
plenty of games at home. 
Occupation in the treatment of mental 
patients in E ngland has developed la rgely 
through the encouragement of the Board of 
Cont rol and through the numbers of psychia-
trists who have retu rned to England afle r 
studying in America. ]t has a lso spread from 
the exce.l lent Dutch system of occupationa l 
work in their mental hospita ls. Its application 
to general hospita ls is much further behind in 
England , and some account o f its gradua l in-
troduction in Bri stol may be of interest. 
In 193 1 a certai n number of medical patient s 
under the ca re of Dr. Newman Neild and Dr. 
Carey Coombs were treated in the General 
Hospital, Bristol. Dr. Newma n Neild showed 
much interest in the choice of crafts chosen 
to help the recovery of special patients, and 
at his request each of them was visited daily 
to ensure continui ty of treatment. Under the 
care of Professor Perry, graduated craft work 
for rheumatic heart cases has been continued 
ever since, and surgical cases are treated for 
any of the staff who order it. 
In 1930 I had suggested to Dr. Phillips, 
Medical S uperintendent of Southmead Hos-
pital, that I should provide Occupational 
Therapy free as a demonstration of its usefu l-
ness. This is a la rge municipal hospita l, tak-
ing many acute cases, but also treating anum-
ber of chronics. Dr. Phillios was eager to 
accept this offer, but it was not till 1936, when 
[ made the offer agai n, that the Health Com-
miltee accepted it. From the beginning Dr. 
Phillips gave to it hi s warmest encouragement 
and by enl isting the interest of Professor Hey 
Groves, Mr. H ubert Chitty and others of the 
Honorary Staff, he enabled work to be started 
successfu lly. A large number of cases of 
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acute and chronic heart disease in the hospita1 
arc under the care of Professor Perry, who 
had already had experience in the results of 
Occupationa l Therapy treatment at the Bristol 
(~cneral I fospital and was one of the chief sup-
porters of the experiment at Southmcad I I os-
pi tal. 
At the end of the experimental six months 
a report was sent in to the Health Committee 
by Dr. Phillips, expressing his approval of the 
results obtained, and carrying the support of 
the surgeons and physicians of the hospital 
The 1 Icalth Committee decided to appoint me 
as llonorary Consult ant in Occupational 
Therapy to the Hospital, and provided the cos t 
of a half-time Occupationa l Therapist's salary. 
This year, as the result of a further report, 
this has been raised to provide a full-time 
worker. 
The hospital wards are all provided with day 
rooms, where crafts can be carried out, and a 
smaJI workshop has been reserved for ambu-
lant cases, but a large amount of the treatment 
is carried out in bed. 
Last December the Health Commitlce ar-
ranged for Occupational Therapy to be started 
in the wards for tuberculous chest cases at 
Ham Green Hospital, and provided an excel-
lent sixtv-foot hut for workrooms. Funds 
were prOvided for a ha lf-ti me worker , with a 
further appointment of myself as H onorary 
Consultant. After six months' work, about 
seventy patient::; are under daily treatment, and 
a thoroughly happy atmosphere of Ji vely in-
terest ami steady work has been attained th;tt 
does much to help recovery. 
In the meantime Bath Orthop~dic H ospital 
had made excellent progress in Occupational 
Therapy, under the instigation of l\[iss Forres-
ter-Brown, who had studied its effect in 
America. H ere also work was begun on a 
voluntary hasis, but its value was soon recog-
nised by the hospital authorities, and a pa id 
worker, trained at Dorset House, was engaged, 
and her work extended to Beck ford I rouse, 
\ Varmi nstcr, to which chronic cases from the 
Bath 1 fospital arc transferred. 
In Scotland, under the ca re of Colon<:.! Cun-
ningham , and chiefly with the a id of Canad ian 
Occupational Therapists , a far more extensive 
work has been ca rried out at the Ast lcy Ainslie 
Institut e. ln 1937 the number of patients 
trea ted by Occupational Therapy was 920. One 
of his staff was trained at Dorset House. 
Experience in Occupational Therapy has le1 l 
to the adoption of very definite principles on 
which its use is based. 
Firstly, it cannot be too definitely impressed 
on all co ncerned that it is a form of medical 
or su rg ical treatment and must be ordered by 
the medical practitioner in charge of the c:-tse 
and his instructions definitely obtained. No 
docto r expects a dispenser or a nurse to give 
a patient "some medicine" and then leave 
them to decide what it shalJ be, yet I have seen 
many Occupational Therapy prescriptions 
given as vaguely as this. 
Secondly, the prescription must be made 
both with regard to the patient and to hi s dis-
abilit v. 
T llirdly, the treatment ca n be ca rried out 
properly only by a professional Occupational 
Therapi st, who has the necessary knowledge 
of anatomy, physiology, psychology and wide 
experience o f crafts and other occupations. 
This can only be obta ined by specific trai ning. 
I f the case is one of mental illness, it is 
necessary to stale the diagnosis, and what par-
ticular attitude in the patient requires help-
such as the amou nt of concentration to be 
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expected-a sense of self-esteem to be st imu-
lated-or a ~ocial habit encouraged. An ex-
cited, volubJe patient will be helped by some 
interesting but rather monotonous craft, such 
as plain weaving in soothi ng colours, or by 
manipulating a ball of clay on the potter 's 
wheel- either craft \vi \I remove her from other 
patients who wou ld provide her with a n audi-
ence. The seclusive patient needs to be en-
couraged to work with others, and a group of 
people shelling peas or other such co-operative 
work is a suitable mi ld st imulant to social life. 
A paranoiac patient usual ly needs work suffi -
cient ly elaborate to absorb her entire concen-
tration, such as a complicated weaving pattern 
or an involved design in leather work. 
In surgical cases, specialised instructions by 
the doctor are equally necessary. The worker 
should know what particular joint movements 
are required, and she can then from her 
crafts choose the one that wi ll give the results 
needed. 
Again . in heart cases, especially those o f 
rheumatic heart disease, instructions from the 
doctor are the only basis on which work can 
be undertaken. 
In the case of children, this begins early, at 
the stage where complete res t is needed. VV hile 
the chi ld is ill enough not to want to move, no 
occupation is ordered; but long before it 
shou ld move at all the child begins to want to 
do so, and at this stage occupational treatment 
can help. To employ the mind and fingers 
overcomes restlessness. Crayon colou ring of 
simple small pictures is often the best begin-
ning for a child, followed by coarse canvas or 
other stitching. The stitches must be long, but 
the work small in size and, above a ll , each 
strand of cotton or silk used for sewing must 
I 
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be short to ensure that the fingers and hands 
on ly are used. If given a long strand of cotton 
a child will draw it through by raisi ng the arm, 
and this must be avoided in the early stage, 
but is one of the best methods of graduating 
exercise as the chi ld improves. \Vhile st ill in 
bed more movement can be given to the arm s 
by means o£ a craft that needs more strength 
in finger work, such as work with fine cane. 
Thicker cane can be substituted as more 
energy is allowed to be spent, and from this 
point crafts can be '-:hoscn that involve an oc-
casiona l dive into a locker or a stretch of arm 
over a weaving frame . 
In chorea, treatment is naturally diffe rent. 
All effort is here directed to gradual encour-
agement of rhythmic movement and a craft is 
chosen accordingly. 
]n phthisical cases crafts must be chosen 
that interest the patient in the rest ing stage, 
\\"hilc providing minimum movement of the 
shoulder girdle, and here again the Occupa-
tional Therapist must be conversant with all 
the details of graduated movement that will be 
required. 
Fourthly, a very important principle is that 
the patient's attention must be directed to the 
occupation and away from his disability. 
An example that specially illustrates this is 
one of hysterical paraplegia. The patient 
believes she cannot walk. Suggestion to her 
that she should move her legs provokes opposi-
tion-but teach her to weave, first on a hand 
loom and then transfer her to a foot loom. In-
terest in the pattern that is appearing under 
her hands holds her concentration and she co-
ordinates all the necessary movements of her 
legs without realising she is doing so. A 
clumsy movement of her foot wouJd spoil the 
) 
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pattern, and this she could not bear to h;tppen. 
Although well-trained Occupational Thera-
pists are now at work in menta.\ and general 
hospitals, this by no means exhausts the oppor-
tunities where they might be doing equally 
good work to aid recovery. Rehabilitation 
centres and f racturc clinics need those who 
are trained to guide the injured over the first 
stage of recovery. i\fassagc cannot have the 
same good effect, for the patient needs to make 
the effort himself. It can even delay recovery 
where its suggestion is accepted that further 
treatment is needed. 
There is also a wide opening for the use of 
Occupational Therapy for private and other 
patients in their homes. It can be prescribed 
and provided by the hour, as in the case of 
massage, with excellent results, both to the 
individual disability and to the general morale 
of the patient. 
An Association of Occupational Therapists 
has been founded and is now running its own 
examinations, greatly to the advantage of the 
profession. There is no doubt that it ha s a 
great future before it. 
Summar_v.-Occupational Therapy as a 
valuable form of treatment has been largely 
adopted in mental hospitals, and its use in cases 
of other forms of surgica l and medical illness 
is being recognised. 
Notes on its use at Dorset House. the 
General Hospita l, Southmead. and Ham Green 
Hospitals, Bristol, and Bath Orthop<edic Hos-
pital, are given, and general principles as to 
its application are noted. 
\Veil-trained Occupational Therapists are 
now avai lable for hospital posts, and it can be 
prescribed by general practitioners for treat-
ment of private cases of iUness or injury in 
their homes. 
$Alo1Ut;L TU.IPL£ & CO., LTD., 2711, lONG $ TR££T, HANNU.UHTH, 
LONDON, W.6. 
When winds of winter roar 
Elizabeth sits by the open door 
Q...-,,.::oh; .... ,... ~-.. ... ,... ...... 1-...-..- 1--...:-
Revue. My Friend Elizabeth . 
1. Opening chorus (to the tune of My Friend Elizabeth) 
(Unison) To our friend Elizabeth 
Your friend Elizabeth 
To your house and you 
We devote this short revue 
And if ourjokes seem rude 
Rather coarse and rather crude 
Don ' t run away 
For we don't mean all we say 
We do not want to shock you 
Or crock you 
Or mock you 
We ' re hoping to amuse you 
Enthuse you 
If we can 
So with our final breath 
We ask Elizabeth 
Kindly to applaud 
If she ' s not too bored 
(piano soft background) 
Compere: Ladies and gentlemen, this is the 
Dorset House Home Service, etc., etc., 
(chorus resumes) 
Voice 1 
Voice 2 
Voice 3 
Voice 4 
All 
Vl 
V2 
Our friend Elizabeth 
Bought a house for a friendly bet 
Bought a couple more 
Only just next door 
She bought a hundred beds 
A dozen looms and potting sheds 
And upon the gate 
Put a big brass plate 
With industry romantic 
Gigantic 
And frantic 
l'ii th all her might she rubbed it 
And scrubbed it till it shone 
Now friend Elizabeth 
Comes on top of the medical set 
And in all Clifton 
She ' s the SINE QUA NON 
(few bars on piano) 
Vl When winds of winter roar 
Elizabeth sits by the open door 
Brushing back her hair 
In a blast of good fresh air 
Don't mind the snow and sleet 
V2 Shout to nurse for an extra sheet 
Just hop about 
And your feet will soon thaw out 
V3 This room is far too fuggy 
And druggy 
And muggy 
So throw the windows higher 
The fire 
Is too hot 
V4 Oh dear Elizabeth 
We shall simply freeze to death 
V3 Oh no you'll not 
So do not talk rot 
(Unison) To our friend Elizabeth 
Dearest Elizabeth 
If you feel quite strong 
Stay and hear our little song! 
We hope, Elizabeth 
You won 't mind, Elizabeth 
If this kind of stuff 
Seems a wee bit rough 
This urge to entertain you 
May pain you 
Or stnin you 
But please let us detain you 
Until we've had our say! 
To Dear friend Elizabeth, 
Though she may be bored to death, 
On this happy day 
We devote OUR PLAY 
3. 
Scene l. Hall, early morning . Clock strikes nine 
Vl 
V2 
Run matron run matron run run run 
Half of your housework ' s not done done done 
Everyone is up to greet the sun 
So run matron run matron run run run 
Run nurses run nurses run run run 
Don ' t drop your trays just for fun fun fun 
Jump upstairs like bullets from a gun 
So run nurses run nurses run run run 
V3 Run student run student run run run 
None of your wool has been spun spun spun 
Weave it leave it heave it by the ton 
And run student run student run run run 
Chorus (all) 
X Run everyone everyone run run 
Breakfast is over and work ' s begun 
Hurry scrug, you'll get nothing done, 
So run everyone everyone run run 
Run everyone everyone run run 
Please hurry up or you'll miss the fun 
Don't forget that rationing begun 
So run everyone everyone run run ~ X 
REPEAT X to X 
Curtain 
Scene 2. Exercises 
(Introduced by compere) 
Class assembles and begins exercises accompanied 
by chorus as follows -
Chorus (all) Arms stretch and BOOMPS a daisy 
We're getting figures that bend 
Touch toes and boomps a daisy 
Hark how our underclothes rend: 
Knees stretch , now don't be lazy 
Let's make our muscles a wow 
Breathe deep and boomps a daisy 
Turn to the teacher and bow 
lst Voice (feeble) 
Bend stretch and boomps a daisy 
Oh how my shoulder blades crack 
Up down and boomps a daisy 
I've got a crick in my back 
In out my head feels hazy 
Please let me call for a nurse 
Oh lawks: Oh : Boomps a daisy 
Turn to the teacher and curse 
2nd Voice (tough) 
Gee whizz and BOOMPS a DAISY 
I feel as strong as an ox 
Come on girls now BOOMPS A DAISY: 
Look at this party of crocks 
This stuff is far too aisy 
Watch how my quadriceps swell 
BANG SMASH and BOOMPS A DAISY 
Turn to the teacher and ye ll: 
Chorus (all with hissing accompaniment) 
Breathe in and boomps a daisy 
We 're getting fitter each day 
Breathe out and boomps a daisy 
Breathe all yo ur troubles away 
Heave ho and boomps a daisy 
Close up your physical gaps 
We 're fit so boomps a daisy 
Go back to work and collapse 
(During relaxation exercises) 
Chorus (very softly) 
Golden slumbers kiss your eyes 
Stiffness may seize you when you rise 
So sleep pretty darlings just relax 
And lie quite gently on your back 
Rest now the palpitating 
d 
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so sit do•m my pretty ones in your trac s 
Take long deep breaths - and just relax 
(All, at end of scene) (to BOOMPS A DAISY) 
Scene 3. 
we are the new sensation 
lve ' 11 be the talk of the to•m 
lve' 11 build a better nation 
Stitching mankind up and down 
Half the •10rld is simply lazy 
See how our remedy works 
So hey up! and BOOMPS a DAISY 
Make them do physical jerks! 
curtain 
Washing day 
lie' re going to hang out the washing on the 
Willway line 
Have you any dirty linen matron dear? 
l~e' re going to hang out the washing on the lv L 
Cause the liillway van is here 
Whether the weather may be wet or fine 
We just bump along without a care 
We ' re going to hang out the washing on the liillway 1 
If the Willway van ' s still there! 
(Pratt Redden business, all by piano) 
Pratt 
Redden 
Both 
Scene 4. 
Owen 
We've been told to put the hampers in the lv van 
Have you got ano ther gasper brother mine? 
Oh why not leave the washing to the Willway man 
While we smoke a fresh lvoodbine 
What does it matter if we cant or can 
We'll just knock off till half past nine 
We' re going to leave the ruddy \~ashing to the W man 
While we smoke a fresh WoodBINE 
(Curtain) 
Compere and curtain 
Outside Office (Introduced by compere) 
(to tune of Lass of Richmond Hill) 
In Litfield House there lives a lass 
As fresh as morning de1~ 
A departmental head is she 
lii th countless things to do 
This lass so neat trains hands and feet 
To work in harmonee-ee 
And that is how 
She's such a wow 
At practisin O.T . 
Chorus 
Owen 
Chorus 
At practising O.T. 
At practising O.T. 
And that is how 
She's such a wow 
At £ractising O.T . 
No sooner is the breakfast done 
As you may surely view 
Than lo before her office door 
Appears a mighty queue 
With curse and shout 
She keeps them out 
But it is all in vain 
For long before 
She 's shut the door 
They're queuing up again 
They're queu~ng up again 
They're queu~ng up again 
And long before 
She 's shut the door 
They're queuing up again~ 
(Mime sequence follows) 
At end of scene 
All 
l. Gone are the days when my heart was young and gay 
2. Gone is my loom and my hair is turning grey 
3. Gone is my warp - I shall never get it back 
Oh can't she hear our voices calling 
where is Mack ! 
Macdonald (within, furious) 
I 'm coming 
I'm coming 
Why must they shout and yell 
(yells off) 
Oh buy yourself a bib and tucker 
TO TO HELL! 
7. 
Scene 5. No chorus (curtan up - 1 minute ' s silence - curtain down) 
Scene 6. Blacking out patrol (curtain across all time) 
Chorus (to tune You can ' t black out the moon) 
Scene 7. 
Scene 8. 
When we go roaming round the house at night 
We hum this little tune 
Who cares if we ' re without a light 
You can ' t black out the moon ! 
Don't you dare to show a glimmer as we prowl about 
Or you' ll fin d yourself in trouble very soon 
And if you want to read or write 
You must wait for the next full moon 
You can ' t grumble 
You don ' t need to worry about alarms 
When you stumble 
Just cover your face with your arms 
You'll feel better if you realize 
That we're safer than a barrage balloon 
So even if you black your eyes 
You can ' t black out the moon 
(to end scene) 
We ' ve painted all the windows inside out 
Yes darkness is our pride 
But j ust in case there ' s any doubt 
We'll black the light inside 
Though we can't allow a single little ray of light 
Or a glimpse of the sun at noon 
Though none of us can tel l the day from night 
We can ' t black out the moon 
(curtain and compere) 
(Not forthcoming 
insertion) 
Leave room for 1 or 2 pages for 
(Night- nurse scene - To tune of Little Man) 
Little one you ' re crying 
I know why you're blue 
No one ' s bought your Ovaltine this way 
Better go to sleep now 
Little one you've had a busy day 
space 
Someone stole your blankets 
Tell you what we ' ll do 
Nurse will fetch another right away 
Better go to sleep now 
Little one you ' ve had a busy day. 
You've been threading needles 
Thousands now are done 
All the warp is rolled on out of sight 
Leave your occupations 
All you've sewed and spun 
Work is over for the night 
Time to stop your schem· ing 
Time your day was through 
Can't you hear the shuttles softly say 
Time you should be dreaming 
Little one you've had a busy day 
All on for final chorus 
All (to tune of There is a Tavern) 
Solo 
(All) 
There is a clinic on a hill on a hill 
Where doctor treats us when we're ill when we're ill 
And soothes our pains with diluted dina tea 
And Occupational Therapee 
(piano lead into South of the Border) 
(Nancy Bartlett) 
Over the Avon down Somerset v/ay 
There you will find a house where you may have 
a pleasant stay 
Its facing the downland 
so happy and gay 
Over the Avon down Somerset Way 
Pretty bright cushions and leather goods too 
Baskets and scarves of every shade and every 
brilliant hue 
In our occupations 
You'll soon make them too 
Shaping and weaving 
You'll find life anew 
And in the evening in blackout so drear 
Everything's bright and gay we all unite and 
have such cheer 
With music and dancing 
To gladden the night 
You'll never realize 
The absence of light 
Over the Avon down Somerset Way 
There you will find a house 
Where you may have a pleasant stay 
It's facing the downland 
So happy and gay 
Over the Avon down Somerset v/ay 
Piano lead i 
Solo On Clifton Hill there lives a lass 
Who wakes at early morn 
Her diagnostic power surpass 
All doctors ever born 
This lass so neat with smiles so sweet 
Has introduced 0 T-ee 
And cures all ills 
1'/i th small white pills 
And dilute china tea 
Chorus And d 
d 
s 
d 
c 
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w 
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t 
Chorus 
(finale) 
So open wide the window 
Open wide the window 
Open wide the ~1indo~1 
And water down the TEA 
(curtain) 
PART I! 
AFTER Miss Tebbit's appointment to Chester, Miss Goscombe 
took charge of the School, and, assisted by Miss Becky Lummis, 
ran the Occupational Therapy Departments in Dorset House 
and the hospitals. Miss Lummis had later to return to America 
and this was the occasion for the production of a pantomime 
written by some patients as a tribute to her. Miss Goscombe 
and Miss Tebbit had a genius for devising 'combined oper-
ations' for staff, patients and students, and this was one of 
several original plays which were characteristic of Dorset 
House at the time, and to which the patients contributed as 
much as the staff and students. 
In the April of I934 Miss Goscombe married Mr. Owen 
Reed, Dr. Casson's nephew, and a new Principal had to be 
sought. 
The School of Occupational Therapy at Philadelphia at 
which Miss Tebbit had trained, and had later sen t us Miss 
Lummis, now further strengthened the bond with Dorset 
House by sending Miss Marrha Jackson, to be Head of the 
Dorset House Occupational Therapy Department and School, 
and Miss Dahl to assist her. They fow1d great building activities 
in progress, for Mr. Hugh Casson had re-designed the students' 
living quarters and his cousin, Mr. Peter Man, and a friend 
were carrying out his plans. 
The number of students was increasing and in spite of the 
extended buildings, it was clear that the School was still out-
growing its accommodation . In the September of 1934 there 
was an intake of eight new students, among them Miss Mary 
Macdonald, who had followed the development of Occu-
pational Therapy with interest for a number of years and who 
had covered much of the syllabus before she came. 
The summer of 1935 brought further development. The 
formation of an Association of Occupational Therapists was 
mooted (as it had been by others before) and Miss Macdonald 
and Miss Plater called a meeting of their student group to 
discuss the matter. The students agreed to write to all the 
: 
qualified Occupational Therapists for their conunents and 
support. Dr. Casson offered hospitality, and a first meeting was 
held at Dorset House, a second being arranged in Liverpool. 
Mrs. Owens became the first chairman of the group and Miss 
Macdonald the first secretary. Plans were made for the cir-
cularization of Occupational Therapists of other hospitals and 
trainings, and for an inaugural meeting to be held in the Spring 
of 1936. In this way Dorset House had the privilege of making 
an initial contribution towards the bcgimllngof the Association . 
No account of the Dorset House School could be complete 
without reference to Miss Joy Blew Jones, who took the 
Margaret Morris exercises. She also introduced Pottery to the 
School, and Mr. Holland of the Clcvedon Pottery was most 
generous in his help. Miss Bcnnett, one of the first students, 
had become a member of staff and, with her animation and 
keenness, helped to keep the tradition of Dorset House going, 
while Miss Jackson and Miss Dahl settled in and took their 
bearings. Miss Martha Jackson was with tl1e School for four 
years, but Miss Dahl had to return to America sooner. They 
were both unsparing of themselves. Dorset House is much 
indebted to them for so courageously coming to take over the 
growing school, and particular gratitude is due to Miss Jackson 
for staying wnil Miss Macdonald returned from America in 
1938 to be her successor. 
The intensive study of Occupational Therapy in the United 
States and Canada, which Miss Macdonald had carried out 
after being awarded grants ffom the Pilgrim and York Trusts, 
showed her how the profession was developing in the two 
countries. In her travels she visited all training schools and a 
number of occupational tl1erapy departments in a great variety 
of hospitals and rehabilitation centres. From this tour she re-
turned greatly helped and inspired and ready to tackle the 
future developments that Dr. Casson had planned for the school 
and treatment work at Bristol. 
Reprillltd from THE Jou RNA L OF CAREERS 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY. 
A DEVELOPI NG FIELD OF WORK FOR WOMEN. 
By ELI ZABET H CASSON, M.U., D.P.M. 
OccuPATIONAL therapy as a profess ion in England may be 
sa id to be still in a pioneer st age, but each y~ar is adding 
to its better organisation, to the number of well-trained 
women who are engaged in it , and to the opportunities of 
employment ava ilab le for them. 
Occupational therapy cons ists in ''any activity, menta l 
or physica l , medically prescribed and guided for the 
distinct purpose of contributing to, and hastening, recovery 
STUDENTS LEARNING VAR IOUS H ANOlCRA FTS AT DORSET HO USE. 
fr om disease or injury. " Tn America this form of treatment 
is given by qua lified and reg istered members of the Occupa-
tional Therapy Associati on , which regu lates the sta ndard 
of training and atta inment of its members. There is an 
Association of Occupational Therapists in Scotland, a nd 
its formation in Engla nd has now taken place. 
Although the treatment of mental patients by occupation 
was carried out at the• Retreat in York over fift y years ago, 
it was during the 'Var that the method became orga nised, 
and the best work began with the soldiers who were wounded 
-,,. ·i .. 
both 10 mind and in body. It wa!:l found that by no other 
means could se lf confidence be fostered so well, or the 
desire for renewed health be so quickly stimu lated. 
H ELPING THE i\JENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY DISABLED. 
Schools for training Occupational Therapists were 
organised in severa l large cities in America and Canada, 
and a ll the well-equipped hospitab, genera l, mental, and 
orthopredic, now have full-time " a ides " as they are 
called, treating patients continually under the prescripti:m 
and direction of the medical staff. 
In Hl30 the Dorset H ouse Schoo l of Occupational 
Therapy was founded at Clifton, Bristol, to enab le the full 
training to be taken in England under those who hold 
complete professional diplomas. The course takes two 
years, during which time students are give n lectures in 
anatomy, physiology, and psychology, and many hours 
are devoted to necessary instruct ion on the app lication of 
the various crafts and other occupations to individual 
types of illness and disability. The crafts included are, 
among others, weaving, bookbinding, b1.5kctry, dy€'ing, 
stitchery, drawing, and minor crafts. 
ScoPE oF THE \ YoRK. 
A wide outl ook must be taken in order to adapt different 
occupations to patients, who for this purpose may be 
c lass ified as disordered in mind; suffering from such 
illnesses as tuberculosis, heart disease. or rheumat ism ; 
and those who have susta ined injury . The student has to 
learn which handicrafts arc available and needed for each 
separate condit ion in cases of mental disability and illness. 
Some crafts are sedat ive, ot hers st imulating-a ll g ive the 
patient interest and encourage a desire for achievement, 
promote se lf-confidence and a return to a normal S:}tisfacti on 
in work well done. Some patients have wandered into a 
life of phantasy, and can be brought back to rea lity by 
occupationa l treatment. l n many cases of chronic mental 
illness that have lasted for years, great improvemen t occurs 
where the right occupation has been prescribed and carried 
out. Those who have seen the changed atmosphere in 
mental hospitals as a consequence of this treatment realise 
how much it ame liorates the life of the patients. 
In general hospita ls the occupational therapist's work 
is to assist the doctor in keeping up the patients' mora le 
by 5timulat ing their interest in hea lthful activity. Here 
again specialised knowledge is needed . She must be able 
to provide a peaceful sedati ve type of handwork for the 
restless heart case, who may move her fingers but who may 
make no large movements of the arms. She must have 
some cord-plaiting ready for the same case when the doct or 
wa nts gradually increasing movement to begin . She must 
have a jigsaw puzzle ready for the convalescent who is 
bored by long hours of ly ing sti ll , or some ca ne-work for 
the patient whose eyes are bandaged . 
I n the orthopredic and accident wards quite d ifferent 
work is needed . Stiff joints recove r much more quickly 
by carrying out some interesting process of weaving on a 
hand loom, rather than by massage ; and the professiona l 
occupationa l therapist must be ready to prov ide a craft 
for each condition . 
Such work can only be learnt full y by ac tua l practice. 
Students work with patients at Dorset House from the 
beg inning , and in their second year they go to various 
menta l , genera l and orthop~dic hospita ls for practice, 
again under skilled guidance. 
During the whole time they a lso are tra ined in l\Iargaret 
i\lorris movement by a certificated teacher , so that they 
can take classes of patients later. The organisation of 
games , acting, and play -reading are a lso t aken in the course. 
There is a great opportunity for musicians. 
S ALARI ES AN D PROSPECT S O F EMPLO YM ENT. 
There are, a t the moment , very good openings for this 
profession in menta l hospita ls where those with a dip loma 
are appointed at a sa lary of £200 non-res ident. Some 
menta l hospita ls follow the Dutch method and have a ll 
the occupationa l treatment carried out by nurses . The 
present tendency in England is to appo int a certificated 
occupationa l thera pist who trains the nursing staff to ca rry 
out treatment under her guidance and control. 
There are signs that other hospita ls are wak ing to the 
need of this treatment , and that openings will be ava ilable 
soon , but so far there arc few paid posts outs ide menta l 
hospitals, where openings are increasing under the influence 
of the Board of Control , which recognises the va lue of 
occupationa l therapy. Hospita ls for nervous diseases and 
for the treatment of cr ipples provide other openings for 
employment for the trained worker. It is hoped that the 
need of remedia l workshops to hasten recovery after 
accidents will be recognised , and that they wi ll be opened 
everywhere. There should a lso be openings in time for 
occupationa l therapists who undertake the treatment of 
patients in their own homes. 
So far the profession has been confined a lmost entirely 
to women. Training for men is now ava ila ble at Dorset 
House, and men nurses are instructed in some hospita ls 
by the occupat iona I therapist who is in charge of both male 
and female wards. Last year the London County Council 
appointed a number of men and women occupation officers 
to the mental hospital service at sa laries of £300 and £200. 
For a well~educated gir l , who possesses culture, and is 
someth ing of a craft swoman, who wants to serve others 
and to feel that she is helping them, Occupationa l Therapy 
provides a new and most interesting care~r which has for 
its purpose the reconstruction and rehabilitation of the 
mental ly and physically disabled. 
Dor set Hou se School of Occup ational 
Clifton Bown , 
,\ I S TOL 8 . 
The rapy , 
Fo r f u l l pBrticulars please apply to :-
The Se cre t ary. 
erapy. 
Reprinted from Report of Conference on "Welfare of Cripples and 
lnvalid Children" held at the Drapers' Hall, London, on November 
7th and 8th, 1935· 
TH E task given me this morning is that of speaking on Occu-
pational Therapy as applied to recovery from accidents in 
children. 
Occupational Therapy is any activity, mental or physical, 
prescribed and guided for the definite purposes of contributing 
to, and hastening recovery from, disease or injury. An 
Occupational Therapist is one who has gone through a specific 
and strenuous professional training such as has a masseuse. 
a dispenser, or a nurse, and who is ready to be given a doctor's 
prescription and carry out that treatment with all the ski ll it 
requires. To take an example. I once fell on my elbow, and 
knocked off the tip of my olecranon . A surgeon wired it 
together and the elbow healed rapidly, but complete flexion 
and extension did not return at once. All the combined 
treatment of massage, radiant heat, passive movement, and 
voluntary exercise helped. Then a month after the operation 
I was allowed to drive my car, and completed the cure. i\'Iy 
left arm did most of the work steering, but my right arm was 
also on the wheel, and the muscles began at once to regain 
their tone, constant movement improved the joint, a sharp 
corner suddenly pulled at the slight adhesions that remained. 
Its occupation completed the cure of my arm . 
You all know how much afraid we are of moving a limb after 
any injury. It is a necessary provision of Nature to desire 
to rest a painful joint. In the ordinary course of events our 
work begins again and we forget the injury because our 
attention is fixed on something else and constant messages 
reach the brain that cause the joint to move unconsciously. 
Careful treatment however often f1xes our attention on an 
injury and fear prevents movement after it is quite safe : 
VVe all saw soldiers during the \Var who came up to hospital 
for massage and their mental attitude prevented their recovery 
-" If my leg st ill needs daily massage it just shows that the 
doctor knows it is not well" is what he believed consciously 
or unconsciously. In such cases as this occupation completed 
the cure much quicker than any other treatment--often a 
2 
ward dance, a game of football, or, if it was available, a treadle 
fretsaw was al l that was needed. 
A few principles in occupational therap~ must_ be_ remem-
bered. First and foremost, the psychological pnnCiple that 
every act ion depends on a st imulus. 
For the purpose of this paper I will take " accident " with 
rather a \\ide meaning. Many of you deal with cases of 
spastic paraplegia, some at least ?f '~horn are caused by 
birth injury. Here as you know shmuh do not pass over to 
muscle action as easily as in the normal child . Heat, such 
as in the hot pool at Bath, increases the ease with which the 
reaction takes place. The child will improve very much more 
rapidly if an occupation accompanies and provides motive 
for the reaction. A game of getting a sponge out of the bath 
by squeezing it under the hot water-catching a toy fish with 
the toes, or a race with another child to pick up the toys sends 
up a message far more effectively to the s low brain and aJI 
sorts of conditioned reflex muscuJar actions result. In heart 
cases a set of toy reins can be plaited with the strings so 
arranged that only a slight movement of the fingers is needed 
to work. The st imulus reaches the brain, the little fingers 
move in ordered rhythm. As the child improves, the strings 
can be lengthened or the work raised so that muscular effort 
can be measured to a nicety to suit the amount of movement 
that the doctor has ordered. Being busy with its hands, 
the child ignores the stimuli to general restlessness that reach 
its brain from its illness. 
The second great principle in Occupational Therapy is to 
arouse specific emotions that result in the desire to use muscles 
and thereby to return to health. One of the most powerful 
motives we have is curiosity . It is so universal ly active that 
we often forget it. The whole audience has come here to-day 
because it is drawn here by its curiosity to hear what is said . 
The well-trained occupational therapist uses this active motive 
in her patients continually, and a new patient's first desire 
for occupation comes from curiosity as to what the next 
patient is doing with bits of wool or s tring she is using, or the 
block of soap she is carving. 
Not long ago Miss Forrester Brown invited one of my 
Occupational Therapy staff to work under her at the Bath 
Orthop.,dic Hospital, and prescribed occupations for a man 
with an injured spine. Lying near him were two boys who 
had lately come to the Hospital from remote farms. They 
had had infantile paralysis when quite young. Their families 
had settled down to the fact they were cripples. They had 
been washed and fed quite kindly, and that was all . During 
3 
the long years they had become completely apathetic and 
seemingly feeble-minded. They lay in bed in Hospital and 
watched the man in the next bed. Gradually curiosity was 
stimulated by what they saw and heard and they began to 
want to do something too. One boy asked for a pencil, and 
when he saw his drawing and felt his muscles producing his 
drawing, a whole new life came to him. Both boys are now 
working well, and quickly showed that their intelligence is 
excellent. 
Following on the instinct of curiosity comes the desire to 
achieve. Every child loves to make something th~a. 
~&himself, and the pleasure is even greater if he can send 
something home that he has made and that earns the praise 
of his family. 
Then again we must remember to arouse the gregarious 
emotions in our patients. 'V'e all like to feel that we are one 
of a group with common interests, and many patients work 
better if doing the same work as others. In an occupation 
department one must allow for the seasonable rhythm that 
brings out t ops, hoops and marbles as the prevailing rage. 
Patients al l like to make baskets, then they all want to paint 
boxes or weave, &c., and this tendency must be used if you 
want enthusiasm. 
There is an important point I must stress and that is the 
difference between occupation as such, and occupational 
therapy. 
Children in orthop.,dic hospitals do school work and many 
learn crafts by which they may afterwards earn their living . 
An injured child in a general hospital may be made happy 
by dressing a doll , but unless that bit of sewing is prescribed 
to help to cure the particular disability that is needing treat-
ment it is occupation only and not occupational therapy. 
I remember well seeing a mentally deficient girl with a 
spastic condition. She bad been t aught to knit with one 
long needle held down by a rigid arm to her side and the 
other slipped down into an equally rigid flexed hand. Occu-
pational therapy would have meant putting her on to a 
simple loom made by threads of string on an old picture 
frame. She would then have wanted to use her arms more 
freely and her flexed band would have had to be extended 
to beat down the weft. 
I think I have told you enough to show what a fascination 
lies in the development of Occupational Therapy and the joy 
that comes from giving it. There are opportunities for good 
professional posts for those who need to earn their livings by 
it , and there are even more for those who can afford to train 
and then work ,·oluntarily until the English hospitals.. have 
learnt to pay for this work as al l the American hospitals do-:' 
In the meantime salaries at [200 are avai lable in mental 
hospitals, and splendid work is being done and is waiting to 
be done there. 
The training takes two years, during which the student 
studies anatomy, physiology, psychology and many crafts 
with the necessary knowledge as to their application to various 
conditions to be treated. 
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DORSET HOUSE SCHOOL 
OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY 
CLIFTON DOWN, BRISTOL 8 
pROVIDES complete training for 
Occupational Therapists in General , 
Orthopred ic, and Mental Hospitals . 
Telephone 1 35195 Bristo l 
Telegrams I 
M~dicol Dir~ccor: ELIZABETH CASSON. M.D., D.P.M. 
Assisted by 
GERALD DE M. RUDO LF, M.R.C.P., D.P.M., D.P.H. 
Principol : Miss E. M. MACDONALD, Diploma of Dors~t House School 
of Occupational Therapy, N.S.A. M. Craft Teachers' Certificates. 
Assisted by a. staff of Tra ined Occupiltiona.l Therapists . 
Occupational The ra py is 
Any activity definitely prescribed by physician or 
surgeon for the pu rpose of aiding recovery from disease 
or inju ry. 
Scope, Thera pe utic and Rehabilitative in 
Mental Disease and Mental Deficiency. 
Orthopaedics-accident and disease. 
Tuberculosis. 
Physical Ill ness-i ncluding heart disease and rheumatism. 
Qualifications for an Occupational The rapist 
Tact and good judgment . 
In itiat ive and en terprise. 
A real inte rest in people. 
Organizing and executive ability . 
Serious interest in medical t reatment 
Othe r Require m ents 
A good School Leaving Certificate, or 
Ev ide nce of work or study valuable as a preliminary to 
training. 
Training 
The School prepares students for the examinations of 
the Association of Occupational Therapists. 
First Year 
Preliminary 
Course 
Anatomy. 
Physiology. 
Psychology-normal and abnormal. 
Mental Illn ess and Defect. 
Theory of Occupational Therapy, including 
outline of Analyses of Occupations, 
Departmental Management, Record 
Keeping. 
Crafts-teaching and practice. 
Recreational Organization. 
Second Year Specialized Courses in different branches of 
the work, and Hospital Practice under Trained Occupa· 
tional Therapists in Dorset House Residential Clinic and 
Curative Workshop, at Chester Mental Hospital, Bath 
Orthopaedic Hospital, Southmead, and Ham Green 
Hospitals, Bristol, and other institutions. 
Le ngth of Course 
21-2~ yea rs. The School year begins each September. 
A shortened course can be arranged at the discretion of 
the School for a candidate offering special qualifications. 
Fees 
Resid ent t+e&! Per annum for IS to 16 months. 
Non-residen t, £:50 f 
The following months according to specialization, lectures, 
residence , e tc . 
(Nore.-lt is hoped that students' expenses will not be 
more than £100 to £120 per annum in the last 12 to IS 
months of their course. Hospitality is sometimes obtain· 
able in mental hospital and mental deficiency practice, 
seldom in orthopaedic work. For this reason it is 
impossible to est imate the cost with certainty). 
Prospects 
Assistant Occupational Therapists, l 
£I SO upwards 
Single-handed or Senior Occupa- r 
tional Therapists, QOO upwards, 
according to experience .1 J~o­
cJ]i- -
Non-resident 
The profession is in a pioneer stage, and a great dec 
depends upon personality, keenness, enterprise, and 
thorough training. Posts are not guaranteed, but all ' 
students who have qualified at the School have obtained 1 
appointments so far. 
Suggestions to Candidates Cons idering the Tra ining I 
Diplomas are not obtainable under the age of 2 1 years, 
and students are accepted at 19 or over. Younger 
students who can afford to do so are recommended to 
attend a course at an Art School, to go abroad, or under-
take Guide, Brownie, or Cub Leadership, or help in clubs, 
etc. Nursing is the best method of filling up this interval 
for those who have to keep themselves. Any experience 
including drama and music, is of value in this profession. 
There is no particular age limit for the course. but candi-
dates over 40 are apt to find it strenuous, and Occupational 
Therapists employed after the age of 35 cannot come 
under hospital superannuation schemes. 
Men studentS are non-resident. 
No student is received without a personal interview, and the 
first three months are in all cases probationary. 

paid several visits to Dorset House ~nd the Allendale Curative 
W orkshop. All showed great interest, particularly in the 
wood-work, gardening and heavy basketry. 
Dr. Casson was suddenly asked if the Dorset House School 
would train large numbers of Occupational Therapists for 
hospitals all over the country ~nd some for abroad. 
T hen France fell. Blitzes came and for a time Occupational 
Therapy went literally into the cellars. Finally, Bristol became 
an impossible place in which to run a nursing home or train 
students. Patients were dispersed-a few being taken to Cleve-
don with Dr. Casson. The School which dwindled to ten 
gallant and tenacious students struggled on for some weeks. 
Ultimately the students had to be sent home and taught by 
correspondence, while new premises were sought. Finances 
were at their lowest ebb-(everything had always gone in to 
the expansion of the work)-and the School was on the verge 
of closing. A temporary loan from a legacy, then a generous 
gift from the Lord Mayor's Air R aid Distress Fund, coupled 
with the offer of premises by the Ministry of Health-saved 
the School. 
Do r se t Hous e O.T. Stude nts went 
t o linked hospital s f o r the ir 
Clinica l P r actice . 1 
PART Ill 
Mtss J ACKSON had to leave for America in August 1938, 
ten days before four of her students entered (successfully) for 
the first examination set by the Association of Occupational 
Therapists. Of this group, two graduates went to New Zealand 
and one to South Africa, where they have contributed a great 
deal to the training of students in these countries. 
By the time Miss Macdonald took over her duties, these 
iJ1cluded the supervision of patients' occupational treatment 
iJ1 Dorset House itself and in several surrounding hospitals, and 
the care of the growing School, with its eighteen students. To 
this was added the planniJ1g and openiJ1g of the Allendale 
Curative Workshop for out-patients suffering from varying 
forms of physical disease or disability. 
There was a big team of enthusiastic Occupational Thera-
pists ready to help. These included Miss Kathleen Barber, 
who worked at Allendale, Miss Tumer and Miss MacArthur, 
working partly in Dorset House and partly in the Bristol 
hospitals, and Miss Richardson, working at Ham Green 
Sanatorium and in the School. Mrs. Owen Reed, during a 
long visit to Bristol, was also able to give some much appreci-
ated help. 
The first forty cases at the Allendale Curative Workshop 
were given free treatment and records were kept of their pro-
gress.• Dr. Weissenberg, a physical medicine expert from 
Vienna, who was also an occupational therapy studenr, analysed 
occupations and their therapeutic application, and demon-
strated to the students. 
Then came the war. Until France fell, Bristol was little 
affected. Dr. Casson felt, however, that as the 1914-18 war 
had precipitated the establishment of Occupational Therapy 
in Canada and America, so, in tills war, the importance of 
Occupational Therapy might become better recognized here. 
Representatives of the Services and of the Ministry of Health 
*A paper was published by Or. C:mon in the Lantet (r November, 
1941, page 516) giving an account o( the experiment . 
Occupational Therapy at Ham Green Hospital, 
run from Dorset House. 
" ' 
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AS A BRANCH . 
OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE 
. -'\ "" • By ELIZABETH CASSON, M.D., D .P.M., 
Director of the Dorset House School of Ocmpationa! TherajJJ', and of the Allenda!e 
Curative 119'orkshog, Clijton DOJI'II, Bristol. 
ALTHO UGH occupationa l therapy is a very definite branch of physica l medicine, those who have made it their life work seem to have been rather slow in claim-
' 
ing its privilege as an ancillary profession. The treatment of war injuries, 
however, is rapidly bringing it to the forefront as an indispensable aid to recovery. 
All of us who have been through an illness, or who have sustained an injury, 
know from experience how rapidly our feelings change as soon as we are able to 
take interest in a book or in the radio, or some other diversion. Even a talk with 
the doctor, or watching someone arranging one's Aowers will help towards bringing 
one back to a normal outlook-yet even in these simple begirmings of occupational 
therapy, one depends on the help that someone else gives, and the amount of im-
provement obtained is measured by the skill of its provider. 
Occupational therapy is now a highly sk illed method by which the right 
occupation is prescribed for each patient to aid as efficiently as possible his recovery. 
By gradual experience, guided by individual practice and research, a tradition of 
training has been built up, and a valuable technique has been developed, as in other 
branches of physical medicine. 
The history of organized occupational therapy is no longer concerned only with 
mental illoess. Galen wrote that " employment is nature's best physician and is 
essential to human happiness," and all who have tried to help those mentally ill 
have provided them with occupation all down the ages. During the last 150 j•ears, 
since Pine! reformed their treatment and prescribed systematized printing, husbandry, 
and weaving in his hospital, one doctor after another has striven to improve the 
methods for using every kind of occupation, until such hospitals as Giitersloh in 
Germany, Sandpoort in Holland, and numerous places in England have found that 
over ninety per cent. of their patients could be well occupied. 
) 
In some mental hospitals now a special occupational therapy staff is provided, 
in others the nurses are trained in it, while the method recommended by the Board 
of Control is the provision of a trained occupational therapist whose duties include 
training and guiding the nurses to treat the patients under their supervision. 
I The provision for occupational therapy for physical injury received a sudden impetus during the war of 1914-18, when the officers in charge of a Canadian hospital 
in France began to provide organized treatment by means of joinery and other 
crafts for the wounded. This was taken up by others in the English and American 
hospitals, Sir Robert Jones and i\!r. Hey Groves being pioneers in England. On 
the return of their Army to America, schools for training occupational therapists 
were started, and there is now a large association for occupational therapists, wh ile 
Toronto and some of the Universities in U.S.A. have degrees and diplomas in 
occupational therapy for their graduates. 
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."-11 the , \merican and British schools now provide training in the treatment 
both mental and physical di sabilities, and the English Association of Occupational 
Therapists has its own examinauons and diplomas. 
In the general hospital occupational therapy find s its .most spectacula 
in the fracture clinic and other orthopaedJc departments. \Y/ e all know how ,,,,.,r ... ,,.,_, 
1t is to make up our minds to move an injured limb. There is a natural fear of doing 
it further mjury, or of experiencing pain . Each o f us can overcome this by voluntary 
effort elicited by persuasion, but this is far easier if our attention is diverted to some-
thin{( that interests us, and is not concerned with our disability. The trained 
occ~pational therapist still requires to know just when to use persuasion, but it is 
d~tected towards undertaking some simple movement. She shows the patient a 
dog lead made by tying a series of knots, demonstrates how easily it can be done, 
and starts him ofr with "something to do." The work is, of course, chosen to 
carry out exactly the muscle movements that the surgeon has prescribed. Sometimes 
the first occupation is something even easier; for example for the first movements 
of sti ff fingers, one can prescribe a game of solitaire on a board where the patient 
has to pick up and move a peg from one place to another. As soon as possible, 
"·ork with more definite tools is prov ided , the handles being padded to allow for 
less complete flexion, and the padding reduced each day as the g rip improves. 
\ 'a rious forms of "·eaving are very useful as this provides the important 
stimulus of seeing something desirable grow under one's hand, while a variety of 
muscle mo,·ements are available to be chosen by the occupational therapist for 
,·arious disabi lities. ln nerve lesions, supportS and slings can often be provided 
to enable the patient to do work which so interests him in what he is accomplishing 
that he forgets his weakness. ,.\ t each stage the occupational therapi st is at hand to 
modify the appa ratus by means of which the necessary movement is obtained as 
the patient's condition alte rs, wh il e the patient's interest is still cent red on the work 
undertaken. aturally the patient is just as much interested in his own recovery 
as if he were being treated by any other means, but the handicraft takes his constan t 
attention off himself. ,\t intervals of a week o r so he may be allowed to test his 
lmpro,·ement on a gauge that measu res the ang le of jo int movement, and mark 
what progress he has made. This adds to his zest fo r work. 
c;>ther apparatus is needed for leg and shoulder and trunk movements, and 
theretore 1t IS gene rall y necessa ry to provide a curative workshop fitted with car-
J>Cnter's benches, etc., while fo r those who have to return to heavy work, a small 
lor_ge and am·il arc desirable. 
WORK OF THE DORSET HOUSE SCHOOL 
OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
,\ beginning has been made at Bristol by arrangement with the Ministry of 
Health. c;>nhopa:dJc patients, both se rvice and civilian casualt ies, are treated b) 
the staff ol .~IJe_ Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy at the Bristo l Royal 
Hospital, \\ 1nlord and Southmead Hospitals, whil e still in bed, or with what smal! , 
amoun t of apporatus .~an be fitted into the wards. They are then d rafted on to th< 
~\llendale CuratJ\•e \\ orkshop, being taken there by ambulance for dai ly treatment. • ". 
fhe Allendale -''·orkshop has been open for some eighteen months and a considerabk " 
number of cl\· !I accidents and di sabilities have passed throug h it . It consists of thL u 
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u ' llarnnnrl floor of a former hotel, overlooking Clifton Downs; there is a large work-
with carpenters' benches, a foot power-lathe, bicycle and treadle saws, 
few hand presses, mortice cutters, a potter's wheel, etc. Another room is 
for weaving, as those who are unable from weakness to do joinery may be 
work to lead up to more strenuous movement. A great variety of 
is needed so as to cover the multitude of lesions that may occur, and the 
rac>oara>.u> needs constant adaptation for the individual lesions prescribed for. Between 
light crafts and the heavy workshop is a room for block printing, basket work, 
where variety of weight in the tools used and stiffness of cane and willows can 
what is needed for graduated exercise. There is a full-size billiard table 
rts, and other games are available-all under supervision-so that improve-
,uc•uc, orne>m in movement can be watched and stimulated. Out of doors there is a tennis 
and clock golf and skittles wi ll be available, and some gardening can be done. 
surgeon in charge of the case decides exactly how long the patient is to be 
each day, the time varying from a few minutes to a full day's occupation. 
At the Bristol Royal Hospital and Southmead, and at the Children's Hospital, 
other types of illness are treated, especially cases of heart c]jsease and of 
I tuberculosis. Another member of the staA· of the school treats cases of 
tuberculosis at Ham Green Hospital where the occupations have included 
· own hospital magazine, a photographic studio, boot repairing and 
Jm.et<:OI:OI•ogical observations. The patients have even produced their own variety 
painted the scenery. 
,.-..,,vJc.c''""Jl.,..n.L TRAINING OF THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 
will be realized from this that the professional training of an occupational 
requires to cover a large field. Full training takes two-and-a-half years, 
courses are provided for those whose work has included previous 
the subjects needed. The first year of the usual course covers elementary 
, physiology, and psychology, with instructions in all the necessary crafts , 
as weaving, joinery, basket, cane and leather work, stitchery, pottery, and design. 
these crafts are taught definitely in their relationship to patients. Many hours 
taken up in learning the actual application of various crafts and occupations to 
lesions and disabilities, and this teaching has to be in the hands of occupa-
of long experience in treatment and in teaching it. They also have 
to organize occupational therapy departments, to keep records, and to 
financial side of their activities and the use of waste material. Students 
every type. 
also in the wards of hospitals and in the Occupational Therapy 
D orset House Clinic so as to become entirely at home with patients 
During the second year, students continue general work, but begin to specialize. 
The Massage School at the Bristol Royal Hospital has generously co-operated in 
· those who intend todoo rthopxdic work to attend their anatomy lectures and 
1.-tt•mnn ctr·o tt and hospital practice is largely directed to cases of physical illness, 
intending to treat psychological cases carry on a special study in this 
, with hospital practice among cases of mental disorder and with treatment 
psycho-neuroses; all students, however, do some hospital practice with all types 
cases, as experience shows that an occupational therapist who is used to dealing 
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with mental cas~~ has a much better insight into orthop:edic cases than she would 
otherwiSe haYe, and experience with general medical cases help those who have to 
work among psrchiatric patients . 
\ll students ha Ye to study the recreational side of their profession. Knowledge 
of how to play chess or bridge may make all the difference as to whether they can 
get into touch with some patient who needs to be led back to health by his own 
personal efiort and interest. Folk dancing and all forms of physical exe rcise come 
into use, as do play-reading and all musical performance. 
On the recreational side of occupational therapy, there is room for the help of 
the amateur voluntary helper in hospitals, and the student should learn to make 
use of this valuable material. 
The course of two-and-a-half yea rs can be shortened for people who already 
hold qualifications covering much of the course. This specially applies to those 
who hold certificates of the Chartered Society of lassage and ]\[edical Gymnastics, 
but those trained in general and mental nursing can also save some months of study. 
There is a definite demand by otthop:edic surgeons for the school to take 
masseuses for a concentrated course of, say, nine months for war-time work, and 
tlus is being commenced at once. The war hospitals require many more occu-
pational therapists than are at present available, and something must be done to 
remedy this. 
In America the Insurance companies finance much of the occupational 
work, as they ha Ye realized by experience that it shortens convalescence and m<ere:rurL lll' 
lessens compensation. There seems to be little doubt that the British companies 
wi ll realize this in time. There should also be a considerable field for private 
practice \\·hen the benefit to the patient's health, happiness, and progress is realizecl 
by the general practitioner. 
LITERATURE ON OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
There are at present Yery few books published in Great Britain on occupation 
therapy, but a useful little handbook : " The Theory of Occupational Therapy 
by Dr. N:. Hawotth and i\liss E. i\!ary i\Jacdonald, with a foreword by Sir Rober, 
Stanton \\ oods has JUSt been published by Bailliere, Tindall & Cox, at 6/-. Colonel 
Cunmngham's" RecoYery and Rehabilitation," a reprint from the Edinburgh 
Journal, 1938, IS a Yaluable contribution on treatment of physical conditions, while 
Dr. Ru~se ll 's book on "Occupational Treatment of i\lental Illness," and i\!iss 
Darwtn s pamphlet on Occupational Therapy, and the Board of Control blue-book 
on the subJ ect, gJ\•e much useful information in treating mental patients by means 
of occupational therapy. ' 
SUMMARY 
Occupational therapy being concerned with physical activities is an importan 
but, so far, lmle recogmzed branch of physical medicine. 
Its provision in war-time is The war of 1914-18 gave it a 
definite stimulus, which is scale in the present war. 
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Results are obtained quickly in the treatment of war mjuries ow
ing to the 
tient's interest being aroused and attention sustained on his occupat
ion, and being 
·rected away from his disability. 
A short account is given of the Al lendale Curative \'\forkshop, a
nd of other 
ccupational therapy work carried out by the staff of the D orset
 House School 
Occupational Therapy, Clifton, Bristol. 
Occupational therapy being a recognized treatment carried out by p
rescription, 
1e standard of training has to be kept very high and must cover 
a large ground. 
short review is given of the present curriculum and its possible 
shortening in 
1e case of those holding kindred qual ifications. 
·· .. ·· 
Making the 
Unfit Fit 
Dr. Casson's Challenge 
to Bristol 
A ~=~~1~~ to Br~~d 
employers was made oy 
Dr. Elizabeth Casson, 
when she told a group or 
business men yesterday 
that there was room for 
25 patients ready to start 
the new rehabilitation 
centre in Bristol. 
"Get the people," she said, 
" and we will do the rest." 
The meeting h ad been called 
to inform employers ot what 
wa.s being done to start a non-
residential reha.bil1t.atlon centre 
The Lord Mayor, Aid F. C. 
Wllllamt, prnldf'd, tupport.fd by 
Coun. Geor(t! &ul~od:;. 
SI)H.ktu were Dame Ot•<tr"'Jina 
BuUtr, U.uchl.er ot ttw late str 
Red~• BulleT, V.C., Wn. Oordon 
Bake 1.nd Dr. Ellaabott.h CaPOn. 
Dr. Oe.aaon, who ••• a ploneu ln 
occupe.Uonal tlltrlpJ, .tatt'd that 
8oUthmKd HO&plt.&.l wu t.ht ft.rM 
hot~t&l •n the •hole of the Brl\llh 
lt.ks to han a paid oc:cupatlonal 
Lherapltt on t.tle tt.aft'. 
The Lord Na.yor commend~ the 
rww.ocnt~ to the atunUon ol en ... 
t.ollal'lll. SouwUUne ltke 700 c .. u hAd 
bftn dn.k wUh W. BriltOI durtne: t.he 
pull'~- • 
Wzc. Oool"don Hake t.old !he audl· 
ence that £1,500 w&lii n~..ct to Mrt 
Ule ftrst year of t.h~ nohabii!W.t.:on ......... 
Bristol Evening 
News . 
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DEVICE TO MEASURE I MPROVEMENT I N THE RANGE OF A BDUC-
TION AND AooucTtON OF THE Wnt sT. 
(Developed by E. Weissenberg and R . Cole.) 
The forearm of the pati ent resu between boards A and B and the hand ruu, in 
pronuion, on C ;· the hand is moved to right or left from the wr ist. 
Case 33. Ankylosis of left wrist 
Abduction and adduction of wris t. 


~I 
}..R 
Chronic 
strain of 
R. shoulder. 

The ALLENDALE WORKSHOP 

exercise 
2. Tubercular 
osteitis of 
and lower 
Case 18. Paralysis of 
median & ulnar nerve. 

FORTY CASES TREATED AT THE 
ALLENDALE CURATiv E WORKSHOP 
ELIZABETH CASSON, M.D. BRIST ., D.P.M. 
MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF DORSET HOUSE SCHOOL OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY, CLIFTON 
Reprintcdjro11~ Tu:E L ANCET, J.YOt'. 1, 194 1, p. 516. 
FORTY CASES TREATED AT 
THE ALLENDALE CURATIVE WORKSHOP 
RERABD..ITATION needs serious attention at present. 
An account of the first year of work a t the Allendale 
Curative Workshop, opened at Clifton, Bristol, in 1939, 
is therefore of interest . 
The premises consisted of a former hotel with large 
ground-floor rooms and nearly an ac re of garden. Work 
bad to b e experimental, and each patient was made a 
special study. Among the personnel was Miss Mary 
Macdon.ald, member of the Association of Occupa.tiona.l 
Therapists, and bead of the D orset House School of 
Occupational Therapy. She bad then lately returned 
from a tour of ortbopmdic hospital vccupational therapy 
departments in America. having been given a rescnrch 
g1·aot for this purpose by the Pilgrim Trust. Dr. Eugen 
\Veissenberg, formerly in charge of the physiotherapy 
department at the university clinic, Vienna, joined us as 
o. student. Miss K. Ba.rber, another member of the 
A.O.T., and now in cha rge of occupational therapy at a 
No.vnl hospital, was a lso with us, and we had an enthu· 
sia.stic teacher in Mr. R. C. Cote, who was an excellent 
joiner. Students of the Dorset House school engaged in 
their clinical practice with patients. 
Weaving and light crafts were carried on in a room 
which measured about 19 ft. by 17 ft . nod allowed space 
for 10 patients. Slightly heavier work, such as block 
printing and ba.sketrmak.ing, was undertaken in a. room 
(20 ft. by 15 ft .) which pro\rided apace for 9 patients. 
More st renuous work, such as juinery and metal work, 
was carried on in a long room {-12 ft. by 15 ft.) where 
benches , a lathe, and bicycle and tread.Je sa.ws were pro· 
vided ; some embo55ing presses which bad been given 
to us were also in this room. The old dining-room 
(30 ft . by 20 ft.) was provided with a billiard table, and 
the conservatory gave room for darts . 
The first 40 cases show what useful work can be 
accomplished. 'l'bey came cbiefiy from fracture clinics 
at the hospitals, and were chosen b y their surgeons 
because of some complication calling for special atten. 
tion- joints fixed by adhesions, or bad habits of 
posture. No patient was taken \vithout prescription 
and full instructions from his doctor ; in the case of 
patients from the fracture clinic, the occupational 
therapist in charge attended regularly at the clinic when 
the orthopred.ic surgeon was re-exaro.in.ing the patient, 
and heard his fresh instructions. A report from the 
hospital a.lmoner was also received on each case sent up. 
4 
Treatment was given in the mornings only, but the whole 
dB.y should be occupied if possible b efore the patient Is 
discharged back to work. 
Q ~Y'f ,, f? t, I ~ CASE· IDSTORIES 
C.uEf_:r-(> woman of 23 with arthrodesis of tuberculous 
hip. After operation sho had de\'eloped o. fun ctional disease 
of the knee-joint. She was lacking in self-confidence and was 
t-ao conscious of her disability. Her inability to sit at an 
ordinary table seemed tbo chief cause of her unhappiness and 
also her inability to return to her work as a shorthand-typist. 
She wo.s tought to weave on a small loom with hand controls 
in order t.o interest her in the subject without referring to her 
leg. She \VBS then promoted to a foot-power loom in which 
the warp was raised or lowered by flexing the knee-joint. 
While using the hand-loom she hod become so keen on the 
texture and pattom of the material sho was weo.ving t.ho.t. she 
wo.s glad to perform the necessary movements, and was soon 
able to realise that. her knee was quite capable of being bent 
to a more resthetie posture. Her gait. improved at. tho same 
time. She asked to stAy on for a few weeks to finish the length of 
material she wastfeavi.ng and then returned to her office work. 
~CASE 2r-tA•ma.ri of 53, suffering from the aft-er-effects of 
acute infective polyneuritis. He bad been completely para. 
lysed for several months but had recovered sufficiently to 
walk, and by several trick movement.s he could feed himself. 
Treatment began with weaving a rug on a frame threaded with 
a warp of string. The patient's deltoid and exterior muscles 
were weak and could not bear the weight of his arms so his 
arms and hands were slung in canva.s loops from brackets 
extended from the top of the frame. H e had a spasmodic 
contraction of the sh oulder muscles which relaxed when his 
arms were suspended. Improvement became evident in the 
first few days, since the patient enjoyed the work. The next 
stage wns to support the wrists only on an adjustable slat 
placed across the frame, again leaving the fingers free to 
weave and to push the threads into place, thus getting active 
extension of the fingers and wrists. As the muscles improved 
in tone and strength, n ow crafts were prescribed, such as 
knotting leads, stool-seating and woodwork. The dart· 
, bo
1
ard for · tea each day helped in the cure. 
t..' fl CASE 3 aged 61, who had had a compound fracture 
of the ra IUS from a conveyor-belt accident. His shoulder 
had been strained, and he had arthritis of shoulder, elbow and 
wrist with much residual disability of shoulder, arm and fore· 
orm. Mental depression wee pronounced. Treotment waa 
first given in the form of easy weaving on small hand-loom ; 
o.t this time the therapist waa making friends with the patient 
and gaining his confidence. Later he made e. warp on the 
1
' mill," encournged by the knowledge that the warp waa 
needed for another patient's work. An occupo.tion hod to 
be chosen tho.t could be carried out at a level whiob gove easy 
abduction of the upper a.rm to begin with ; this was inorea.aed / 
I 
'I 
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gradually by raising the height of the mill without the patient 
noticing that he was doing more. As soon as be realised 
that his angle of abduction had increased his confidence was 
aroused and he then willingly cd'Opernted in carrying out 
the changes in his work that increased the effort needed. His 
recovery was completed by getting him to sand-paper and 
paint screens raised to a level o.bovo his shoulder and to drill 
holes in a solitaire board, which exercised fiex.ion and exten-
sion of wrist. Finally he did weaving on a large foot-loom 
which enabled him to got larger movements ; easy supination 
was achieved ~~ throwing and catching the shuttle. 
<+'),CASE "-r~,eft-banded man with compound fracture of 
left proximal phalanx of ring finger and simple fracture of 
little finger. Even paasive extension of these fingers WRS 
impossible. Treatment was by joinery, which was his hobby; 
first he did planing with fingers extended as far as possible on 
the plo.ne, and then sawing nnd generalised movement, with 
various tools, to ensure complete movement and suppleness.~#'­
The patient wos entirely coOperative and the fingers became 
almost normal. 
DISCUSSION 
These cases bring out the importance of t.he muscular 
spasm which often develops before treatment is begun. 
Without occupational therapy this is difficult to over· 
come because the patient ho.s allowed the wrong posture 
to become a. habit. Occupational therapy replaces in 
the patient's mind the image of a limb that he cannot 
use by one of a piece of work which that limb is accom· 
pUshing. 1\Iuch depends on the atmosphere into which 
the new patient is introduced. Allendale was essentia.lly 
a happy place where people felt they would get well . 
Each patient was welcomed and made to feel that his 
difficulties and disabilities were understood. His primi-
tive impulses to investigate new surroundings, to show 
what be could perform, and to join in the activities of a 
group, all bad to be stimulated ; and when the appropriate 
emotion ha.d been aroused the impulse was directed at 
once into an activity that helped his recovery. His fear 
and suspicion bad to be circumvented. It usually took 
a few days to start a patient off well ; many grasped the 
idea of what was intended in the first few minutes and 
became real enthusiasts in helping newcomers, but others 
needed much care to begin with ; but once they reaJ.ised 
that a change bad begun in the injured limb, their 
coOperation could be relied upon. Special apparatus, 
designed by Dr. Weissenberg, was available to measure 
the angle of movement, and the patient could thus see 
from an actual graph what improvement be bad made. 
Experience has taught the following rules : 
l. The craft chosen must provide the exact muscle move· 
ment needed at eo.ch st.age. It must be chnnged o.s the 
patient changes. 
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2. The occupational therapist must superintend the move-
menta continually ; she must, therefore, have a complete 
training in anatomy and physiology, such as is required for 
mBSSage. 
3. The patient's mind must be concentrated on the accom-
plishment of the work on which he is engaged. Therefore it 
must be something that he enjoys doing nnd knows to be 
useful. 
4, The degroo of strenuousness must be carefully regulated. 
Premature use of heavy tools can only do harm ; and to 
continue light work too long may produce a dilettante habit, 
o.nd delay a. man's return to his own work. Tho equipment 
must, thoroforo, include npparotus for heavy sMving and 
hsnunering. Work should be increased until the patient is 
doing a full day's ootivity, which can include digging in the 
garden and pro-vocational work. Go.mes ore a valuable 
adjunct., A patient who thought he could not. play billiards 
was seen to be acting as marker to the players ; bo walked 
round ond lifted his ann to mo.rk, WIConsciously exceeding 
\Vhat ho believed to be his capacity. 
Fear of infringing the rules of insurance companies 
had to be overcome. Some patients thought that 
treatment might be counted as " work " and that it 
would reduce their compensa.tioo ; this doubt was best 
removed by the surgeon in charge of the case. Only 
one man expressed fear of Ws trade union objecting, and 
asked •· what the pay would be " for his work. 
'l'be cost is important. Only one of the first 40 cases 
was paid for by an insurance company. Nearly all were 
compensation cases and the money was just enough for 
the man to live on ; most could not e\Yen afford their 
fares to the cumtive workshop. A smal l part of the cost 
ha.s been covered by the Dorset House School of Occu-
pational Therapy. It is hoped thn.t in time insurance 
companies will realise that occupational therapy lessens 
and shortens d.isa.bility and therefore reduces cost. 
I nsurance companies in America pay for such treatment 
and even run their own rehabilitation centres for the 
injured workpeople whom they are compensating, 
because they know it pays t hem to do so. Insurance 
companies in England already pay for medical treatment, 
nursing and massage, and might well make wise expendi-
ture on this great aid to recovery. 
We have bad to depend entirely on voluntary attend-
ance, and it is difficult to ensure that the patient can be 
convinced in the first or second visit that it is worth 
while to persevere with treatment, perhaps a t some 
considerable expense of energy and of money for fa res. 
Tl~os~ who are intelligent enough to grasp at once the 
~~~~~~~:~~~~~t~e~~e ~~~h~~:ti~~b~~ a~~d8~~ 
those nearing recovery are few ; and those who h ave 
recovered have gone. Definite instructions from the 
insurance companies paying compensation would help, 
at this stage, to ensure regular attendance and conse-
quent success. 
The injW'ies and disabilities treated included : frac-
tUl'es of humerus, radius and ulna, wrist, metaca.rpals, 
phalanges, scaphoid, os calcis and cervical spine; 
arthritis, arthrodesis and ankylosis of joints associated 
with such fractures; dislocation of the elbow; valgus 
deformity of the feet ; chronic strains ; pareses of 
musculospina l, median, ulnar and circwnflex nerves ; 
cerebral palsy ; laceration of muscles and severed 
tendons after repair ; limitation of movement after 
osteomyelitis of the carpus; tuberculous osteitis of 
hip and spine; acute infective polyneuritis; post-
encephalitis ; and traumatic neurosis. U csults are 
summarised in the following table . 
LENOTH OE' TREATMENT AND ITS RESULTS IN 40 PATlENTS 
(32 MEN, 8 WOMEN) OF VARIOUS AGES 
Ago No. or Length or 
(years) Cases treatments Cases treatment Cases 
---1----1------1---~~ 
10-HI 
20-29 
30-39 
40-4 9 
50-69 
OO-!i9 
70-79 
2 • • • 10 
8 
I 
Less than 5 ·-· 10-19 20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
Not given • 
Cured or much Improved 
w~b~~p~fe~V~~ 
Only nttcndod once 
¥}13 
9 
6 • 3 
' 
I 9 
5 1 ~ 
• • 6 I 
G 
7 
8 
9 
Attended 
only onco 
, , 26 CfLSCS 
7 " . " 
3 " 
Toto! 40 
At t.be beginnjng of the war arrangements were made 
for the workshop to undertake treatment under the 
E .M.S. ; but enemy action having made it inadvisable 
for patients to remain in Bristol the workshop wa.s trans-
ferred elsewhere. Bristol patients are treated at \Vin-
ford Hospitn l under Miss G. E. Bnrnes and 1\Ir. R. C. 
Cole in the wards and in a. special occupational therapy 
hut. The Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy 
ha.s now been transferred to Bnrnsley Hall Emergency 
Hospital, Bromsgrove, where it is fortunate in being 
under the direction of Dr. Andrew Shepherd, the medical 
superintendent, who has paid specia l attention to occu-
pational therapy in his hospital for many years. Active 
rehabilitation work is again in progress there, and with 
the backing of the Ministry of Health will be on a. much 
larger scale than was possible at Allendale . 
8 
SUMMARY 
A report is given on the first 40 ca.sea treated at the 
Allendale Curative \Vorksbop, attached to the Dorset 
House School of Occupational Therapy, Clifton, Bristol ; 
4 cases are described fully. 
The cost of rehabilitating patients by occupational 
therapy might well be borne by insurance companies, n.s 
i t is in America. ; this would a llow of extension of this 
valuable form of treatment. 
I wish to thank Dr. E. Weissenberg and Miss E. M. Mao-
donnld fo r their help in preparing this report, and to Dr. H. H. 
Cnrlet.oo, Mr. K. H . Pridie, nnd Mr. A. L. Eyre-Brook for 
allowing me to report on their ca.seos . 
The Lnncet Office, 
7, Adnm Street, Atlclpbl, London, \ V.0.2. 
: 
Allendale Curative Worksho 
The Promenade, Cl ifton Down, Bristol 8 
SUMMARY OF TREATMENT 
Nam e. Age .. 6.1 .... years Sex .. .. MaJ.e, 
Diagnosis .... . .. F.z:o.a.9.~\l .~~ ... Ra<;l..l..ulil. Date of Injury ........ 2., .. 3 .. ... 3g., .............. .. 
. .. . 9'.9.l!lP.Q.un\l .. .. .. . .. Date admitted ...... 22., .. .v., .. 3g., ............. .. 
Referred by ... . .. .. ilr,., .. . K-•.. -Fr-id 1e·o·- ...... . Date discharged .... 6., ... Vl- ~ .. 39-.. 
No. of treatments .. ..... 54 • ......... .. ........... . . 
. . . f. ~.!l6!3.r.s ·' _ ..W:r. t~.t., ... ~11<1 .. ·~- ~ l:J.ow: -~ .. lJ.'=\P. J.!l ~ 1;.1. ~T1 .. _s_t, ~ -~-~ .. '1/.e.r.Y. ... 1. ~ID _i_t_ !lci • 
..... ~)).Ruld!lr .. .mo:V.'il.m!lnt ... .l.lll.t:lr..9.Y.~Sl .. P.1..1:t. .. . U!11J~~R.. , ... l'!.f!.Y><P.~Jo.9SJ~ .rt-J ..... . 
... ae.pe.c.t; .. . v.e.ry ... mar.ke.d ... imp.r.o:v.eme.n:t.A ... ........ ... ... .... .... ..... ... .... . 
THE PATIENT WAS TREATED WITH: 
1. Belt Loom = for extension of fingers. 
2. Hand Loom with roller heddle change - for wrist extension 
and flexion. 
3· Warp Milling = for extension of elbow and slight abduction 
of shoulder. 
4· Sand p apering and painting screen placed on table - for 
flexion and abduction of shoulder. 
5. Drilling holes in ~olitaire Board • Flexion and ~xtension of 
wrist, 
6 . Large Foot Loom = Extension o'f elbow. ~upination of forearm 
by means of shuttle throwing and catching. 
Signature. K. Barber, 
•c .a. U CU J. ' tl .J.. V UJ..U ffi n 
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X Ray Reoort . ~ ~ 
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For what function and joint i s Occupati~nal Therapy desired? 
Flex1on x 
Extension ;K. 
Abduction I< 
Adduction ~ 
Pronation ?'--
Supination ¥ 
Rotation ,.:. 
Circumduction 
Fingers x 
Wrist " 
Forearm )< 
Elbow y 
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Foot 
Ankle 
Knee 
Hip 
Vertebral Column 
Neck 
Back 
Special remqrks and precaut i ons . 
'( 
Date . (<; 
I . v· "'~ Signa ture. 
r~ght , 
" 
" 
left 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Infirmary . Dr . Eyr e Br ook. 
age 61. 
3 , Thaner Roa d , Bedminster . 
Working conveyer belt to put coal i nto bunke1s. 
Slupped on pl a t f orm - put hand out to save s elf - caught 
betl"een belt and roller . 
J j 
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Pos~ure 
-
Compoand frbCture of inner 
three fingers. 
ur. Eyre-Brook. 
P~tient wae giYen& 
F 
ilpril 8, l J40 . 
20 
1. 7ieaying, Cor ,~ e.:er:ll mobility ~! right hand, wri:st Wld arm, !.B pt.tLnt 
waa Pt first ar~id to uee right arm. 
2. Basketry for apocific mobi'tity ot'right f>ngars. 
3. Rug making, requiring extension or the bent joints in beating muterial 
together. 
Up until recently, could not be given strenuous .,.·ork, as band waa 
too sensitive un<i ,:-einful. Since p.Un has eub9ided, ~orke Much hnrdor. 
Very co-operative. Patient would apparently profor continuing work 
here, rather than going back to wor~ now, as eh eees t ne c ontinu~d im?rovament 
hereolt. 
No . of Period Conditions 1. 
No. Name Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occupation Results Remar ks 
ments months admission given 
over a 
1. A. J. M 30 Bilateral 41 7 Bones united, Cord knotting , Mobility of Accident caused 
Colles hyper extension carpentry, both wrists by fall off 
Fractur e of wrist poor , stool seating , very much ladder. Anxiety 
flexion half block printing . improved, state , night-
normal, prona- supination mares of car 
t i on good , sup in- normal, no accidents. 
ation poor , difference Patient attend-
flexors and between the ed very irreg-
intrinsic mus- appearan ce ularly and the 
cles of 1st and of the fing- treatment was 
2nd fingers of ers of both somet i mes rather 
left hand . hands . Pati- d i fficul t and 
ent has not he was not very 
yet regained co- operat i ve . 
his full 
strength. 
2 0 H.V. F 23 Tubercular 33 3 Physical activ- Weaving on a Range of l? ~ 
osteitis of ities are big loom. movement ~ ~ right hip rather limited Typewriting. increased , 
and lower owing to stiff- movements ~ 
VI r 
spine n e ss of hip and performed ~ ~ ~ V, vertebral with less r- -1 
column. Limping effort . Pa- l;o fr. m 
~ : was very pro- tient could ~ }> 
D 
-1 \ 
n ounced. move around 
~ 
,... 
wi th no very ;.; G ~ marked show to )· ~ of disability . ~ 
~ -1 
~ 
- --
I 
No . Name Sex Age 
3. M.A. M 53 
4 . M.W . M 56 
Diagnosis 
Acute 
infectious 
polyneuritis 
Chronic strain 
of right 
shoulder 
5. S.H. M 41 Arthrodesis of 
right shoulder 
after fractured 
head of humerus 
No. of Period 
treat- of 
ments months 
over a 
48 4 
16 2 
11 1 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
In both arms 
flexion nearly 
complete, 
extension con-
trolled, rota-
tion poor. 
Wrists no hyper-
extension, flex-
ion with tend-
ency to pro-
nation, fingers 
extension poor . 
Cramp in leg, 
drop foot gait. 
Affected mus-
cles in all 
limbs consider-
ably wasted. 
Arm could be 
raised only to 
shoulder 
level. 
Arm fixed in 
abduction to 
65%. 
Occupation 
given 
Results 
Rug weaving on Muscles have 
frame loom improved re-
with sling sus - markably, 
pension then control of 
bar support for movements 
arms and wrists . much better. 
Work on bicycle 
saw and stool 
seating. 
Painting 
ed above 
shoulder 
Clipping 
hedges . 
Joinery . 
plac- Movements 
of shoulder 
level. almost 
high normal. 
Only little 
improvement 
of range of 
scapula-
thoracic 
movements. 
Remarks 
2. I 
Patient could 
not dress alone, 
but has made 
such good pro-
gress that he 
went back to 
his former 
profession as 
car driver. 
No. Name Sex Age 
6. R. M 62 
7. S.G. M 61 
8. W.B. M 48 
Diagnosis 
Colles Fracture 
Compound 
fracture of 
radius plus 
arthritis 
Compound 
fracture of 
lower third 
of radius 
and ulna, 
right side. 
Arthritis 
of right 
shoulder 
No. of Period 
treat- of 
ments months 
over a 
13 2 
54 5 
56 9 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
Stiffness of 
shoulder, el-
bow wrist and 
fingers, the 
latter swollen, 
movements very 
limited and 
painful . 
On admission 
arm in plaster 
for another 3 
weeks. Fingers 
were free (no 
plaster) but 
were swollen 
and could 
hardly be 
moved. Shoulder 
stiff and pain -
ful. 3 months 
later shoulder 
was manipulated 
and forearm 
again put in 
plaster as a 
precaution be-
cause old 
fracture was 
sprained during 
operation. 
Occupation 
given 
Joinery 
Weaving, first 
on hand loom 
later on tread-
le loom. Sand-
papering. Warp 
milling. 
Weaving on 
small loom 
with lever 
change adjust-
able for all 
wrist move-
ments . Sand-
papering for 
all movements 
of shoulder, 
elbow, fingers 
and wrist. 
Canework . 
Weaving on big 
loom. 
Results Remarks 
3. 
Improvement shown. 
Patient has Was very depre-
regained ssed at begin-
most of his ning but cheer-
normal range ed up quickly 
of movements.as he progressed 
Movements in Patient had to 
shoulder joint interrupt the 
still res- treatment for 
tricted, and various rea-
so is supin- sons several 
ation . Move- times. 
ments of 
wrist and of 
the metacarpo-
phalangeal jo-
ints are 
good, but 
flexion & ex-
tension of 
proximal and 
distal 
phalangeal 
joints cover 
only about 
50% of the 
normal range. 
No. Name Sex Age 
9: W.R. M 51 
10. B.G. F 64 
Diagnosis 
Fractured 
cervicle 
spine with 
hemiplegia 
of the 
right side 
2 years ago. 
Hysterical 
elements. 
Fracture of 
left radius 
and ulna, 
compound. 3 
months before 
admission. 
ll . B.H. M 30 Fracture of 
scaphoid 
right. Fracture 
of 2nd & 3rd 
metacarpal: 6 
months ago. 
No. of Period 
treat- of 
ments months 
over a 
12 2 
12 2 
l 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
Fingers swollen 
again, much 
pain, treatment 
temporarily 
suspended. 
Occupation 
given 
There is weak - Joinery 
ness and spas-
ticity of right 
leg and arm . 
Gait uncertain. 
Must walk with 
stick. Co-ordin-
ation of move-
ments poor. Lack 
of self-confidence. 
Left wrist Weaving on a 
completely stiff.frame with bar 
Flexion of support. Sand-
fingers very papering. 
poor, thumb good . Hammering to 
Right wrist full 
movement, 
fingers stiff. 
Large element of 
neurosis. 
decorate book -
ends (arm in 
splint at 
first to iso-
late movement) . 
Results 
Patient walked 
without stick, 
became more 
interested in 
work and was 
more hopeful . 
Remarks 
Marked improvement. 
Could do all her 
own housework by 
the time she left. 
4. 
-
No. Name Sex Age 
12. C.F.J. M 
13. C.H. M 22 
Diagnosis 
Tendons of all 
flexors supp-
lying 2nd-5th 
fingers as well 
as ulnar nerve 
cut above right 
wrist. Sutured 
by operation. 
Tendons of 
flexors supp-
lying 4th & 
5th fingers & 
ulnar nerve 
cut above 
wrist . Sutured 
by operation . 
14. L.E. M 61 Compound frac-
ture of midd-
le phalanx of 
right third 
finger. 
No. of Period 
treat- of 
ments months 
over a 
1 
58 2 
9 1 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
Contraction of 
flexors of 4th 
& 5th fingers 
"main-en-
griffe". Stret-
ching of fing-
ers very pain-
ful. 
Third finger 
was swollen 
and completely 
stiff. 
Occupation 
given 
Sandpapering. 
Stool seating. 
Basketry. 
Blockprin ting. 
Weaving . 
Joinery. 
Results 
In spite of 
all efforts 
the tendons 
remained 
contracted, 
but it was 
less painful 
when pass-
ively stret-
ched. 
When patient 
closed his 
5. 
Remarks 
Patient attended 
Allendale very 
irregularly & 
was sometimes 
very difficult 
so that even 
hospital refused 
his further 
treatment. 
hand could 
flex his 3rd 
finger fa:lrl.y 
well in meta-
carpophalangeal 
but not in 
interphalangeal 
joints. 
No. Name Sex Age Diagnosis 
15. NES. 
16. M. 
17. B.V. 
18. G.R. 
19. WGA 
F 
M 
M 
F 
54 Colles fracture 
left side. 
Traumatic 
neurosis 
18 Paresis of left 
Musculo- spiral 
nerve. 
27 Paralysis of 
median and 
ulnar nerve. 
M 19 Cerebral palsy 
right hand 
Epilepsy. 
No. of Period 
treat- of 
ments months 
over a 
9 2 
4 1 
4 2 
9 2 
29 4 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
Forearm in plas -
ter, fingers 
swollen with 
violet & blue 
spots. 
Occupation 
given 
Weaving on 
a frame. 
Giddiness when Gardening 
looking up-
wards. Profound 
sweating of the 
face. 
Musculo-spiral 
nerve cut at 
elbow, operated 
immediately 
after accident 
(10 mths. ago). 
"Dropped wrist" 
muscles of 
forearm & hand 
atrophied. 
Weakness of 
flexor of fing-
ers & instrinsic 
hand muscles. 
Rush plaiting 
with table 
support again-
st gravity . 
Sandpapering 
Basketry. 
Spastic paralysis Sandpapering 
of right hand. Basketry. 
Lack of co-ordin-
ation. 
6 . 
Results Remarks 
Mobil ity of Accident happ-
fingers ened only 4 da~ 
nearly before admis-
normal, sup- sion 
ination still 
limited . 
No positive 
result . 
Patient re-
sumed his 
former work. 
No positive 
result, patient 
unable to 
continue treat-
ment owing to 
cost of travel 
& distance. 
Very marked 
improvement. 
Definite improvement. 
No. of Period Conditions 7. 
No . Name Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occupation Results Remarks 
ments months admission given 
over a 
20. P.A. M 27 Nerve injury to 11 1 Patient complain- Rug making Very little Patient claimed 
deltoid muscle ed of severe pain on special result. he must keep 
on any movement loom. hand in pocket 
of shoulder. Basketry otherwise could 
No marked wasting Joinery. not stand the 
of muscles . pain & it was a 
long time befo:e 
he could be 
persuaded to 
try anything. 
Insurance Co. 
paid for treat-
ment. He was 
only concerned 
with what his 
solicitor would 
advise him to 
do . 
21. T.E. M 48 Laceration of 2 1 
right forearm 
8 mths . ago . 
Slow healing 
with limita-
tion of move-
ment . 
22. W. A. M 50 Bilateral valgus 6 1 Pain in both Bicycle No positive result 
feet. feet when sa~1ing . 
standing or 
walking. 
No. of Period Conditions 
8. No. Name Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occupation Results Remarks 
ments months admission given 
over a 
23. G.G. M 57 Severe cut of 24 3 Fingers and Weaving on box Slight improvement -
hand osteomy- wrist of right loom. Light 
elitis of hand very joinery. 
carpus. limited in 
movement. 
24. S.J. M 59 Contraction and 17 2 Weaving, Definite improvement -
ankylosis of hammering and 
left fingers screwing in 
(old fracture} . splint to 
isolate move-
ment. 
25. P.L. F 44 Colles fracture 9 2 Stiffness of Weaving, stool Very good result 
of left arm. wrist and seating, 
fingers. basketry, 
joinery. 
26. P.C. F 78 Colles fracture 41 8 Stiffness of Weaving , All movements Fracture 
of right arm . wrist and basketry. of wrist & healed first 
fingers. fingers were in bad posit-
normal when ion, was bro-
discharged. ken again & 
reset under 
anaesthe tic & 
put in plaster 
for four weeks. 
27. M.S. M 53 Colles fracture 36 4 Forearm in 
of right arm. plaster, 
Fingers swollen. 
No. of Period Conditions 9. No. Name Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occupation Results Remarks 
ments months admission given 
over a 
28. M.W . M 62 Fracture of 53 7 Several spots Joinery. Mobility of When first came 
metacarpus 1, not yet healed. Weaving. fingers has patient very 
4' 5, amputa- Movements of Basketry. improved so suspicious 
tion of 5th wrist only much that whether it wou:tl 
finger, crushed slightly redu- patient was help him at all, 
hand. ced, no active able to make but soon be-
movements in bookshelf of came most int-
metacarpo- oak without erested in his 
phalangeal or help & also work & was very 
finger joints. hold a pencil co-operative. 
and write. 
29. H.A. M 42 Posteocephalitis 21 3 Typical symp- Joinery. Although no Patient got 
toms and positive tired very 
tremor in physical quickly and had 
right hand. result, psy- to rest after a 
chological few minutes 
improvement work. 
was shown. 
30. L.E. F 30 Dislocation of 1 
left elbow. 
31. L.W. M 64 Arthritis of 27 4 First finger Joinery. Movements Patient very 
metacarpo- goes over less painful, co-operative. 
phalangeal second when range of 
joint of 1st patient tries movements has 
finger with to flex, pain- increased 
wasting of 1st ful flexion considerably. 
interosseus very limited. 
muscle. 
No. of Period Conditions 
No. Name Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occupation Results Remarks 10. 
ments months admission given 
over a 
32. BCH M 37 Fracture of os 7 2 Ankle has very Bicy cle saw. Ankle slight- Patient is not 
calcis little move- ly more mobile co-operative. 
ment. Painful. 
Patient walk s 
with stick. 
33. P.W. M 61 Ankylosis of 21 3 Left wrist stiff Weaving a No positive 
left wrist scarf on result. 
following an special 
operation. loom. 
34. A.F. M 24 Fractured 9 1 Movements of Joinery. Slight improvell'ent 
radius, dis- left wrist 
located ulna. limited, sup-
ination in 
particular. 
35. P.W. M 51 Fracture of radius 31 2 Movements in Painting, All move- Very co-oper-
and ulna. shoulder, Joinery, ments ative, dis-
elbow wrist Gardening, gained charged to 
and finger Carrying nearly work. 
limited, pat- bricks i n their full 
ient cannot a ~.<heel- normal 
take off his barrow, range. 
coat \vithout Carrying 
help. long 
rafters. 
36. S.F. M 67 Fractured prox- 12 1 Flextion of Gardening, Mobility has 
imal phalanx of fractured Weaving, improved 
3rd & ring fingers in all Rug making considerably. 
finger. joints, espec- (heavy work) . 
ially in the 
No. Name Sex Age - Diagnosis 
37. T.A. M - Compound fracture 
of proximal 
phalanx of ring 
finger. Simple 
fracture of 
little finger. 
38. B.N. F - Compound fracture 
of inner three 
fingers. 
39. B.W. M 57 Fractured right 
humerus (lower 
third}, stiff 
shoulder & 
elbow . 
40. P.W. - Crushed hand, 
fractured 
metacarpals 
and phalanges. 
No. of 
treat-
ments 
over a 
31 
34 
10 
28 
Period 
of 
months 
2 
2 
1 
2 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
metacarpo-phal 
angeal, limited. 
Occupation 
given 
Third & fourth Joinery. 
fingers fixed 
in the proximal 
interphalangeal 
joints, even 
passive extension 
impossible . 
All fingers of Weaving on 
right hand except special loom. 
thumb are flexed Basketry. 
& fixed in this Rug making. 
position, only 
index finger can 
be extended a 
little. 
Shoulder-
flexion 80 
extension normal 
Abduction 85 
Joinery. 
rotation outer 2/3 
rotation inner normal 
Elbow-
flexion 70 
extension 120. 
All fingers ex- Painting. 
cept thumb in Joinery. 
semi-flexed pos- Gardening. 
ition & very stiff. 
11. 1 
Results Remarks 
Both fractured Very co-op-
fingers are erative. 
nearly straight 
& can be flexed 
as wel l as ex-
tended 
Right hand Co- operative. 
can now be 
opened actively 
up to about 90% 
Shoulder- Very co-
flexion 120 operative. 
extension normal 
abduction 95 
rotation outer % 
rotation inner normal 
Elbow-
flextion 65 
extension 130. 
Mobility & Very eo-
strength of operative. 
fingers improved 
considerably. 
Nar.e Sex Age 
1\.J. 30 
H. V. F 23 
Diagnosis 
Bilateral 
Colles 
Fracture 
Tubercular 
osteitis of 
right hip 
and lower 
spine 
No . of Period 
treat- of 
~ents months 
over a 
41 7 
33 3 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
Bones united, 
hyper extension 
of wrist poor, 
flexion half 
nornal, rona-
tion good, supin-
ation poor, 
flexors and 
intrinsic mus-
cles of lst and 
2nd fingers of 
left hand. 
Occupation 
given 
Cord knotting, 
carpentry, 
stool seating, 
block printinq. 
Physical activ-
ities are 
rather lil'li ted 
rn~ing to stiff-
ness of hip and 
vertebral 
column. Lirrping 
was very pro-
nounced . 
\'leaving on a 
big loom. 
Typewriting. 
IST OF 40 PATIENTS' PHYSICAL TREATMENT AT THE 
re. !RF lPY C.F.NTRR 
la R I S T 0 L. 
Results 
llobili t y of 
both wrists 
very l"uch 
improved, 
su!'ination 
normal, no 
difference 
between the 
appearance 
of the finq-
e rs of both 
hands. Pati-
en t has not 
yet regained 
his full 
strenqtl-}. 
Re!!'arks 
l. 
1\ccident caused 
by fall off 
ladder . Anxiety 
stete, night-
mares of car 
accidents. 
Patient attend-
ed very irreg-
ularly and the 
tream.ent was 
so~etirres rather 
difficult and 
he ~ras not very 
co-operative. 
Pange of 
novemcnt 
increased, 
novernents 
performed 
with less 
effort. Pa-
tient could 
move around 
with no very 
mar ked show 
of disability. 
No. Name Sex Age 
3. ~I.A. 53 
4. !LW. !1 56 
5. S.H. 41 
Diagnosis 
Acute 
infectious 
polyneuritis 
Chronic strain 
of right 
shoulder 
Arthrodesis of 
right shoul der 
after fractured 
head of humerus 
No. of 
treat-
ments 
over a 
48 
16 
ll 
Period 
of 
months 
4 
2 
l 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
In both arms 
flexion nearly 
C0!'1Plete, 
extension con-
trolled, rota-
tion ooor. 
lirists no hyper-
extension, flex-
ion with tend-
ency to pro-
nation, fingers 
extension poor. 
CraMp in leg, 
drop foot gait . 
Affected mus-
cles in all 
limbs consider-
ably wasted. 
Am could be 
raised only to 
shoulder 
level. 
Arm fixed in 
abduction to 
65%. 
Occupation 
given 
Results 
Rug weaving on 'luscles have 
frame loom improved re-
'"ith slinq sus- Mar·ably, 
pension then control of 
bar support for novements 
arms and wrists.nuch better. 
Work on bicycle 
saw and stool 
seating. 
Painting plac-
ed above 
shoulder level. 
Clipping high 
hedges. 
Joinery. 
:-lovemen ts 
of shoulder 
almost 
normal . 
Only little 
imorovement 
of range of 
scapulo-
thoracic 
l"llVet'lents . 
Remarks 
Patient could 
not dress alone, 
but has made 
such qood pro-
gress that he 
went back to 
his former 
profession as 
car driver. 
N9. Name Sex Age 
6. R. H 62 
7. S.G. M 61 
8. ri.B. M 48 
Diagnosis 
Colles Fracture 
Compound 
fracture of 
radius plus 
arthritis 
Compound 
fracture of 
lower third 
of radius 
and ulna, 
right side. 
Arthritis 
of right 
shoulder 
No. of Period 
treat- of 
ments months 
over a 
13 2 
54 5 
56 9 
Conditions 
on 
adr.ission 
Stiffness of 
shoulder, el-
bow wrist and 
fingers, the 
latter SI·Jollen, 
movelT'ents very 
limited and 
painful . 
On admission 
arm in plaster 
for another 3 
weeks. Fingers 
were free (no 
plaster) but 
1~ere SIIOllen 
and could 
hardly be 
moved. Shoulder 
stiff and pain-
ful. 3 months 
later shoulder 
was manipulated 
and forearm 
again put in 
plaster as a 
precaution be-
cause old 
fracture was 
sprained during 
operation. 
Occupation 
given 
Joinery 
1/eaving, first 
on hand loom 
later on tread-
le loom. Sand-
papering. Warp 
milling. 
Heavinq on 
small loon 
1·1i th lever 
change adjust-
able for all 
wrist move-
ments. Sand-
papering for 
all movements 
of shoulder, 
elbow, fingers 
and wrist. 
Canework. 
lveaving on bi~ 
loom. 
Results Remarks 3. 
Improvement shown. 
Patient has Has very depre-
regained ssed at begin-
most of his ning but cheer-
normal range ed uo quickly 
of movements.as he progressed. 
'lovements in Patient had to 
shoulder joint+3nterrupt the 
still res- treatment for 
tricted, and various rea-
so is supin- sons several 
ation. ·~ove- till'es. 
nents of 
wrist and of 
the metacarpo-
phalangeal jo-
ints are 
good, but 
flexion & ex-
tension of 
prosimal and 
distal 
phalangeal 
joints cover 
only about 
50% of the 
normal range. 
Dia<;nosis 
9. l. Cl. . n 51 ""racturcd 
cervicle 
spine with 
her:iplegia 
of the 
ri~ht side 
2 years ago. 
Hys terical 
e l ements. 
10. B. G. F 64 Fracture of 
left radius 
'Uld ulna, 
corepound . 3 
n on t hs before 
adroiss ion. 
11. B. H. M 30 Fracture of 
s c aphoid 
right . Fracture 
of 2nd t 3rd 
I:lCtacarpal : 6 
rrDnths ago. 
"o . of 
treat-
rents 
,.,cried 
of 
r.onths 
Conc1 itions 
on 
adr:is!lion 
Occup«tion 
givan 
OVE'r ~-------------------·-----
12 2 
12 2 
l 
Finger'' s~ollen 
again, rruch 
pain, trcclt!".ent 
te!'" .o::carily 
SUSp0'1:!€d . 
Tharc i~ weak-
ne~s ilnd spas-
tici t~r of right 
leg and Clrnl. 
Gait u:-~certain. 
'·lust Ha l '· with 
stick. Co-ordin-
uti on of rove-
l'l'O'nts 'OOOr. Lack 
Joinary 
o f self-confidence . 
!.,,f=t rris t ··leaving on a 
r"T"'n l ete l y stiff.fral"c witb bar 
F l e·don of ~;upport . ::-and-
fingers vcrr paocrin<l . 
poor , thumb good . Hato::~orin<J to 
"ti'lht urist fu ll 
~ovel'"~nt, 
finner~ stiff. 
Large element of 
neurosis . 
decor. ate hook-
ends (am i n 
splint at 
first to iso-
l a t e Il'OVC!"ent). 
Pesults Peinar lcs 4 . 
"'atient wal ked 
wi t hout s tick, 
becarre Inore 
ir>terested in 
wor k and was 
rrore ho peful. 
'arl-:od irrprovcncnt. 
C'ould do all her 
OVI'l houseHork by 
the tiT•e she left. 
No. of Period Conditions 5. 
'1<;> . Nace Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occunation Results Remarks 
nents months admission given 
over a 
12 . C. F.J. "' men cons of all 1 flexors supp-
lying 2nd-5th 
fingers as well 
a3 ulnar neJTVe 
cut above right 
llrint. Sutured 
by operation. 
1 3 . C.H. M 22 l!endons of 58 2 Contraction of Sandpapering. In :;pitc of Patient attended 
flexors supp- flexors of 4th Stool seating. all efforts Allenclale very 
lying 4th & & 5th fingers Basketry. the tendons irregularly t. 
5th fingers & 11 ll'lain-en- Blockprinting. remained wa-:: sometimes 
ulnar nerve griffe". Stret- Heaving . contracted, verv difficult 
cut above ching of fing- hut it was so that even 
wrist . Sutured ers very pain- less painful hospital refused 
by operation . ful. '·•hen pa-,s- his further 
ively stret- treatl"ent . 
c'lcc. 
14 . L. E. 61 Compound frac- 9 1 Third finger Joinery. "lien patient 
tu re of midd- \ras swollen closed his 
l e phal anx of and comoletely hand could 
r ight third stiff. flex his 3rd 
finger . finger !:a:lrl.y 
uell in met a-
carpophalangeal 
but not in 
interphalangeal 
joints . 
~To . llame Sex Acre Diagnosis 
15 . NES. 
16. 11 . 
17 . B . V. 
18. G." 
19. ~lGA 
F 
11 
54 Colles fracture 
/ left side. 
Tra\ll"atic 
neurosis 
1 8 Paresis c~ left 
'lu<;;culo-spiral 
nerve. 
27 Paral ysis of 
~edian and 
u l nar nerve . 
11 19 Cerebral palsy 
rig11t hand 
Epilepsy. 
No . of Period 
treat- of 
Ments months 
over a 
9 2 
1 
4 2 
2 
29 4 
Conditions 
on 
admission 
Forearm in plas-
ter, f ingers 
::;"•o lle n 1~ith 
v i o let & hluP 
spots. 
Occupation 
g ive n 
"'e aving on 
a fra!"e. 
Gidd i ness <rhen Garcenina 
lool,ing up-
~~ards . Profound 
sweatincr of th~ 
~ace. 
r•usculo- spira l 
nervp c u t at 
elb ow, operaten 
i!T'.!r,ediatel • 
<J ft<' r acciclen t 
(l0r:tths . e>go). 
''lJronr>ec ~rri s t '' 
IIUSCl€'S O f 
forearm & hanc1 
atror> ied. 
l'eakni"!SS of 
fle:mr of fing-
e rs & instrinsic 
hand ruc; cle<: . 
'{u-,h p laitinq 
11! th ta!:>le 
support again-
s t gravitv. 
l: andpa nerinq 
nasketry . · 
s pastic paralysis Sandpa~erins 
of right hand . nasketry. 
Lack o f co- ordin-
a tion. 
6 . 
'lesults 11erarks 
nobility of Accident happ-
finqe r s ened only 4 days 
n0erly before adrei s -
normal, sup- sion 
!nation still 
lir itecl . 
No oositive 
res ,~lt. 
Patient re-
sumed h is 
former work. 
~To positive 
result, t)a tient 
unable to 
contin e tre at-
l'lent o ... ing to 
cost o f travel 
~ dis tance . 
Very marked 
improveV~ent. 
Definite i~rovement. 
No . of Pe riod 
'lo. Name Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of 
ments months 
----------------------------~o~ver a 
20. P.ll. 
21. T.E. :1 
22. W.A. 
27 Nerve injury to 
deltoid muscle 
48 L"ceration of 
right forearm 
8 rr·ths . aoo. 
Slow heal ing 
.,ith limita-
tion of fiiOVe-
Men t. 
50 Bilateral valgus 
feet. 
ll l 
2 l 
l 
on 
ac:irission 
Patient comnlain-
ed 0f severe pain 
on any mo'!ement 
o f sl-ould<E>r. 
Occuna tion 
giv~n 
;:o Ma!:ked •·as ting 
o f l!'u., cles. 
~ug miU:ino 
on special 
loom . 
Basketry 
Join r ; . 
Pain in both 
feet 1·h0n 
s tiUldincr or 
•1alkirg. 
nicycle 
sa;Jinq. 
0 esult" 
~ 1"'l:'f }jtt}P 
rc<>nlt. 
7. 
P'lt-1ent: cl;>jmpo 
he must keep 
hand in nocJret 
other.,ise could 
not stand the 
oain '• it ;.ras <' 
long time hefo:e 
he could he 
persuaded to 
try anything. 
Insurance Co . 
paid for treat-
'"'lent. Ee was 
only concerned 
<Tith what h is 
so l icitor would 
advise hill' to 
do. 
lo positive result 
No. of Period Cor.nitions 
8. 
Ho. ' lame Sex Age Diagnosis treat- of on Occupation J>rsults PPrrarks ments months adT'ission aive n 
------·- over a 
23. r.G. !1 57 Severe cut of 24 3 l="ingers and neetving on hox SU~ht- l l"provernent -hand osteomy- Hrist of right loom. L.tght elitis of hand very joinery . 
carpus. liP•i ted in 
r:ovPrr.cnt . 
24 . S.J. !1 59 Contraction and 17 2 \leaving, n~finite im"Jrove!"ent -ankvlosis of h<~l"ll1ering and left fingers screwino in (old fracture ) . nplint to 
isolate ITOVe-
men t a 
25 . P.L. F 4~ Colles fractur<' ~ 2 St.iffpess of l 1c~v1.ng, stool Ver"r good rr.>sult of left arrr. \lri s t and s eating, 
fir.gers. basketry, 
joinEny. 
26 . P . C. F 78 Colles fracture ~l 8 StiffPCSS of l'eavirg, .1\ll novel'l.cnts Fracture of ri ght am. wrist and J:>as ketry. of •.··ri5t 1\ healed first fingr rs. fingers t~ere in bad po<:it-
non• a l ~·'J.en ion , '"as bro-
discharaed. ken again & 
reset under 
anaesthetic & 
out in p l rtster 
for four weeks. 
27. M. S . I~ 53 Colles fracture 36 4 Forearm in 
of ri~ht arn . plas t er, 
Finc;c r~ S'lOller. . 
Ho . of Period Conditions 
no. ~ilaree Sex Age Di agnos is treat- of on Occupat ion Resul ts "-e1"1arks 9 . 
rnents mont hs ac'h~iss i on given 
over a 
28. I . W. .{ 62 Fracture of 53 7 Severa l spots ,Joinery . l-Iability of Hhen first c ame 
metacarpus 1, not yet healed . •·7eaving. finge r s has patient very 
4, 5, amputa- ··iovmrents of qasketry. irr>roved so susniciou!" 
tion of 5th 'lrist only Puch that whethe r it wou :tl 
finger, crushed sliqhtl y r ·;du- uatient was he lp h i n· a t all, 
hand. ced, ~0 a c tive able to Jl'al·e but soon be-
rnoverentr- in b ookshel f of carne I"OSt int-
J·if'ltocar l)O- oal· witho nt eresteti in hi<; 
phalanqcal o r help f. a l so work & was very 
fi"lcrer joint s . hold a pe ncil co-operative. 
and \·lri te. 
29. H. A. 42 Pos teo cepha l itis 21 3 Typical sy:rp- ,Toinery . Although no Patient qot 
torr~ an d positi ve tired very 
t r eror in phys cal quickly and had 
r i ght hand. result, psy- to rest after a 
ch.ologtcal few minutes 
improv~!'"ent work. 
was shown . 
30. L . ~ . F 30 Disloc ation of 1 
l eft ClbO\/ , 
31. L. ;, , 64 Arthriti s of 27 .: ~ir~t fir.q.-,r ,Tcinery. !overnents Patient very 
netacarpo- goes OV':!:r l ess painful, co-operative . 
phalangeal se con cl >rh e n r ange of 
joint o f lR t r>atien t tries movell'en t s has 
finger >7 i th to flex, nain- increased 
"'as ting of l st cul flexion consider ab l y . 
interosseus very li!'li ted. 
r.u-,cle . 
No . Name 3ex Age Diagnosis 
32. BCrl 
33. P . I·T. 
·: 37 IJracture of os 
calcis 
6 1 Ankylosis o f 
left •:1rist 
fo llowing a n 
operation. 
34. A . F. M 24 Fractured 
radius, clis-
locat ed ulna . 
llo . of Pe riod 
treat- of 
r..ents months 
over a 
7 2 
21 3 
9 1 
35. P . W. M 51 Fracture of radius 11 
and ulna . 
2 
36. S . F. !l 67 Frac t u r P.d p rox-
imal oha l anx of 
Jrd &. rinc 
finger. 
12 1 
Conditions 
on 
a dni'1sion 
7\nk l e has very 
little movc-
r::ent . P;J.inful. 
T'\atient "'alks 
·.1i t'1 s tick. 
Occupiltion 
given 
Left ~;rir-t stiff '-lc avina a 
scarf en 
s pecial 
lcor. . 
'lovem<>n ts o f 
left ·•rist 
lim;_t e d, s t• p --
ination in 
;_:.articular. 
r~ovcm~nts i n 
-;hot· l o{'r, 
e lr~·· wris t 
an <' finger 
lin5. tcd, p~ t­
ient cannot 
take off ' 1 j s 
r oat · •i trout 
'1 el~ . 
T' l e }·t i o n of' 
f r a ctu r ed 
fin C"ers in all 
joints, espe c -
ially in t he 
.To inery. 
"'aint ing, 
,Toinery, 
':arde.., i ng , 
Carrying 
bricks i n 
n 11hecl-
barrow, 
Carrying 
long 
!:afters. 
Gardening, 
~leavina, 
oug making 
(heavy work) . 
10. 
'\nkl e clight- Patient is not 
ly more mobile co-o~erative. 
Po po:::itive 
result. 
S light i~rovement 
7' 11 T"'OVe -
r-or t s 
aained 
nearly 
their full 
l!er!11al 
rangP.. 
'!obili ty has 
improv d 
considerabl y . 
Very co-o':'er-
ative , dis -
charged to 
work . 
Sex Age Di agnosis 
T . A. - Compound fracture 
o f p roxima l 
phal an x o f ring 
fi n ger. Simp l e 
fra cture of 
little f i nge r. 
B.l! . r - Compound fracture 
o f inne r three 
f i n gers . 
B . P . " 57 Fracture d ria\ t 
humerus (lowe r 
t h ird ), s tiff 
sho u l de r & 
e l bow . 
? . 1'1. - Crushe ri hand , 
f ract ured 
me t a c arpa l s 
and pha l ancres . 
l·lo . o f Period 
t r eat- o f 
ments mon ths 
over a 
31 2 
34 2 
10 1 
2 
Conditi ons 
on 
admission 
metacarpO-phal-
angeal, l imi ted . 
'lccupation 
given 
Third & four t 'l ;roincrv . 
f i ngnrs fi xed 
i n the nroxiwal 
i n tor:>halan~eal 
j o i nts, even 
pnssiv c ext ension 
i r.possi!:- l e . 
Al l f i nc;'!rs o" '·Tc~ving on 
r ight ha'1.d ~xcept snecial loon- . 
t hunh are fle:,ed Ba!'l<e t ry . 
r. f i ~·ed in tl-.is Rur: mal~i'lc-. 
pos i tior, or.l·• 
inOe~ finaer can 
be "~ t~nccd a 
little . 
Shc.uldcr- Joiner• . 
flexi.cm 80 
eytcns1nn P.orn-a l 
i'.J-..duction 65 
r ota t l.on OPtnr 2/1 
rota t "on inn~r nor.r~l 
Elhm:-
f l <>x i on 70 
extens i on 120 . 
Al l fir.a,~r.'l ox·- Palntin<" . 
cept thurh 1 r. JoinP r r . 
serri-fle~:ed pos - C'ard<>nin<J. 
ition .~ ver J r:ti f f. 
l<~?sult« 
11. 
Rcth ~ractt'red -rery co-op-
finaers a r P Prative . 
nearly straiah t 
e. can be flexeo. 
ac; \·el l ?S e>' -
tended 
'li qht hand Co-o;:>crative -
can nm~ be 
mvme•l a <"t; ve l y 
up t o abo~;t 90~ 
Shoul der- Very co-
f l ex<on 1 20 operative . 
extension P.ormal 
a0ductio n 95 
rotation outer >, 
rotat i on innPr P.Orn'.?l 
i" l bm·t 
f l extion °5 
extersion 130. 
><obi l j ty 1'. 'lery co-
s t rennth of ooerative -
fin aers ir:r:>ro vec' 
con sic1e r e.bly . 
Allendale Curative Worksh~e, 
The Promenade, Cl ifton Down, Bristol 8 
Allendale Curative Workshop 
The Promenade, Clifton Down, Bristol 8 
PRESCRIPTION < 
ame .......... .. .. ................ . .......... ........ ... ......... .............. . Age .. . .. ...... years Sex ... .. ...... . 
ddress .. ........ .. .. ........ .......... .. ....... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. ...... ..... . .. .............................................. .. .. . 
iagnosls ........ .... .. ...... .. ..... ... .. . . . . . .. .. .... .. ............... . ... ..... . ...... . ......... .. .... .... .. . .. . ... . . . . ... .... . . 
-ray Report ....... ....... ...... .. .. . .. ....... ............. .. .......... ...... .. .. ... .. ... .. ..... .. ...... .. ....... ... .. .. ... . . .. . 
istory of Case ....... .... ... .. ........................... .. ....................... .. . .. .... .. .... .. ... .. .. ........ . ......... . 
······ ······· ·· ······ ····· ···· ···· ···· ············· ······ ···· ············ ·· ········· ················ ········ ···· ··············· ····· 
... ..... ...... ..... .......... ........... .... ...... ........ .. ................. ....................... .......... .. .. .... ... ............. 
For what function and joint is Occupational Therapy desired-
Flexion Fingers right , left 
Extension 
Abduction 
Adduction 
Pronation 
Supination 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Wrist 
Forearm 
Elbow 
Shoulder 
Foot 
Ankle 
Knee 
Hip 
Vertebral Column 
Neck 
Back 
pecial remarks and precautions ....... .. .. ... ...... .. ... .. .. ...... .. .. .. ... ...... .. . .... ............. ..... ........ . .. ...... . 
... ... ................ ..... .... ... .... ..... ........ ................................. ........................................ .......... 
... .... ..... .. ...................... .. ...... ....... .............. .. ......... ... ..... ..... ........ ..... ......... .... ................... 
ate ..... .. ... .... . ... . .. . Signature ... .. ... ...................... ..... .... . ..... .... .. ...... ..... . . 
'(>o 
Allendale Curative Worksho 
The Promenade, Cl ifton Down, Bristol 8 
SUMMARY OF TREATMENT 
Age . .......... years Sex .. 
Date of Injury 
Date admitted . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
by .. ........ .. .... ...... . Date discharged .... ... .. .. .. .. ....... . .. . 
No . of treatments .......... . ... .. ........ .... ..... ..... . 
and observations from treatment ..... ... ........ . .. .......... .. .......... ......... . 
...... ... ................... .... ..................... .. .. .... .. ............ .................. .. 
... .. .... ... .... .................. ....... ..... ......... ............... ... .... ................... ........ .. ................ . 
............. ..... ........... ...... ..... .. ................ .. ....................... ................. ................... .. .... 
Signature .. ..... .. .... .. .. ... . .. .. .. ... .. ...... .... . .. . ... ............. .. ........ .. . 
.. 
Allendale Curative Worksho p 
The Promenade, Clifton Down, Bristol 8 
HOSPITAL ALMONER'S REPORT 
ame . . ............. . . .............. . ........ .... . . .. 
Occupation . 
Employe r 
Date of Employment ............ .. ...... .. ...... . .................. . ... . . . . . ................ . 
details of Employme nt . ...... ......................................... . ....... . ... . ... . .. . . . ... ........ . ..... . . . . 
pensacion 
ificant Factors in Home Si tuation (social and fin ancial) .. . . 
. .< \ ........ .... ................ ........ .... .. . 
Signature ..... . ...... ....... .. ..... . ........ ...... .. .. ......... ... ..... ... ...... .... .. . 
For the patient :-
Address : Allendale Curative Workshop, The Promenade, 
Clifton Down, Bristol 8 
Buses which serve : 18, 83 , 89, to Suspension Bridge. 
22 to Pembroke Road, and walk up Clifton Park. 
Allendale Curative WorkshoP. 
The Promenade, Clifton Down, Bristol 8 
PRESCRIPTION 
Name Age .. J8." .... years Sex .. ~ 
Address .. .. 
X-ray Reporc 
History of Case .... ~ ....... k-:-... .£.~.~ ..... ~~-····~· -·· ·· ·· 
~-~ ... 0d~~-· .. ...... r.~ ...... ~ ....... ~ ... P.~·· · 
-~····-~···- · ··· ····· · · · · · ·· · ············ · ··· · · · ··· · ···· 
For what function and joint is Occupational Therapy des ired-
Flex lon Finge rs ....... left 
V Extension 
Abduction 
Adduction 
Pronation 
Supination 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Wrist 
Forearm 
Elbow 
Should er 
Foot 
Ankle 
Knee 
Hip 
Vertebral Column 
Neck 
Back 
Special remarks and precautions ... ~ ....... &.":":~ ...... .. ~ ... ........ . 
--~---· · · · · ~· · · · ··~··· · · · ···W .. ... . ~ .. ... . 
.. ........... .... ............... ...... ..... ...... .. ... .... ...... .............. .. .... ................ ·· ·· ···· ····· ············· ···· 
Date .. J.~ ... ~.: .... . ~ .. :. .. ... Slgnature ..... .... .. ';/,.i_~ . .J?.w.:b.JC:. .. /0.:1/i ... •.CA!B. ...... . 
< 
V. B. 18. Working in glaas factory. 
Historl· In jury to left musculospiral nerve. October 
1938. l.'usculospircU nerve severed at elbow 
sutured after accident. 
Present condition. 
Dropped wrist. 
Occupational Tbera2l· 
Plaiting rushes for basket making . 
(J!obi lising of wrist supported against gr avity) . 
Name 
Address 
Diagnosis 
1 ~ELEGRAMS 
.. .! .. F"JRWIARY. BRISTOL'' 
TELE~HONE 23084 
Of';'.iL . I 
r e 
ALLENDALE CURATIVE WORKSHO~ 
~he Pro~anade,~tOI"87 
-: ~ .. 
, ,F R.,~M T HE A.~MONER 
0 BRJST~ ~y MV 1
1
NF..~RMIIJRY, 
.. O_tf.ARI,TY~. U~VI;:RaA~ .. ' 
-:~~·~ToL: 
"' 0 
~00 
Therapy desired? 
Dea r Miss ac oona l d . 
I encl oEe a rec ommenda t ion f r om 
~r. Ey r e -~ too ke f or t be a~o v e pa ti en t to 
go t o you f or vcc upati ona l The r apy . Hi s 
Socia l c1rc um~ t ances a re, t ta t be i s a 
wi uowe r l i ving ~ it b t is mo t he r-in- law, 84, 
a nd b i s ma rri ed oau.,;bt er-in-law wr.ose 
right 
" 
" bus~ana i s in t te Ar my . He t i mse lf r ece iv e s 18
1
- Na ti unal hea lth I ns ur a nce , and a fu r t roe l 
18
1
- f r om t be }.eart s of Oak bu t as tl is i s 
ceas i nb almor t immed i ate l y , I tave no t 
ent6 r ed it on my r epo rt. 
'e rtebrae. 
I }.ave g iv e n tle eli p 
o f o ir ect ions , a nd t ol d b im to go a nd see 
you t omo rrow mo r n1 ng at 10 a . m. As be 
lives cl ose by , t be qu es tion of f a r es will 
no t ari~ e . 
Yo ur s ~ a nc e r e ly , 
Al mone r. 
ru lS S JJac oon&l O, 
All e nda l e t;ura t iv e \.or ks ,. i p , 
t.:liit on .uown . 
left 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Date .. (~ .:o.5.. :. 0/loo ... 0 Signature .... . ... .. . H.o ..T: .. fL~ ~· .... ... 0 .. 0.,. ,. .. ,. 0 .... o 
Address 
Diagnosis 
t X-ray Report 
History of Case. 
ALLENDALE CURATIVE WORKSHO~ 
The Pr 'Oii:Srie.dll, ~tOl"B:-
tion 
For what function and ,joint _is Occupational Therapy desired? 
Flexion · ) Fingers 
Ex tensiop. .J~ Wr ist 
ADduction Forearm 
Adduction ~ 
Promation Shoulde r 
Supination JlooC 
Rotation Ankle 
right 
11 
Circumduction Knee 
Hip 
Columna Vertebrae . 
Neck 
Back 
,.,nd precautions. 
I ~ -
left 
11 
11 
11 
11 
Allendale Cu rative W orksh 
The Promenade, Cl ift on Down, 
HOSPITAL Al REP ORT 
Address . .. ?. 6.L .. . /~.~ .. ~ 
Present Occupation ..... .w .. ... 
Employer .. ... 
Date of Employment .... 
Further details of Employment . 
Compensation . . ..... ~.L. 
Insurance . . 10:.~-~- :_:-:. J~ .. : . ... N .. :.!-::1 . ./.., 
Name of Insurance Company. 
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Dote../~ .. : .. S. ./f.r! .. .. ... . Signature ....... ..... K .. T.c .. J-~- ~ .. .. ....... .. ..... .. .. .. ..  
Allendale Curative Workshop 
' .· 
The Promenade, Clifton Down, Bristol 8 
SUMMARY OF TREATMENT 
Name .. L-____ ..,.. _ _ .....,.-_._ ... 
Diagnosis .J!'r.ac.t.ur.e.d .. H.umerus ... (.r.t .• ) 
Stiff Shoulder and Elbow 
Referred by .... fl!r .•... A •.. . Eyre , .Br.aok. 
Age.57 ...... years Sex .... M .. . 
Date of injury .. ;:.r.<;l, .J!'.e.l;:!~J,l,?J::Y. , .. )J).iQ .• 
Date admitted .... l.7.th.lY ay., ... l9.40 • .. .... 
Date discharged .... .......... .. .............. .. ...... .. 
No. of treatments .... P.I!;\..:I,y .. !.o.r .. ! .o.ur ... )veeks 
Results and observations from t reatment .... P.ati.ent ... \•!as .. g i.v.en.hed.g;e .. c.lipp.ing .. for 
e lbow and shoulder mobility, and planing and savling for e lbow 
extension. Was very co - operative and worked well. Shoulder is 
app.arently ... loo.seoi.ng ... up .•.. ..... Hcw .. much---ex-"ten-s-i-<Dn·· -w1l·l· ··i·t··be· ··po-s·sible 
to get with intensive treatment of elbowj 
\ 
... . . .... ................. ... .. .... .... ... .......... ...... . .. .. ............. .... ..... .. ..... ......... .... ...................... . ... . 
....... ........ ~ .... ........ .... .............................. .... ..... ..... ... ... .............. . 
~~~ .-1·~ ~ ~"' 
.k~ /V 
~ ~ \ ")') I? 
~ ,~ l;. , 50°-
~ ~~ 
~  
~ 
Allendale Curative Worksho _..,_ 
The Promenade, Clifto n Down, Bristol 8 
PRESCRIPTION 
Nam~t\t. ................... ... Age .. J...l .. years Sex .. ~ 
Address . . ... 4-.... 'f-,.. . -... ~ ... -... -.... -. ---:--... - .. -.. ~:-'· · · ········~---~ ... ... ~-····· · · · ···· · · · · 
X-ray Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(} . - • 1( 
History of Case,.~ .... . . ~.... ~ .... ~ ... . .C)..: ... (S. .. ¥t .. . , ... . 
... ..... .... ..... ... J .. .f.l~---"'-~·-· · · · · · · · ··· .. ····················· .. ······ .. ······· .. ············· .. ··· ···· 
.......... .... ..... .......... .... ... ······ ··· ······ ···· ········ ······ ·· 
For what function and joint is Occupational Therapy desired -
~~ } Fingers_.- right, left 
Extension Wrist .. " 
~
bduction Fo'?".> ~ ":L · -· -
Adduction er6'~ ~ 
ronation ~
Supination 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Foot 
Ankl e 
Knee 
Hip 
Vertebral Column 
Neck 
Back 
~ . "\z\.- ,./ 1-t.....-t. V' 
./ 
~ .... i<=~-" ~~-~V' 
~ ~ I' • • • -
Special remarks and precautions . .. ..  .. ..... . ~:: .~ .. . .. ~ .. 
h\) .... ~· - · · · ·~·· ···!.:. ....... ~--~----~ 
b.l~.it. .... ~ ... ~---~-- - - ~-- -~--~-- ~ 
~~~-
'"~" ~:~:~:~; : .:::"':::~ .. Af,,, m 
and t he pat hol et;ical posi tton of the hand was hardly notic ea bl e . 
n ' •. 
' \: '• 
27 
Paralysis Qf median Operation 17tl1 April 1939 
ancl ulnar nerve 28th July 1939 
~0 
Patient ~as eiven san1pa ? ~rin ~ an~ 
polishing tray- bar;e . Block with sandpa per had special a-lju~tm ent. 
Arran~ement was made so that the block had to be &ripped in an 
arched pof'1tion which was artef1cially maintained . 
cane wor~ was starte1 in s plint 
wh,ch ~ept wrist 1n hy~erextension . 
Jery marked imJrovement after short 
per1otl of treatment : w~ed muscles recained their nor'llal a 'J ?earence , 
and tl1s patholoe ical posltton of the hand was hardly noticeable . 
I< . BARBER. 
Allendale Curative Worksh 
~---------- ===z 
The Promenade, Clifton Down, ro l 8 
TAL ALMONER'S REPO 
Nam e ......... 1...----------~ -~ ....... ·· · 
Address ........ al. .. lw..r.~dsqy_ . r~ .. : .. .. f( .~ 
Present Occupation ... . .. :J.~ .... ~.v.!!C~ .... . 
.f~.A ~ l'dt~ Employer .................. .. . ...... ..................... . 
._ 
Date of Employment ...... 4-.C. (. .(~ .. !'J~./.~ .. ... ~'.F. :.)~. 
Further details of Employment . .......... ...... .. . ... .... .. .. .. .. . 
..... ~ ... ~k,4.4.~- - -~-~--~-~4; .......................... . 
Compensation .... . ...3P.f ... .. A ... ~ .. 
Insurance ........ . 
Name of Insurance Company .... ... . ....... . ..... .. .. .. ... . . . 
Significant Factors in Home Si tuation (social and financial) . 
0 . t,t.· {tb-
Dote . .. .. 9 . . ............. ............. . Signature .. ... lf..v.r~~··· · ··· · ········· · ·· 
4/....__gv-
Date Signature. -
Name 
Address 
Diagnosis 
X- ray Report 
History of Case. 
Prescription 
Age 5"" I Years 
~ , .... ~ Sex 
For what function and joint is Occupational Therapy desired? 
Flex ion 
Extension ,.... 
Abduction 
Adduction 
Promation "" 
Supination ""' 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Special remarks and precautions. 
Date 
Fingers 
Wrist 
Forearm 
Elbow 
Shoulder 
Foot 
Ankle 
Knee 
Hip 
./ right 
../' I 
'/ 
Columna Verteb ae. 
Neck 
Back 
Signature. 
left ./ 
11 ,.. 
11 
11 
11 
11 
/ 
"""' 
-
M . 
51 y 
Old fracture or radi~ a 1~ 
ulna. 
Novemllol" 12, 1S39. 
Aptil a, 1940 
llr. Priddia 
20 
Patient w .. «ivan 
1.) Sandnaportag and paintinG in &d•~ted position to g!v~ bim daeirad 
euita~la ahoulder, elbow Bnd wriet move~nta. 
a.) Hedge clipping witb particular ampb-.ia upon ahoulder movement 
~ !to continually increaeing range. 
3.) Lawn rolling and 110wiag for mobility plue atrengtb ot ana. 
PRtient now has bad four weak• traat .. nt, work• wall , good cooparatJ • ... 
Appura b haye iiiiPI'OYed mcbilitv of ehouldar and elbow, but OOJIIPb '"' .1. 
frequently of pain in lower toraana. After tiret week ewellin& iD l ;_ \ .. .,., 
appeared, but hae ainoe aubeidad. 
The Promenade, Clifton Down, Bristol 8 
PRESCRIPTION 
Name ..... ....... Age .. .<y. .... years Sex .. ./:< .... . 
Address... . . . . ~ ... r~ J...n '-{··· ... srr _ .. ~f! .~ . . . . th.lc .. ... ~.i\r.,-1 
Diagnosis . .. ·S!ff·· ~--~······ ····· 
X- ray Report ...... . .. .. ...... . . (1(.< .~ .. ... 1?- ... .. .. .. .. .. ............... .. ..... .... .. .. .... ............ .... ...... ...... . 
History of ~ase .............. P.~ .... ~.~ .. ~ .. r(..~ ~ 
... ~ .... ~ ... ~ .. :£ .. ~···· ········ · ··· · · ······ · · · · ··· ··· 
For what function and joint is Occupational Th erapy desired-
( Fl exion ) - Fingers right , !.a 
1. Extension Wrist 
Abduction Forearm 
Adduction 
Pronation 
Supination 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Elbow 
Shoulder 
Foot 
Ankle 
Knee 
Hip 
Vertebral Column 
Neck 
Back 
Special remarks and precautions .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... . ..... .. . ....... .. .... .. .. .. ....... ....... .... . . .. .. .... . ... . .. .. ... .. . .. . 
Date ..... . ?.!/f/~. . . . . . ........ Signature ... ......... ;r. .. . f!. .... ~.-... f.#.. .~ll_,... . .. . . . ... ... •,,,1 .f 
\vhen the 0 . T . School moved to BROMSGROVE 
Casson moved to CLEITEDON 
When the Blitzes i n Bristol became bad , Dr . Casson 
moved her patients to St. Margaret ' s , Clevedon, 
Somerset. 
i\IOUNT PLEASANT 
V I CTOR I A ROAD 
CLE\'EDO:\', SmiERSET 
ST. i\ IARGARET'S 
W A LT 0 N- ST. - ~ I A R Y 
CLEVEDON 
Telephone: 2026 Clevedon Telephone: 2627 Cle,cdon 
(founded at Dorset House, Clifton, Bristol in 1929) 
Staff: 
ELIZABETH CASSON, O.B.H., M.D., D.P.M. 
Visiting Psychiatrist: 
GERALD DE i\1. RUDOLF, M.R.C.P., D.P .M., D.P.II . 
Jl!atrons: 
1\IISS F. A. I\ 1. GARDE:X, R.G.N., R,l\I.N. 
Latt' Matron of ll'anuford Horpitul, O:o:ford 
I\IJss I\1. L. PECK, R.M.N . 
Occupational Therapist 
MISS L. H ) ONES, M.A.O.T. 
Physical E.,·ercises and Training 
M ISS JOYCE TURNER, M .M .M. 
r 
I 
:\1IOUNT PLEASANT, Victoria Road, Clevedon 
REGISTERED Nursing Home for those requiring treatment for medical conditions, 
slight nervous disorder or old age. A Modern physical and psychological treatment is provided and includes occupational 
therapy under the direction of Dr. Elizabeth Casson, the Founder of the Dorset House 
School of Occupational Therapy, Oxford. Exercises for movement and muscle re-education 
are given by a specially trained staff. 
'l'erms, from £6 6s. od. weekly, include daily medical attention and routine treatment. 
Patients are received for short or long periods, and the individual is especially considered 
by experienced and understanding nurses who do not wear uniform and who are 
trained to appreciate the varyi ng needs of each patient. 
As the 1urs ing Home is situated in a small town, all patients able to do so are encouraged 
to take part in the usual life of the community. The sea and country are at the doors, and 
there is an extensive view from the windows over the Mendips, the Bristol Channel, and 
the \Velsh mountains. 
ST. MARGARET'S, \Valton, Clevedon 
A doctor's house where those requiring medical treatment, rest, and quiet are received. 
There is a large garden, but all those able to go out do so freely. Occupational Therapy 
and exercises are provided at both nursing homes and at a separate house close to St. 
Margaret's. 
Full particulars can be obtained from Dr. Casson, St. l\llargaret's, \¥alton, Clevedon, Som. 
Telephone: Clevedon 2627. 
ST. MARCARFT'~, \\ALTO'\:, CI.F.VE.DON 
i\IOUXT PLEASAXT, \ ' ICTORJ.-. ROAD, CLEVEDOX 
' ( 
~ 
3 
r 
ST. i\IARCARE'T'S 
f 
( 
• 
' "i 
a: 
A CORNER OF GARDEN AT ST. MARGARET'S 
I ~ ""' • -' ' •'> ~ ,t - • 
u 
Q 
0 ... 
a: 
CF.NF.RA I. VII\W OF Ct.t\VP.PON AND BRISTOL CIIANNFL 
THEORY OF 
f OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY 
by NORAH A. HA WORTII 
M.A, (Cantab.), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., D.P.H., late Senior 
Auiatant Medical Officer, Severa Us Mental Hospital. CoJ. 
chetter, and Hon. Auistant Physician, Lady Chichetter 
B o,-pillll for Functional Nervou8 Diaeaaes, Hove. 
and E. MARY MACDONALD 
WJTB A FOREWORD BY 
Sffi ROBERT STANTON WOODS 
M.D. , F. R.C. P. Con1ultont Adviser io Physical Medicine 
to the Ministry of Health; Physician in charge of t he 
Dept. of Pbyaical Medicine at the London Hospital , 
(b) (<) Cord K nottt"ng Solomo~~i Kno' ror 
doe lu<b • nd bel"' 
Twilt~d Solomon'• 
Knot 
Split Solomon'• 
Knot 
About ISO pages, with 80 Illustrations. Probable 
price, $2.00. To be published in October 1940. 
A WILL/AM W OOD BOOK 
THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS CO~IPANY 
BALTIMORE 
O.T. BOOK by E. M. M. (& N. 
THEORY OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY FOR STUDENTS 
AND NURS ES. 
By NORAH A. HA WORTH, l\f.A. (Cantab.), i\l.R.C.S., 
L.R.C.P. , D.P.M., and E. l\IARV MACDONALD, 
with foreword by Sir RoBERT STANTON Wooos, 
:\LD.. F .R.C.P. Bailh~re, Tmdall & Cox, 
London. 1940. Price 6s. 
Especiall)• because of the recent mc:rea:.cd mterest 
m and de\•elopment of occupational therapy, the 
appearance of a bo?k of a handy size written by two 
experts on the subject is very welcome. It mcludes 
chapter~ on occupational t~erapy as .appl~ed 10 
menta l disorders, tuberc:ulos!S and card1ac d1sea~e. 
surgical and ortbop:edic _cas~s. and adequate_ details 
are given as to the orgamsat10n, staffing, cqmpment, 
etc., or an occupationa l therapy department. The 
-section on mental d isorders is extremely well done, 
hut t he book as a whole c:n.n be thoroughly recom-
mended to a ll those interested in the subject, and 
ever)' student and nurse shou ld buy it and study it. 
Points to Note 
Scope and Intention 
This book has been produced to meet the demands for a band-
book on the theory of occupational therapy, os the fields in which 
occupational therapy is proving a valuable adjunct to medical science 
are constantly extending. Its value in Oleotal hospitals and sana· 
toriu.ms has been recognised for some time past; it is now being 
used more and more in the treatment of orthopaedic and surgical 
cases, recent treatment of industrial injuries having shown its extreme 
importance i.o speeding up recovery and fitting the patient to take 
his place once more in normal life. In doing this it plays a part 
that can never be assumed by passive therapy alone. It is likely 
that the scope of occupational therapy will be further increased by 
the need to rehabilitate certain classes of war casualties. 
Who Interested 
A book of this kind is needed by a growing body of workers-
students of occupational therapy; occupational therapists working 
in mental hospitals, sanatoriums, general hospitals and curative 
workshops ; muses in mental hospitals, and medical officers prepar-
ing mental nurses for their final examinations. Much that should 
prove useful to those responsible for the treatment of orthopaedic 
cases, industrial injuries and war casualties may be found in the 
section of the book concerned with curative workshops and in the 
appendi."C. 
Contents 
The book contains an historical survey of the development of 
occupational therapy ; deals fully with its application in the thera-
peutic treatment of mental disease, and contains a special section 
on the theory aud practice of occupational therapy in mental nurs-
ing, including details of indispensable crafts, illustrated by diagrams. 
Further chapters consider occupational therapy in the treatment of 
tuberculosis, cardiac disease and orthopaedic and surgical cases ; the 
organisation of occupational therapy departments and curative work-
shops, including lists of apparatus and materials required ; practical 
suggestions on financial management and the use of waste material. 
Practical Instruction 
There is definite practical instruction given in the practice of 
occupational therapy, and an Appendi"C contains diagrams illustrating 
apparatus suitable for use with bed patients, and apparatus for use 
in workshops adapted especially for orthopaedic use. Finally, there 
is a Bibliography of reference hooks for further study of occupational 
therapy and allied subjects, and a list with addresses of suppliers of 
apparatus and materials. 
Specimen page from Ch. 2. 
(3) The patient's mental capacity at the time of 
treatment. If depressed patients are given work which 
they are at the time incapable of doing, they will become 
more depressed, lose interest and probably give it up, 
telling you that " they knew they were no good at 
anything." On the other hand, if an intelligent patient 
is given something mechanical that requires very little 
attention, he or she will do it mechanically and may be 
occupied for the whole period of the class, but the 
therapeutic value of the work will be nil. This was 
illustrated by a restless patient suffering from distressing 
auditory hallucinations who was sent to the occupational 
therapy class shortly after her admission to hospital. 
She was put to rug-making on a loom. The work was 
new to her and occupied all her attention. She said 
that while she was busy she did not " hear the voices " ; 
she looked forward to the class and improved steadily 
for about a fortnight. Then she became restless and 
hallucinated again and her work no longer helped her. 
She was making a plain rug and could now work 
mechanically. As soon as she was put to work on 
another rug in which a complicated pattern was being 
introduced and which required her whole attention, she 
again began to improve. The work chosen should 
demand the patient's whole attention and the standard 
must be raised as the patient improves. 
3· Consider the arrangement of your room. Asocial, 
solitary patients should sit with friendly patients ; over-
active, interfering patients should sit at separate tables ; 
let new patients who do not seem anxious to join 
the class examine things that have been or are being 
made ; some patients who have learned a craft may be 
helped considerably to regain their self-confidence by 
allowing them to instruct and help other patients. 
Where possible, display finished articles: it gratifies the 
maker and stimulates others. 
joint . I Movements Involved. 
Knee Flexion, extension. 
Ankle and Flexion, extension. 
Foot. Inversion, eversion. 
Extract from Ch. 4· 
Suggesred Occupations. 
Bicycle saw. 
Bicycle sewing machine. 
Foot bellows. 
Lathe. 
Pottery wheel (clay not good for 
arthritic patients). 
Treadle saw. 
Bicycle saw }with adjustments 
Bicycle sewing in way of 
machine pedals. 
In these particular cases no craft in which muscles 
remain in one position for any length of time is good. 
Muscles must have constant relaxation from a fixed 
pos1t10n. The actual movement is far more essential 
than a permanent state of grip. 
It is impossible to lay down a generalised ruling for 
treatment of cases-they must be treated individually. 
In long-standing cases where it is considered imprac-
ticable to attempt to gain complete extension, it is of 
greater value to the patient to exercise and increase 
range of flexion. 
In re-education of the muscles of the hand, some 
occupation in which tools must be repeatedly picked up, 
grasped, and put down should be chosen. The amount 
of strength required in some of these occupations may 
be gradually increased, e.g. by increasing th~ thickness 
of the wood used or the weight of the hammer, by add-
ing weights to treadles in loom weaving ; the size of the 
handle of the hammer may be reduced as a means of 
improving the flexion of the fingers. This should be 
done gradually as the patient's condition improves. 
Printed in Great Britain 
DORSET HOUSE SCHOOL 
OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY 
CLIFTON DOWN, BRISTOL 8 
These courses were to have been started at 
Bristol , but, owing to the blitzes and the 
evac uation of the School to Bromsgrove , they 
were started at Barnsley Hall. 
SPECIAL Wartime Training Courses 
for Occupational Therapists. 
Telephone ) 35195 Bristol 
Telegrams 
Medical Director : ELIZABETH CASSON, M.D., D.P.M. 
Principal : Miss E. M. MACDONALD, Diploma of Dorset House School 
of Occupational Then.py, N.S.A.M. Craft Teachers' Certificates. 
Assisted by a staff of Tn.ined Occupational Then.pisu. 
IN order to meet the unprecedented demands for Occupa-tional Therapists to treat Service and Civilian casualties, 
the Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy applied 
to the Association of Occupational Therapists for their 
co-operation in a scheme for shortened courses, to enable 
candidates with previous experience to qualify rapidly. The 
Association agreed to this and to hold special examinations. 
The two fields from which the main demand for treatment 
of cases come are those of: (a) Physical disabilities, and 
(b) Psychological disabilities. 
Three courses haVe been arranged by the Dorset House 
School. In each case candidates must hold a Oiplom~r 
Certificate of Training~~ lia:c lcad at least t+OO jEXISO-
ferr'o al eup i s· ec gai::iilg tlic Cti Eificacc 01 Diploiild. 
Candidates will only be accepted by the School after a six-
weeks' probationary period, which is part of the course. 
FOR TREATMENT OF PHYSICAL CASES ONLY 
I. For those holding C.S.M.M.G. or similar Certificates. 
• Ensuring a previous knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, 
Pathology, and Symptomatology of Surgical and Medical 
Diseases. 
Lectures to be given in Psychology and Normal and Abnormal 
Mental States, Craft work. and Theory of Application 
of Crafts. 
FOR TREATMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CASES 
ONLY 
2. For a State Registered Mental Nurse or a R.M.P.A. 
Certificated Mental Nurse. 
• Ensuring a previous knowledge of Psychology, Symptomat-
ology of Mental Diseases and Disorders. 
Lectures to be given in Anatomy and Physiology. Craft work, 
and Theory of Application of Crafts. 
3. For a Teacher with adequate Craft experience and 
Craft Certificates. 
• Ensuring a previous knowledge of Crafts. 
Lectures to be given in Psychology. Anatomy and Physiology, 
Symptomatology of Psychoses, Psychoneuroses, etc., 
and Theory of Application of Crafts. 
For AII.-Some slight revision of subjects listed under 
sections (•). 6 
Each Course is planned to cover -lit' months, and practical 
experience will be arranged as facilities in local hospitals allow. 
The Association of Occupational Therapists has agreed to 
hold the following examinations :-
June, 1941-
Preliminary Examination Fee £2 2s. 
November, December, 1941 -
Final Examination £5 Ss. 
The Full Course for the Final Examination of the Association 
of Occupational Therapists is 2t to 2} years, but all candidates 
with previous qualifications can shorten this according to 
the time they need for study. 
Cost of the Course 
TUITION , £35, Excluding · Books, Unrform and Materrals. ') lh 
(These may be Estimated at £15) { ~ 
RESIDENCE, IF AVAILABLE- ~ 
35s per week, shanng a room ) w.o.-r-
2 Gu1neas per week, s1ngle room. 
Working Hours 
(Approx.)-9.15 a.m. to I p.m. 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. 
with possibrlity of evening study and craft work. 
Note.-The Course offered is intensive and Is designed to 
meet an urgent need. No apology is made for the hours, and 
it Is suggested that only candidates who are prepared to accept 
these conditions should consider the ~ months' training. 
' Date f01 tilt€1111& upon Courses, JaiiUdl y !8tli, I '*'I. 
R:csid thud t, J 1 27th, I'HI. 
TWOWEEKS' HOLIDAY WILL BE GIVEN DURING THE 
COURSE. 
The cond itions of enrolment for the Course are as follows :-
1. The School cannot guarantee anything in the way of posts, 
although it is prepared to do all it can to meet the 
requirements of the Medical Profession and of the 
Students. 
2. The Course may have to be transferred from Bristol, if 
this is deemed wise and necessary, or it may have to 
be terminated at short notice by the School if circum-
stances prevent its continuance. 
Similarly-any student may leave at short notice and 
will only be charged fees in ratio to whatever training 
he or she has had up to that date. 
3. Everything possible will be done to provide the necessary 
training, but the School cannot promise to do more 
than plan each section of the Course with the best 
facilities available at that particular time. 
Candidates willing to train under the above conditions are 
asked to write for Application Forms to The Principal. 
Then came war. Until France fell, Bristol was little 
affected. Dr. Casson felt, however, tlut as the 1914-1 8 war 
had precipitated the establishment. of Occupational Therapy 
m Cat1a~a and Amenca,. so, m tlus war, the importance of 
Occupatwnal Therapy nught become better recognized here. 
Representatives of the Services and of the Ministry of Health 
paid several visits to Dorset House and the Allendale Curative 
Workshop. All showed great interest, particularly in the 
wood-work, gardening and heavy basketry. 
Dr. Casson was suddenly asked if tl1e Dorset House School 
would train large numbers of Occupational Therapists for 
hospitals all over the cotmtry and some for abroad. 
Then France fell. Blitzes came and for a time Occupational 
Therapy went literally into the cellars. Finally, Bristol became 
an impossible place in which to rw1 a nursing home or train 
students. Patients were dispersed-a few being taken to Clevc-
don with Dr. Casson. The School which dwindled to tco 
gallant and tenacious students struggled on for some weeks. 
Ultimately the students had to be sent home and taught by 
correspondence, while new prcm.ises were sought. Finances 
were at their lowest ebb-(evcrytlung had always gone into 
the expansion of the work)-and the School was on the verge 
of closing. A temporary loan from a legacy, then a generous 
gift from the Lord Mayor's Air Raid Distress Fund, coupled 
with the offer of premises by the Ministry of Healtl1-savcd 
the School. 
After many disappointments, Dr. Shepherd of Barnsley Hall 
Hospital, Bromsgrovc, Worcestcrslure, came to the rescue by 
a warm-heartcd and generous invitation to accept hospitality 
in his emergency hospital, and Ius Comnuttee and the Ministry 
of Health strongly supported his offer. Miss Macdonald with 
Miss MacCaul, Miss Harris and Miss Oldnall (Dr. Casson's 
Secretary, who came to help with the re-establishment), and 
tl1c ten students, were soon settled at Bromsgrove. The School 
cannot be grateful enough for the unfailing kindness and help 
received from everybody tl1crc during the f1ve years' stay. 
An excellent curative workshop was set up, as part of the 
unit, under the din:!ction of Miss G. MacCaul, and became a 
very great inspiration in the rapid development and spread of 
Occupational Therapy in E.M.S. hospitals all over the cow1try. 
Owing to war conditions Dorset House was for a short time 
the only survivu1g School. It had a patients' treatment depart-
ment attached, where through carefully prescribed and closely 
· · in patients' conditions 
i. 
was giving demonstrable evidence of the value of Occupational 
Therapy. To the hospital and School came able and critical 
visitors from all parts of the world. This made all those con-
nected with the experiment very much aware of, and some-
what fearful for, their responsibilities. They knew that the 
reports of these visitors would have a very real influence on 
important decisions taken in relation to the future of Occu-
pational Therapy. 
After much negotiation and at the request of the Ministry of 
Health, the School agreed to organize war-time training 
courses to ensure a rapid and reasonably adequate supply of 
workers for other hospitals. The candidates were selected and 
given courses in line with their previous quali£cations-
Nurses, Physiotherapists, and Craft Teachers were among the 
trainees for the more responsible grades. Candidates without 
previous qualifications were given a brief training to enable 
them to act as Auxiliaries to the more fully qualified workers. 
Students entered every quarter for a six months' course; the 
Association ran cxan1inations four times a year, and a regular 
flow of workers moved out into the hospitals. These courses 
which started in 1941 were subsidized by the Ministry of 
Health. The first financial allocation for the experiment was 
small, but by 1943 the value of the work had been so well 
proved that it encouraged the Government to arrange a subsidy 
five times as large. This is a very real tribute to the hard work, 
in difficult conditions, with serious frustrations, and with the 
all too brief trainings, of the war-time candidates. 
Altogether over 200 Ministry of Health candidates were 
trained, 75-80 of them having since returned to complete their 
diplomas. Meanwhile, the full 2i-year course (as it was then) 
was allowed to continue and there is no doubt that this acted 
as a binding thread of stability through the background of the 
very hectic shorter train.ings. By 1945 the lists also showed that, 
since its beginning in 1930, the School had trained over 200 
long-term candidates. 
Mrs. Kuemmel had joined the School as Staff member and 
Miss Owen and Miss Kidston (with previous graduate qualifi-
cltions) had joined as student staff, the two latter qualifying in 
Occupational Therapy later and making a continuing con-
tribution towards the training of students. All the courses were 
carried out at a high pressure, students and staff working 
gallantly and until late hours. Some share was taken in hospital 
activities, and the Christmas parties in true Dorset House 
tradition, were much enjoyed breaks in cl1e busy routine. 
Dr. Casson paid the School frequent visits and, with the 
recovery of the finances of her nursing homes and the re-
quisitioning of cl1e empty premises (the original Dorset House) 
in Bristol, she continued her generosity and encouragement in 
experiment and expansion . 
One of the highlights of the Bromsgrove days was cl1e visit 
of the Princess Royal-which was a sequel to the Royal 
invitation Dr. Casson had received to tell Queen Mary about 
the Occupational Therapy work and to take tea wicl1 her at 
Badminton. Queen Mary has since graciously accepted an 
album of photographs of the School and workshops. Bocl1 
Queen Mary and the Princess Royal showed keen interest in-
and a wonderful understanding of-the work of Occupational 
Therapy. 
The war ended and the Barnsley Hall Emergency Hospital 
at Bromsgrovc was due to close down. After what seemed 
another un-ending search the School was lucky in finding 
spacious hutted premises in the grounds of the Churchill 
Hospiral in a good position on cl1e top of Headi.ngton Hill, 
Oxford, and Harbenon House wicl1 its gardens, orchard and 
tennis courts as a t hostel for the students. 
Sm,-ln your leading o.rticle of Fcb .. lO attcutio.n iij 
drawn to the present shortage of occupnllot;ln l thernplBh;, 
and as you suggest t hat such t raining cannot begin too 
soon it may bo of interest t o record what has nlrend)• 
boon done, "largely owing to the activities of the Emer· 
gcncy Medical Service. • 
Three years ago the Ministry of llenlth invited the 
Dorset House School of Occupational T herapy from 
Bristol to the Bnrn.sley H all EMS Hospital , Bromsgrove, 
nnd pro,•idcd it with generous accommodation in huts. 
Spe<anl grants were made by t hem to suitable candidates 
~~bile t~~~~!i~in~on:eihi;:u~~~d!r~ui~}IYp~fe::i~:~~ 
efficiency. AB suggested in your article, phytnothera.pists 
bad in their training covered Jhucb Of t he g t'OUOd needed 
in anatomy and physiology, and those who have qua.lifiod 
from physicn l trainin!l' colleges and some craft teachers 
have been particularly successful candidates, because 
they have h ad experience .of han dling classes as well os 
individuals. . 
Special courses were instituted to give a ll student s a 
:~~~r~f~n~~~"~f~f:ab~i8:;,c~~~~cr8~U!fn~=~~-
lcacbing on joincrv, weaving and other necessary cra.fls LETTERS F ROM D"R.. CAS SON 
~;:n:::atio~m~t~e a~:::~~!~ onc~~:ae~~n~~:r~~l"''i---RE--B-R_O_M_S_G;_R,;,;O;,.VE..:.__;O;_.;_T:..:,. __;C:.:O:..U:,R;:.::S,:E:.,:S;_...J 
pist&...W. anatomy a nd physiology and a ll other crn!ts 
required for t heir work, a. spec ia l war d ip loma. having 
been !instituted as well as an examination for short· 
course auxiliaries. '.I'l'aining includes hospital practice 
in curatiVe workshops already provided in a ll the large 
orthopredic hospitals, and joiners, builders, gardeners 
and other technicians are at work under the head occu· 
pationn l t herapists. Lathes, benches and heavy looms 
are :wailable to work up the patients' muscle tone. 
l~~o,~~~k \~~s~~~~ei~\s ~h~~'O~~~~a~ege~OO~~bt~~t cr:eC:: 
must bo nothing in her work of the dabbling ama.tew· 
in embroidery and raffia. Occupational therapy includes 
!~d 8~~e~~~kin~: th~~=hb~1~e~8 f~~o~~e~~d~~0~s~~~; 
provided for the hospita l patients by t he local education 
committee. 'l'he occupational therapist must learn to 
organise t he assistance prov-ided by auxiliaries who ho.vo 
taken a. short specia l course to wor\c under hez·, and by 
voluntary helpei'S who give va luable nss lstanc~ in recrea· 
ive activit ies such as music, games, light needlework 
nd the choice of books. ' t 
Tho fu ll course of training for an occupational tbera..PLSt 
takes 21 years, but after the flrst year hospita l praoti'c~ 
ives on oppo1•tun.ity for much usefu l work even befo~ 
qua lification. '£be special war courses can be as short 
6 months for suitable candidates . · . • 
The Dorset House School bns provided 98 ful ly quafi~ 
cd occupational therapists since its f'oundnt.ion, a nil hM. 
ad the privilege of staffing two of the EMS hospita.ls 
ou mention, A.shridge and Horton. besides a number of 
others th at are being used by the E~lS for thei.r special 
short instructional courses for doctors and other members 
of the new rehabilitation staffs. Nineteen more students 
and 17 auxiliaries arc about to qual ify, and 57 are in 
training as well as 21 auxiliaries. I nc luding those 
trained elsewhere, t he .Association of Occupn.tionn.l 
'l'hcl'n.pists had 108 full members at the t ime of its HH.2 
a.nnun l rcpot·t, and the number must now be much h igher . 
A film illusLmting it.s methods of training used at the 
Barnsley Hall School is n.vn.iln.ble for medical audiences, 
nod visitors to the school are a lways welcome. 
Don;ot BoufiC! School of 
Ottupatlonfll Thorap)·, 
1\rom~vc. 
ELIZABETH OA.SSON, 
Mc<ltcal Dl.roctor. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
To th~ Editor of !11~ Manchester Gu.a.rdicn 
Sir,-The co-operation mentioned in 
your paragraph "Cripples' New Hope" 
between the Empire Rheumatism 
Council and the British Orthopredic 
Association has revealed a demand !or 
~e c~~~~~~fv~ ~~~a~~~r~~~~~ro~Jr 
women. Unfortunately there is a 
serious shortage in its ranks. 
The authonties have made special 
arrangements for the rapid training tf 
suitable candidates at the Dorset House 
School of Occup:l.tion.al Therapy at 
Barnsley HaU Emergency Hospital, 
Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, :md it is 
not sufficiently well known that such 
shortened ~training provides an excellent 
opening for craftswomen to make their 
knowledge of use in hospitals. either as 
fu).ly qualified occupational therapists 
or as auxiliaries working ns 
subordinates. 
There are some vacancies for we.ll· 
educated girls of l 7 and 18, whose 
hospital work as auxiliary occupational 
therapists is treated as war service. 
All students take the examinations of 
the Association of Occo.pational 
Therapists. FuU particulars can be 
obtained from .the secretary of the 
schooL-Yours, &c .• 
ELIZABETH CARRON, M.D., 
D.P.M., Medical Director 
Dorset House School of 
Occupational Therapy 
December 31. 
Rehabilitation fo:ward ·. the . ~am-
C . pa•gn. Arrangements are be.ng made 
ampatgn by which certain members of hoipital 
staffs-mcdi('c.~l officers, masseuses, 
etc.-shall be enabl~d to take special short-term 
courses on the subject as it is felt that much of lhe 
apathy which is sometimes encountered is due in 
large measure to failure to realise just how much 
rehabilitation can achic,·c. These courses will be 
free, all expenses being paid. One course in 
occupational therapy is open to candidates with a 
knowledge of craft work or massage, social S<:ience, 
comparative anatomy or psychology. A number of 
women and girls of school certificate standard will 
also be trained to act as auxiliaries. A stamped 
addressed envelope should be sent by those in-
terested to the Principal of the Dorset House 
School of Occupational Therapy, Barnsley Hall 
Emergency Hospital, Bromsgrove, VVorcestershire. 
Candidates will be selected by personal interview 
OCCUP TIONAL THERAPY COURSES 
s ll~~~i~~ini~1~d~rse~nr~~pa~~~~~l~:l~~~: 
ha\'1! been arrangl!d by the Ministry of Health. 
Th~~ courses are free of cost and include board , 
ICA!~in\t and pocket money and salaried posts in 
hO'I(ntal wt ll be avatlable after trainmg. Cattdi-
datl.!-. will be ~ct~cted by personal interview and 
should have a knowledge of craft work or massage, 
or hold de~rees m social science, comparative 
anatomy or p .. ychology. Candid:nes ma~ be under 
19 when starting the course, or bom m 1919 or 
earlier. Courl;eS arc also offered to women and 
~1it11~o~ ~~~~~~ua~~~ca~i~:~ ~~:~:1:u~~ia~:~. 
For particulars apply : The Principal. Dorroet 
House School of Occupational Therapy, Barnsley 
Hall Emenzcncy Hospital, Bromsgrove, Worces-
ter~hire, "here the courses will begin on July 19 
and Septemba 13. Enclose stam addrcs...cd 
British J,:edical Journal 
J ul y I 943 . 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
\Veaving. rug-making, knitting , basketry, 
toy-making, and other handicrafts a.r~ n~w 
taught in hospitals as part of the rehabilitation 
of the sick and wounded. 
As there is a shortage of women instructors in 
" occupational therapy," short trai ning co\Jrses 
carrying graded war·time qualifications htne bttn 
arranged by the Ministry of Health. These. courses 
are fr« of charge, and include board, lodgtng, and 
~~=~,';'~~~:~ u~i~~~~ ~:~~ida~~~p\~~~~ :m ~ 
selected by personal interview-in London if neces· 
sary-should have a knowkdge of c~aftwo~k, 
nursing, or massage , or hold degrees m soctn l 
science, comparative anatomy, or psych.ology. 
Courses are also offered to wome n and ~;n l s of 
appro)!.i mately school certificate ~~~n~ard without 
~~~~ ~~~~:~a~i" s ~~ ~~11J5 a~u~~~~ape~~set House 
School o{ Occupational Therapy, Barns~y ~a ll 
Emergency Hospital, Broms~rove, Worces1e.rsh1re, 
staning on July \9 and September tJ _ P:lr\lculars 
can be had from the principal of the school. 
The Time& , IOth July I 943 
Occup~trona '!hera py. The Ministry or 
Health has made arrangements tor ,short 
training courses for Instructors In occupa-
tional therapy to be held at Dorset House 
School of Occupational Therapy, Barnsley 
H a ll Emergency Hospital, Bromsgrove, 
Worcestershire. Particulars or these 
~~u:~:ss;~~ be obtained from the Principal 
Pllarmeceutical Journal 
IOt h J uly I943 
THE ROLE OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY IN REHABILITATION 
BY 
DR. ELIZABETH CASSON 
Medical Director, 
Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy, 
Barnsley Hall Emergency Hospital, 
Bromsgrove, Worcs. 
THE ROLE OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY IN REHABILITATION 
-----ooo-----
Dr. Mary Mears ' article in the July and Dr. B.D. Upton-Jones's 
letter in the October numbers of the Review have drawn attention 
to the need for a changed attitude on the part of the medical 
profession towards the chronic invalidism that often follows an 
accident or illness. Florence Nightingale in her Notes on Nursing 
warns us solemnly that we have to make sure that the patient is not 
made worse by the unhealthy state of the hospital, and we all 
learnt in our medical studies of the researches of Semmelweiss when 
it was known that it was far more dangerous to have a baby in 
hospital than at home, for infection was continually being spread 
to the healthy mothers. So now we are beginning to realise that 
while a patient has been ill, we may have allowed or even 
encouraged him to expect to remain so, possibly for life. 
Fortunately the war has convinced all concerned that no one who 
can be pressed back into service is to be allowed to remain unused, 
and this has helped to raise the value of each individual. 
This has shown itself in several important Government Reports: 
firstly, that of the Interim Scheme of the Ministry of Labour 
& National Service , mentioned by Dr. Mary Mears. This provides for 
the training of all disabled persons over the age of 16, in close 
touch with the hospital where they have been treated as patients. 
It has been followedby the Beveridge Report which emphasizes 
again and again the need for security for all the sick and disabled, 
declaring that, 
" Restoration of a sick person to health is a duty of the 
State and the sick person, prior to any other consideration." 
It assumes that the State Health Service "covers rehabilitation 
and · fitting for employment by treatment which will be both 
medical and post-medical ", and points out that "disease and 
accidents must be paid for in any case, in lessened powe r of 
production and in idleness, if not directly by insurance benefits." 
It stresses that "special attention should be paid to the 
prevention of chronic disability, by intensified treatment, advice 
and supervision of cases in which it is threatened and by research 
into its causes." It also emphasizes the "citizen's obligation 
to seek and accept all reasonable opportunities of work , to 
co- operate in measures designed to save him from habituation to 
idleness, and to take all proper measures to be well". Another 
immensely important section deals with the harm done by the present 
Workmen 's Compensation System, especially by the common custom of 
the settlement of a claim by a lump sum which, "from the point of 
view of social security it is impossible to justify". The report 
shows that the disabled man " often feels he is unfairly treated 
and settlement hurried, litigation is common and the injured workman 
is often discouraged from recovery or from taking any kind of work 
lest he should prejudice his bargain". After 45 years the present 
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system "has contributed little or nothing to the most important 
purpose of all, which should have come first, namely , restoration 
of the injured employee to the greatest possible degree of 
production and earning as soon as possible." It finally points out 
the almost universal attitude of the Insurance Companies towards 
rehabilitation "as not being their concern". 
Now in January 1943 the Tomlinson Report has appeared on the 
Rehabilitation and Resettlement of Disabled Persons . It reviews 
what the medical services have done or might do to help a disabled 
patient to maximum recovery of health, at which point the 
Ministry of Labour will step in to "find for him employment suited 
to individual capacity" and that "makes the best use of 
individual skill". 
The aim of the Emergency Medical Service is to see tha t 
"the fewest possible patients are left OTith a permanent disability 
and that all of them are brought as far as possible to such a state 
of fitness that on leaving hospital they are able at once to take 
up employment or to enter a full time course of vocational training -
although there will no doubt always be a certain number of patients 
for whom special rehabilitation measures are necess ary after they 
leave hospital in order to make them fully fit for the 
occupation in which they are to be engaged." 
The whole section of Medical Rehabilitation should be read 
by every doctor and medical student even if they have not time 
to read the entire report . It reminds us forcibly of what 
Dr. Mary Mears says "that the common sense view that the sick a nd 
injured must be helped through the period of disability, both in 
the hospital ward and in their convalescence, has been only too of 
conspicuous by its absence, and many cases will no doubt come to 
one's mind of needless disability and prolonged invalidism, though 
much has been done" . 
The report shows that so far orthopaedic hospitals are being 
01ell equipped for medical rehabilitation but much remains to be 
done for general hospital patients to aid their recovery from 
serious illness, for the cardiac cases, the tuberculous, the blind 
and the deaf, and those suffering from neuroses and psychoses, and 
from various specialised industrial diseases. It emphasizes the 
fact that the task of providing adequate rehabilitation service 
is immense especially in a large number of general hospitals . 
"A very great and sustained effort on a national scale is required 
if the pioneer work done in relatively few institutions up and down 
the country is to be extended to meet the actual dime nsions of the 
opportunity and the need ." It acknowledges that the necess ary 
provision is largely a financial question, but that beyond this lies 
the problem of trained personnel, both medical and lay, and that 
"remedial and occupational therapy have yet to v1in their full 
recognition in the medical profession. " "The Committee urge that 
the Universities and Royal Colleges should co nsider instituting 
a Diploma covering the special needs of rehabilitation and that 
similar Diploma should be made available for the ancillary worke rs . " 
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This is an interesting proposition which may be regarded as 
somewhat controversial. Most surgeons and physicians would 
regard it as detrimental to the patient ' s recovery if he were 
to be handed over completely to the rehabilitation medical officer, 
however well qualified, as suggested by the Committee , but it would 
probably prove a very attractive specialisation to many of us. 
Probably what is required is a wider view of the function of the 
physiother~st so that his department may be constantly available 
for patients from other specialists in the hospital and each 
patient would receive the benefit of the "rehabilitationist's" 
expert treatment and advice, always at the service of the 
practitioner in charge of the case. The department would include 
under its chief all the needed ancillary workers, duly qualified 
occupational therapists, physiotherapists, etc. 
As occupational therapists are needed for the service of the 
psychological patients, it is possible that some would have to be 
available for these cases, apart from the rehabilitation department, 
in the same way as psychiatric social workers have to be supplied 
apart from the almoners. Some remarks on the training of 
occupational therapists occur later in this paper. 
The remainder of the report covers what it designates 
"post-medical re-habilitation" - education in new vocations, 
provision of sheltered workshops, etc. It is not a good name for 
it includes much that still needs the help of the medical 
profession , but the name matters little compared with the actual 
service to the individual be he called patient or ex-patient . 
There is an excellent table in the appendix , on the basis 
of which we can review what is being done and what is still required. 
It tabulates - Fractures or other physical injury - treated either 
in the orthopaedic unit (Fracture A) or the General Hospital 
(usually in a Fracture B unit). It goes on to tabulate the 
treatment to be given for general diseases in the hospitals, 
cardiac cases, pulmonary tuberculosis, the blind, the deaf, and 
those suffering from neuroses and psychoses. For each condition 
the general and specialised treatment is mentioned , leading up to 
complete restoration, or residence in a reconditioning centre and 
to vocational training if needed, or to sheltered employment as 
required. 
It is interesting to find that the Report lays special stress 
on occupational therapy as a most necessary stage in aiding the 
recovery of many of the patients for whom treatment is outlined. 
The Report takes it for granted that it will be provided in all 
such cases. 
This has thrown on to the occupational therapy schools an 
almost impossible task. It is a new and, therefore, small profess 
There were three or four schools in the British Isles at the 
beginning of the war , but th ough occupational therapy was used 
by Sir Robert Jones for the treatment of the disabled during the las 
war , its physical aspect had been forgotten over here, and students 
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had been largely trained for psychological work. Prosperous 
schools had been kept going in Canada and the United States of 
America, however, and from time to time orthopaedic surgeons who 
returned from overseas reminded us that we we re neglecting a much 
needed form of treatment. 
The Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy was opened in 
1930, and its first principal, Mrs. Glyn Owens, had trained at 
Philadelphia and had spent some of her time there in the special 
study of curative workshops. Several Americal occupational 
therapists came over to join the staff of the School and several 
Dorset House students went to America for post-graduate study 
including special orthopaedic practice in curative workshops. In 
1938, Miss Mary Macdonald, the present principal of the School, 
was given a Pilgrim Trust grant to study methods and on her return 
the Allendale Curative Workshop was opened at Clifton which was 
visited by some of the specialists responsible for organising 
the present hospital services. In the meantime, the Astley Ainslie 
Institute in Edinburgh had brought from Canada a very healthy 
nucleus which has grown into an excellent school under 
Colonel Cunningham. Mr. Girdlestone at Headington developed 
occupational therapy workshops of his own and his writings have 
done much to lay a firm foundation of good English tradition. 
All agree that a qualified occupational therapist cannot 
be trained in less than 2~ years, and there were few available 
to teach new students. Certain professional trainings, such as that 
of masseuses, instructors in P.T., nurses, and art teachers, had 
covered part of the course needed for occupational therapy. 
In order to obtain the necessary personnel as quickly as possible, 
the Ministry of Health invited the Dorset House School of 
Occupational Therapy to their large hospital at Barnsley Hall, 
Bromsgrove, and arranged for such selected candidates to be given 
a special intensive training for six months in the School so th a t 
they could go into their hospitals as qualified occupational 
therapists, ready to open a new department in each Fracture A. 
hospital. The Association of Occupational Therapists was most 
co-operative in arranging a special war diploma to enable them to 
qualify. So well has this worked that many hospitals have needed 
the immediate help of auxiliaries who have been given another form 
of short course and passed a special Auxiliary Examination of the 
Association of Occupational Therapists and who are now working under 
strict regulation as to supervision by a qualified occupational 
therapist. 
Enthusiastic reports of results have come in showing a 
real improvement in the atmosphere of those hospitals where a 
qualified occupational therapist is available to carry out the 
instructions of the orthopaedic surgeon. There are, of course, 
many difficulties to contend Hith caused by the war, especially 
that of getting equipment and materials for crafts, but the 
hospitals have faced the shortages with patience and ingenuity. 
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As more qualified occupational therapists become available 
and departments can be equipped, Fracture B. hospitals are 
expected to carry through the same treatment and it will no doubt 
be applied to cardiac and other cases of physical illness. 
Occupational therapy is specifically mentioned in the 
Tomlinson Report as being needed for injury, pulmonary tuberculosis, 
neuroses and psychoses, but there are few conditions except short 
acute illnesses, such as simple operations , pneumonia, etc . , where 
it cannot be usefully prescribed to assist recovery. 
The responsibility of the doctor is two-fold: to treat 
every patient from the beginning of his illness in such a way that 
he looks forward to his return to complete health, and to study 
the methods the community makes to provide for the patient's 
restoration and to help to improve those methods . Occupational 
therapy is one of the many useful processes required in both 
these aspects. In all disability occupation is the first sign 
of recovery . As we watch an unconscious patient we look out for 
the smallest return of spontaneous movement, and from that movement 
his activities can be used towards complete restoration to health. 
In serious illness the nurse will probably be the occupational 
therapist and her instructions will be very simple: "Now jus t lift 
your head and you will be able to drink this and it will make you 
feel better" - the effort is made by the patient and a good nurse 
continues each hour and day to stimulate activity with long rests 
in between each effort . Usually the patient can and will take 
on the responsibility of his own recovery, but how easily it can 
be suggested to him that he is an invalid and must be "cured" by 
someone else. We can study the process equally well in watching 
the development of a normal baby, for every illness is a return 
to infancy. The wise mother guides every sign of new activity 
in her child. On her depends whether he develops into a real 
person with his own activities or is a neurotic , always depending 
on someone else to make all his decisions for him and being angry 
if all his environment is not subservient to his desires. We 
all see the mothers who go on washing and dressing their children 
of 6 and 7, and the resultant grown-up who complains that he cannot 
get a plumber to come instead of learning how to put a washer on a t 
As doctors , therefore, we want to learn to make our patients take 
over the responsibility of getting well and never to let them slide 
into regarding themselves as invalids. We can make our own attitude 
to the patient right but we cannot be vl ith the patient all the time 
to guide them . At first the nurse must be responsible, but in almos 
every case of serious illness , other ancillaries are necessary. 
Nearly every fracture needs massage, but if we are wise we choose 
a masseuse whose attitude to the patient we know to be right, who 
envisages a patient wholely well and independent . This attitude 
is the one which we should find in every occupational therapist . 
She should be trained from the beginning in a right psychological 
attitude to her patients, as a human being whose behaviour is governe 
by the stimuli he receives to activity . She must be ready with 
crafts and other activities to arouse his desire for achievement , 
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even while he still has to be in bed . She and her assistants are 
ready for him in the workshops the first day in can be prescribed 
for him . She is responsible for the friendly soci able atmosphere 
into which all the other patients receive the newcomer. On her 
depends much of the spirit in which they view the rest of their 
treatment, such as physical exercise, but she has a big pull for 
while doing their joinery or gardening for her they often forget 
the disability for which their particular job has been prescribed . 
It is interesting to watch the men in a large curative workshop; 
competition is keen to show what good results can be achieved in 
work produced , but the medical officer and the occupational therapist 
judge it by the rate at wh ich the patien t progresses to recovery 
of his lesion to complete restoration to health and full 
citizenship . 
We hope that in time the results planned by Sir William Beveridge 
and the Inter-departmental Committee will come in t o being. There 
are many difficulties that will take much effort to overcome , such 
as the apathy of the insurance companies in the Workmen ' s 
Compensation injuries. Premiums are now based on a scale that covers 
risk of the employee being killed . A lump sum for an injury is 
less than that for death and there the company often feels its 
responsibility is done. The community, however, is still 
responsible until the patient has had done for him all that is 
possible. 
Many of us were brought up to think that our highest 
privilege was to he l p lame dogs over stiles - we are now 
realising that it is far better to help them on to their own legs . 
-----ooo--- --
Elizabeth Casson. 
Clevedon. March 1943 . 
"Woman's 0Wn 11 
3rd September, 1943. 
W I N N I N G J 0 B S 
A new training described by VICTORIA STEVENSON 
Here is a free training for a new career offered by the 
Ministry of Health! It is Occupational Therapy. 
Occupational Therapy means healing by occupation for 
people suffering from physical or mental disorders and is 
carried out under medical direction. 
You will remember that in a previous article I mentioned 
that this branch of healing, practised for so lonq in hospitals 
all over the country, has been found so beneficial that it has 
n ow even been extended to our Prisoners of War in enemy hands, 
through the Red Cross. 
But a trained Occupational Therapist is usually appointed 
to every large hospital in this country and it is her duty 
to guide, help and instruct the patients in some kind of 
craft-work so that the bed-ridden, disabled or mentally 
deficient patient becomes much happier, and is a better subject 
for medical treatment. Basket- making , >~eaving , toy-making, 
rug-making - she must be an expert at all kinds of craft-work 
and be able to suggest the kind of work that will appeal to the 
different types of patients . 
Before the war the course would cost about ElOO resident, but 
so great is the demand for women instructors in occupational 
therapy that the Ministry of Health are now offering special 
short training courses, carrying graded wartime qualifications , 
absolutely free of charge. They also pay board , lodging and 
pocket money during training. 
Candidates should have a knowledge of craft-work, nursing or 
massage, or hold degrees in social science , comparative 
anatomy or psychology . 
The courses, which will last about six months, will be held 
at the Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy , Barnsley 
Hall Emergency Hospital, Bromsgrove, Worcestershire and 
particulars can be obtained from the Principal of the School if 
a stamped envelope is enclosed . All candidates will be selected 
by personal interview. 
On completion of the training, which includes Anatomy, 
Physiology , Psychology, and the study of mental and physical 
illnesses and crafts, the successful candidates will be allocated 
to salaried posts in hospitals. 
But what of the women and girls who are interested in this wo rk, 
who possess the infinite patience, tact and gentle discioline 
so essential for a successful instructor, and yet ~rho have none 
of the qualificati ons mentioned above? Can they train? Yes, 
they will be given a short training to qualify them as Auxiliaries 
if they possess approximately a School Certificate standard of 
education and are considered suitable for the work . 
With regard to age, the Ministry of Labour has agreed that 
candidates may be from about 17 to under 19 when they start 
training, or born in 1919 or earlier. 
My address for war-job problems is cjo "Woman ' s Own", Tower House, 
Southampton Street , London, W.C.2. 
Please enclose a stamped addressed envelope for my reply . 
Miss I . Richardson -
demonstrating weavina to a patient 
who needs fl exion and extension 
of the knees. 
The only possible O.T. for a 
bed rest, such as T.B. Miss Harris setting 
book in position. 
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COPY Ministry of Health, 
Whitehall, London, 
4th January , 1946. 
From Professor Sir Francis Fraser 
Dear Dr . Casson, 
I hear that the short courses of training in _Occupational 
Therapy at the Dorset House School have now finished, and the 
connection of the School ~1i th the Emergency Hedical Services 
ceases with them . 
The Ministry of Health and the Emergency Services are 
sincerely grateful to you and your School for all the help 
you have given during the war years. It is difficult to see 
how we could have obtained the trained staff required for the 
hospitals without the experience and organisation provided by 
your School and above all by the co-operation that has made it 
possible for therapists to be trained by courses planned to 
meet the needs of the emergency. I appreciate how much work 
these different courses have entailed , and the results have 
been good, which reflects great credit on the School and its staff. 
My colleagues and I are especially grateful to the Principal, 
Miss Macdonald, who has assisted the officers of the 11inistry at 
all times and whose experience has been of great value to us, and 
I would be glad if you will convey our thanks to all concerned. 
You will, I am sure, agree with me that what the School 
has been able to accomplish during the war has done much to 
convince the medical profession and hospital authorities of the 
value of Occupational Therapy in the treatment of their patients 
and this will, I hope, influence their plans for the hospital 
services of the future. 
Yours sincerely, 
(signed) Francis R. Fraser. 
Dr. Elizabeth Casson, M.D., 
Medical Director, 
Dorset House School of Occupational Therapy . 
